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This thesis will serve as a culmination of my activities and unique experiences as a 
member and leader of the Indiana Junior Angus Association (DAA). It is a "capstone" project 
because it not only combined major aspects of my education, but also separate parts of my life. 
My Mathematics and Foundations of Business minors have proven useful in my position as DAA 
treasurer since 1994. Through a journal-type review of my actions and responsibilities, I hope to 
describe the many lessons I have learned that went beyond my classrooms and activities. 
My involvement with the DAA began at the age of nine, and has continued through my 
college years. The hands on and real world experiences provided an opportunity for me to 
expand my horizons while becoming familiar with the workings of a non-profit organization. 
For the past two years I have played an integral part in the planning and production of the 
1998 National Junior Angus Show, which was hosted in Indianapolis by the Indiana Junior 
Angus Association. The final budget was over $110,000, with $30,000 of income from an 
Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund grant. 
This thesis will highlight the following: 
1) Goals and activities of the National and State Junior Angus Associations 
2) The purpose of the Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund, and our 
application process 
3) My book keeping style, investments made, and fund raising of the organization 
4) Committee chairs and activities fundamental to hosting a successful show 
5) The reimbursement process associated with the Indiana Livestock Promotion and 
Development Fund 
July 20-25, 1998 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Indiana State Fairgrounds 
PREVIEW 
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1998 National Junior Angus Show, Preview 
NJAA members 
will "Hoop It Up" 
in Indianapolis 
Y oung Angus l'Ilthu'iiJs,o fr_ om aCfl)~S the T 'J1lkd <;tates will travcl to India!lapolis July 20-:'5 tor the largest, m(lst cxotll1g Angus e\'eIlI 01 till' n\lr - the 1998 Natinnal Junior Angus Sh(l\\' (:\ lAS l. 
The Indiana Junior Angus Ass(Kiation spent mnre than a \-ear piannin;:..: 1111 thi~ Vf,ll-'~ 
:\ lAS, thl'med "!-loop it up in I ndiana," The e\cnl. which has growll to be the largest 
single-breed hl'cf cattle show in the world, will bc held at th,' Inlkr,; "tatc 
Fairgrounds_ 
Junior Angus bn:eders from Illorc than 40 states arc cxpected t" 
enter cattle in thc five,day cvent. In additioll t" thl' li\"(~stock 
c'ol11pctitions, k'ltiership contests and educational seminars 
\\'ill be held tt)) all :\atiollal Junior ,\ngus\,s()ci,lIion 
, :\ JAA) member', I'ro,-iding yllung Angu, brecuns ff(1Jl1 
all parts of the lTnited States the "I'l'mtunity to col-:pde 
- with or with< .ut cattle_ 
t\'lore than -0 l-'liltestants arc l'\11l'Linl tLl competl' for 
the title of",\,0l' .... h,,\\'man" in the finals of lhe _;2nd 
:\ational Jun ior \ngus Showmanship Contest. 
Six Angus leadas \I'ill be eiecll'd a~ Jirecto:'s of the NJA\ Bllard ,]1 the annual meeting 
of the' NJA;\. Other conte~b include a public speaking contest, witl' both prepared and 
('\l<~ll1l'llraIleous dilisions, ,1Ild team "des competitions, as well as till' Certified AngH) 
BCLIr Cook-Off, I,hotogr.lphy and pllskr CIlntl'~ls. 
Exhihitors must be ,iUIl lor membcl'~ l,t the Anwrican AIll'US Ass< 'clation. To CO III pete, 
thel' I1llht 11e 9 years old, but not yet 21, by Jan, 1, 1998. Applications for tr,1llst~'f 01 the 
animals to the juni .. r meubers must be Pllst marked bv \ [(11 1 ~_ i\I'l'lilations of 
rq_-!i~lratil ,I1S ofbr"ll-alhl-owned al1imals and all entries must he p' "I marked b> JUJ1( 1. 
I-or ,'nt"ie, or nlllll information nil till' :\).\S, contact: 
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Junior _\llillties DepartmL'llt 
521J I Frederick Hlni. 
St. JOSL'ph, \10 (v1506 
i-~ 16) 31n-:=; If)() 
f.-llli.lil: angus<!i i:ln~lls.{ H·~ 
f IlL 1i~" ~ ~ I.t .~:.:: .. :;.. 
• 
Cook-Off to celebrate 
15th anniversary 
Entries arc n\l\I' hL'ill!:, taken tLlr the 15th 
:\I\-.\mLTican C('rti/ietl"\lI,~IIS nee/CoIlK-
Off 1hi~ ('\'l'n1. coordinated l,,- thL' 
Anlericall ;\l1t~L1~"\Ilxili'lry and the \.;,ltio: ,11 
itlllltJr _\ngus :\S>Lh:i,lIi"1l1 :"1;\:\1, ,,-ill hc 
held Tuesday, July 21, at 2:.'I() \'_111. 
-I he ("'cnt has gnl\\"I1 (n-lT the ,-car, as ;~ 
h,IS t r,ll'ekd I, )(ation tLl In(,ltion with the 
:\atuHl,11 lunior :\ngus Sho" , I-or the tJst 
sl'\'LTal Years. mort: t han IO() indil-iduals 
haw (ooked, sung and danced tLl cxplain 
the merit> (If Ccrtl/i,·t!\lI,I;II_' Ikdl'rodud tl' 
judges ,md SPl'd,lI1lrs_ 
St\'\\_, Hadle,-, Snco I, '(ld "Crl kl- I,r 
Indianapob, ,,-illpr<n-ide thl' lUi> of 
(_crtitied .-\1I!,1I' /)""(t,, al1\- !:'rtlUp ('nkrill!:, 
the contest. Entries must be received by 
June 1 to assure specific cuts can be 
obtained. Any cut of beef can be used. 
Juniors must cook in teams of at least 
two, but no more f han four p.:rs. ·IIS. 1\0 
more than one (c\1I11 III a \. rqll'cs.:tl t a sta tc 
in each age div,i. In. (;rili, will he r ")' id.:d 
by the IILiana Anc:us Association, but ,IllY 
cooking unit may be used if the contestant 
provides the unit. 
Teams of judges will evaluate the entries 
in four age divisions-9-13; 14-17; 18-21; 
and an adult division for those over 21 years 
of age. 
The teams will compete fix awards in 
recipe and showmanship categories. Over-
all winners in each division will be named. 
In keeping with the creative nature of the 
contest, tt'<lms are judr d on the skit, 
costumes and presenLlllon, as well as the 
err} ic.f AI/gus B,'d tl , y serve. 
Ty: 'cd recipes, including directions for 
preparation, and nam ;, complete mailing 
addresses <II i ,lges of tt"lm 11':\llh~rs sl~ould 
be sent by June 1 to Couk-Off chaltwoman: 
Anne Patton Schubert, 4040 Taylorsville 
Rd., Taylorsville KY 40071. For more 
information, contact Anne at: (502) 
477-2637 or (502) 477-2663. 
• 
NJAA seeks donations 
for Silent Auction 
Are you se I'hing for unique Angus 
merchandise or collectibles and a way to 
boost Angus youth programs? Then you 
should check out the Angus Foundatiull 
Silent Auction at the NJA" 
The auction is a fun,! '1.' iser for the Angus 
Foundation, which supports educatior .. ' 
programs and activities for NJAA members. 
The NJAA Board is asking each sLlte to 
donate at least two items for the 1998 Silent 
Auction. The state whose item raises thl' 
most money for the Angus Foundation will 
be awarded a $100 prize. State associations 
that will not have representation at the 
NJAS can send their items to the American 
Angus Association office by July I. 
For more information, contact the junior 
activities department at (816) 383-5100. 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
SUNDAY, JULY 19 
Evening Cattle may begin arriving, but will be restricted to tie outs 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 22 cool. 
10:30 a.m. Load carcass steers 
MONDAY, JULY 20 
8 a.m. Facilities available for stalling 
10 a.m. Begin check-in 
Noon Open silent auction 
2 p.m. Extemporaneous public speaking preparations-
Home & Family Arts Building 
Afternoon Tour of Indianapolis Speedway - on your own 
Extemporaneous public speaking contest 
3-5 p.m. Angus Herd Management System (AHMS) seminar 
Certified Angus Beef Program seminar 2 p.m. Advisor meeting 
7:30 p.m. NJAA Board Meeting 5:30 p.m. Evening meal 
TUESDAY, JULY 21 6:30 p.m. NJAA candidateJdelegate dinner and interview session -
7 a.m. Omelet breakfast sponsored by the Ohio Angus Association Omni North hotel 
9 a.m. Continue check-in and stalling 
10:30 a.m. Queen's Luncheon - Indianapolis Zoo, Dolphin Pavilion 
THURSDAY, JULY 23 
8 a.m. Resume show - show arena 
11 a.m. 
Noon 
1:00 p.m 
2:30 p.m. 
Certified Angus Beef Program Seminar - new products 
Indianapolis Speedway tour - buses available 9a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
4p.m. 
5p.m. 
Bred-and-owned heifers 
AHMS private demonstrations 
Deadline for check-in and stalling 
Exhibitor meeting - Pepsi Coliseum 
CerfifiedAngus BeefTM Cook-Off Contest-
Showmanship orientation and photo session - Pepsi Coliseum 
Team sales competition - Pepsi Coliseum 
Public speaking contest - Home & Family Arts Building 
Evening meal - sponsored by the Kentucky and Texas Home & Family Arts Building 
4 p.m. Teams sales competition and quiz bowl contest sign-up - Associations 
Quiz bowl contests show office 
5p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
Evening meal - hosted by Illinois and Wisconsin AsSOCiations 
Opening ceremonies -- Pepsi Coliseum 
6p.m. 
FRIDAY, JULY 24 
Junior and adult social - "Hoopin' it up in the Street" 
D.J., dancing, popcorn, pretzels and soft drinks. 
8 a.m. Resume show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Owned heifers (first three divisions) 
Presentation of Advisor of the Year Award and Basketball stars sign autographs. 11 a.m. 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 22 
7 a.m. Pancake breakfast sponsored by American Angus Hall of Fame 
1:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
5 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
9-12 p.m. 
Honorary Angus Foundation Award 
Showmanship preliminaries - Pepsi Coliseum 
NJAA elections 
8 a.m. Begin show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Steers 
Evening meal 
NJAA Awards Function 
Parade carcass steers (following show) Junior sociaVdance - Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
Adult social 9 a.m. Poster contest deadline 
Scrapbook contest deadline 
(Posters and scrapbooks turned in to show office) 
Angus Foundation Silent Auction items due - show office 
SATURDAY, JULY 25 
7 a.m. Breakfast 
10 a.m. Draw blood on carcass steers 
Judge scrapbooks and posters 
I 
Continue show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Cow-calf pairs 
1 ____ , __ ",_., ___ .~~e~~a~~~~:ed~Ulls 
Places to Vis 
• 
Indianapolis 
Zoo 
-
The zoo features Indiana's largest 
aquarium; daily dolphin shows; the Deserts 
Diome with free-roaming lizards and birds; 
"Edzootainment;" and seasonal elephant, 
pony, trolley, train and carousel rides. 
1200 HI: Washington St. 
• 
The Children's Museum 
of Indianapolis 
The world's largest children's museum 
invites you to dig for fossils or a dinosaur, 
explore an authentic mummy tomb, hop a 
ride on its turn-of-the-century carousel and 
sail through the cosmos in its planetarium. 
Discover the new Science Gallery and 
IWERKS CineDome Theater. 
3000 N. Meridial1 St. 
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8:30 a.m. Showmanship finals and awards presentation 
9:30 a.m. Resume show 
Remainder of owned heifers 
State groups 
10 a. m. Close silent auction 
• 
Hook's American 
Drug Store Museum 
SkI' illto histon' ill thi~ mid,I9th 
Lentury American drugstore located on the 
Indiana State Fairgrounds. From the ornate 
pharmacy to a quaint, but operating soda 
fountain, nothing is spared to bring visitors 
in touch with what once was the family 
health center and social hub of hometown 
America. Old-time candies, souvenirs, 
novelties and soda fountain treats will be 
for sale. 
1180 E. 38th St., Il1dialla State Fairgrolll1ds 
• 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway 
Hall of Fame Museum 
One of the world's largest, most variL'd 
collections of racing, classic and antiquL' 
cars. More than 30 Indianapolis "500" 
winning cars, "Tony Hulman Theater" 
presents a half-hour film depicting the 
hi~t"n \If thL' tra,J~ and rac( hi!:!hli!:dlt~. 
\'iL'''' l'idL'" prL"L'lltatl(ln;" racin~ 
lllL'lllllrahilia, ,I ~iti shop and ph(lto ~hllp. 
Bus tours around the track are available 
when the track is not in use for racing or 
testing. 
4790 W 16th St. 
• 
Eiteljorg Museum of American 
Indians and Western Art 
Home to one of the nation's finest 
collections of American \ Vestern and Native 
American art and artifacts. 
500 HI: Washingtol1 St . 
For more information about Indial1apolis, 
call 1-800-824-INDY or visit the web site: 
www.indy.org. 
HOTEUMOTEL PHONE 
Hampton Inn 131 '1 ;if)-02.d .. 
6817 E. 82nd St. (317) 849-4338 FAX 
Holiday Inn 13171 ;78-9001) 
9780 . 10rtll by Northeast Blvd. (,31!,1 ') 72 '~SS:,j F/ u\ 
Holiday Inn Expres:; (317) 578-2000 
9790 North by Nor' !least Blvd. (317) 578-1111 FAX 
Best Western - Luxbury Inn (317) 842-9190 
8300 Craig St. (317) 577-1599 FAX 
Signature Inn (317) 1:49·8555 
8380 Kelly Lane 
1-465 & Allisonville Rd 
. EXit 35 
Fairfield Inn by Marriott (317) 577·0455 
8325 Bash Rd 
Wilen makmg reservatior.s ask for American Angus blOCK. 
-
RATE 
S .( 
'. 
S85 
$69 
$70 
S74 
S69 
I 
~,.888 Show .. Judges 
Owned heifers - Knic 
Overpeck, ClintJl:, Ind 
Bred-and-owned heifers, bulls 
and cow-calf pairs - Dr. David 
Nichols, Manhattan. Kan 
Steers - Don Bo[;,;s, 
Brookings, S.D. 
Showmanship - "aul Hill, 
Bil:well. (lIIIO: Ryall Cotton. 
Clark '~/ille, Ga.; alII) AllClle 
Siemens, New Glarus, Wis. 
!ll/ft,] t 'e;; cJ 1100Sff?{? 
That's the question most 
asked by Indiana visitors. No one 
seems to know exactly where 
the word "Hoosier" (l1oo-zhur) 
came from, but there are pie,! Ii 
of stories on its origin - 3~ at 
I:st count. He:: ar·~ <l cc!:ple of 
the more popular'lcorie:;: 
• 
Early pioneers us,,:! to 
answer knocks on their 
cabin doors by s:l/ing, 
"Who's ~ "re?" This gn':c'tlllg 
became the nickname for 
Indiana resi I·mts . 
• 
Indiana settlers were 
well-known for their 
ability to hush anyone 
who did not agree with them. 
This was generally dOl e witll 
fists instead of with debates. The 
sr:ctlers were called "Hushers." 
With a suu'!lern Indiana drawl, 
"Husllers' is pronounced like 
"Hoosiers." 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Junior Activities Department of the American Angus Association (AAA) was started in 
1956. Its purpose then was to encourage young people to become involved with Angus steer and heifer 
projects. Today that purpose has expanded to include more projects and programs that help juniors 
develop their skills and character. 
There are presently more than 10,000 active junior members from all parts of the United States 
and Canada. There are also approximately 65 state, regional, and local Junior Angus Associations 
active throughout the country. These groups, with the assistance of the AAA, meet regularly, sponsor 
shows and field days, and take an active part in the Angus business and promotion of the breed. The 
director of junior activities for the AAA coordinates all junior programs, and works full time with 
young people and the National Junior Angus Association Board of Directors. 
Twelve outstanding Angus juniors serve each year on the National Junior Angus Association 
(NJAA) Board of Directors. Every year, six members are elected at the annual meeting held in 
conjunction with the National Junior Angus Show. During their term, directors develop and carry out 
programs and events to serve junior members and the Angus breed across the nation. They travel to 
many parts of the United States on behalf of the NJAA. Travel enables them to meet fellow members 
and personally share their thoughts and experiences of Angus involvement. They also get first-hand 
experience at leadership, cooperation, and organization. 
Leadership training is readily available and encouraged for all NJAA members. At the local 
level, it begins with watching and learning. By participating in meetings and volunteering to help with 
projects and committee work, young members get their first taste of leadership. The NJAA hosts an 
annual LEAD conference for the purpose of leadership training and development. LEAD stands for 
1 
-Leaders Engaged in Angus Development. The LEAD conference teaches juniors about the Angus 
business and the beef industry in general. They also learn about leadership, goal setting and how to 
improve themselves. NJAA Board Members also conduct leadership training for state and local junior 
groups. This enables juniors to learn from a Board Member's experiences and to see first hand how a 
fellow junior Angus breeder can be successful and contribute to the program. 
The annual National Junior Angus Show (NJAS) is a weeklong culmination of all the goals of 
the AAA. Along with the exhibition of cattle, juniors participate in numerous other activities designed 
to create positive learning experiences. Projects related to genetics, pedigrees, and carcass data teach 
about the basics of the Angus industry. Showmanship contests teach the value of proper sportsmanship 
and help build self-confidence. Members can demonstrate their poise and speaking abilities in public 
speaking contests. Marketing skills can be enhanced through the team sales competition; where three-
member teams attempt to sell an animal to a panel of judges. Photography and poster contests 
highlight artistic talent. The Certified Angus Beef TM Cook-Off combines tasty beef dishes with 
original skits. 
State pride is apparent at every NJAS, as juniors work together to present the best possible state 
display. This serves as their platform to spread the news about what their state has to offer, as well as 
what their state's Angus industry is all about. State groups also submit scrapbooks of the year's 
activities to compete in the scrapbook contest. These are on display all week so spectators and 
exhibitors can learn more about each junior group and the activities and fun they've had. 
Fun is an important aspect of the NJAA. The NJAA Board of Directors leads the fun times of 
their organization as well as the business aspects. A collage of photos was added to the 1998 NJAS 
2 
program depicting the year-round fun they enjoyed as an incentive for younger members to strive for 
the goal of becoming a NJAA Board of Directors member (included on page 4). 
The recent development of the American Angus Association web page has taken the 
organization to the cutting edge of technology. Now, all the opportunities available to juniors can be 
easily accessed by the click of a mouse. Any questions can be answered rapidly and conveniently via 
the Internet by the helpful staff. The cover page of the NJAA web site features fun-filled pictures that 
were taken in Indianapolis at the 1998 National Junior Angus Show (included on page 5). 
3 
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National Junior Allgus Associatio11 
This is the official home page of the National Jr. 
Angus Association. Be sure to re-visit often for new 
links and features. 
- About the National Jr. Angus Associatio11 
-
NJAA Board of Directors 
-
National Jr. Angus Show 
-
LEAD Conference 
-
Scholarships and Awards 
-
Show Entry InfonlWtion 
-
Important Dates and Deadlines 
-
NJAA Internship Infomwtion 
-
Angus Clothing and Hats 
5 
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Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund 
''The Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund is designed to aid, encourage and 
promote the development and improvement of the livestock industry throughout Indiana." This is the 
purpose of the Livestock Promotion and Development Fund as stated by Lieutenant Governor and 
Commissioner of Agriculture Joseph E. Kernan. The fund was established by the Indiana General 
Assembly and is administered by the Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture (OCA). Since it's 
inception, this fund has awarded 64 grants for a total of $657,590.00, according to the OCA. 
The advisor for the Indiana Junior Angus Association, Pam Snepp, became aware of this fund 
through a news release in 1997 (included on page 8), shortly after Indiana's bid to host the 1998 NJAS 
had been accepted. The very detailed application form required listing objectives, benefits for the 
industry and State of Indiana, and historical background of project. Upon reviewing those categories 
related to the NJAS, it was clear that our project was ideally suited for a grant from this fund. 
We were literally the first organization to apply for money from this fund. Due to the fact that 
the program itself was a brand new concept, finalization of all criteria was not complete. In addition, 
the OCA was changing hands and there was excess confusion. As a result of these extenuating 
circumstances, our initial request for funds was denied. 
I worked closely with Pam compiling our revised application (included pages 9-12), in an 
attempt to receive funding for our quickly approaching show. We projected that our event would draw 
in over 4,000 attendees throughout the week. Our detailed objectives, benefits, and goals outlined our 
plans for the development and improvement of the Angus industry and the State of Indiana through 
various activities. By providing tours of local farms and famous Indianapolis attractions to 
participants, we planned to showcase more than simply our State Fairgrounds to out of state visitors. 
6 
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In order to receive this grant, we believed it important to incorporate many Indiana commodities into 
our weekly events. Our application highlighted our efforts to work with the Indiana Junior Beef Cattle 
Association, FF A, and various county pork and dairy associations. 
We also included costs of past shows and donations from their respective State Governments in 
the history portion of our application. We wanted the OCA to feel as though Indiana would be missing 
an important opportunity if the UAA did not host this event, and that we would be unable to do so 
without their support. The basis for how much money we needed was supported by my past financial 
records as treasurer and estimated budgets for expenses (as detailed on pages 10-11). The foundation 
for the "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" project was the budget that was developed at this stage in the 
planning process. 
Our request for funding had to be broken down into specific areas. It would have been much 
simpler, as treasurer, to ask for and receive $54,050 to spend on any and all miscellaneous expenses. 
Due to the structure of the fund, we were forced to estimate costs in very specific areas, provided by 
the OCA, and then each was considered separately for funding. 
We were elated to receive the letter of acceptance (included on page 13). Only $30,000 of our 
request was granted, and specific amounts had been determined in the various categories. A 
spreadsheet breaking down amounts requested and grant funds approved in each category provided a 
foundation for our final budget (included on page 14). Due to stringent guidelines, my record keeping 
had to be flawless. Nevertheless, we were excited that our dream of hosting the 1998 NJAS could now 
become a reality. 
7 
For Immediate Release: 
August 5,1997 
NEWS RELEASE 
State of Indiana 
Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture 
Frank O'Bannon, Governor 
Joseph E. Kernan, Lieutenant Governor and Commissioner 
Joseph R. Pearson, Assistant Commissioner 
Contact: 
Pam Bright, Education Coordinator 
317/232-8769 
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS FOR 
INDIANA LIVESTOCK PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT FUND 
(INDIANAPOLIS) - Lieutenant Governor Joe Kernan, Indiana's Commissioner of Agriculture, an-
nounced today that the Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture (OCA) has applications available for the 
Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund. 
"The Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund is designed to aid, encourage, and promote the 
development and improvement of the livestock industry throughout the state," said Kernan. "The funds may be 
used in a variety of ways including livestock expositions, sales, conventions and expansion into new or existing 
markets." 
The fund was established by the Indiana General Assembly and is administered by the OCA. The OCA 
must receive all applications on or before Se.ptember 15. 1997. Applicants will be notified of their status in 
October. 
Various livestock associations, county fair organizations and other groups interested in livestock are 
encouraged to apply to the Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund. For further information or to 
request an application, contact Pam Bright at 317/232-8769. 
-30-
317/232-8770· ISTA Center, Suite 414,150 W. Market Street, Indianapolis, IN 46204-2810· FAX: 317/232.1362 
Internet: IfIlfIw.ai.org/oca 
8 
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State of Indiana Livestock Promotion Fund Request 
Indiana Junior Angus Association: 
Don and Pam Snepp 
Indiana Junior Advisors 
10089 S. 600 W. 
Edinburgh IN 46124 
812-587-5307 
Junior ShOW eoordjnators: 
Deanna Bloom 
722 N. 625 E. 
Westville, IN 46391 
219-462-7912 
bent : National Junior Angus Show 
800-900 participants 
$136,550.00 total project cost 
1998 National Junior Angus Show 
Objectives 
Tracey Ramsey 
IJAA President 
4383 W.Co. R. 600 S. 
Frankfort, IN 46041 
765-324-2652 
Beth Patton 
RR4Box257 
Crawfordsville, IN 47933 
765-339-4578 
Event dates: July 19-25, 1998 
4,000 plus attendees 
$50,000.00 funding request 
1. The Indiana Angus Association is honored to be the hosts of the 1998 Notional Junior 
Angus Show. We know that this event will be beneficial to cattlemen throughout the 
state. Any purebred show benefits the total beef Industry as it gives cattle feeders. 
commercial cattlemen. and stockers a wide gene1ic pool to choose their seedstock 
from. 
2. The purpose of the National Junior Angus Show Isn't just exhibiting cottle. Our goal Is 
to open minds and create positive leamlng experiences in a fun and friendly 
atmosphere for juniors and adutts. Encouraging youth to continue in agriculture in 
various capacities as adutts. 
3. As Angus breeders. we use this event to educate youth and adults on genetics. 
pedigrees. carcass data. and the Certified Angus Beef Program. Knowledge 
empowers us os beef cattle producers to make Informed decisions and produce a 
better beef product for consumers. 
4. An event of this nature develops leadership skills and responsibility In youth. It provides 
a wide variation of educational opportunities. contests. and seminars for Indiana 
youth as well as youth throughout the nation. 
S. We feel that state funding would strengthen and enhance the Image of Indiana's 
support for their agricultural community on a national level. 
Benefits 
1. Useful in Indiana tourism promotion. fuls event will draw Angus breeders and other 
interested persons from across the United States. Canada. Australia. and South 
America. These exhibitors and their famiHes will be staying in hotels. eating at 
restaurants and seeing the sights of indianapolis and Indiana. 9 
-2. To promote Indiana products and companies through donations and sponsorships. 
We wlH coordinate activities with the Indiana Beef Cattle Association to promote all 
cattle, and involve several other agriculture related Industries. We hope to serve one 
free meal to participants and their families using Indiana produce and beef. The 
entire agriculture Ingustry will benefit from this show. 
3. We have approached the Indiana Junior Beef Cattle Association about 
serving ribeye sandwiches and some FFA groups about keeping the bam 
aisles and showring clean. We would also like to get other agriculture commodities 
involved by using county pork or dairy associations as food service operators if 
allowed by the state Fair contract. 
4. We plan to have booth and tradeshow space avaUable for university 
promotion, beef related agricultural advertising and promotion, and retan 
merchandising. This event usually draws beef pharmaceutical companies, animal 
feeds, insurance. embryo transplant. semen companies. and computer program 
suppliers. just to name a few. 
5. Indiana Angus breeders may organize farm tours to gain national exposure for the 
Indiana Angus Cattlemen. These farm tours boost Indiana's marketing potential by 
introducing nationally renowned cottle businessmen to several progressive Indiana 
breeding programs enlarging their potential customer list. 
6. The National Junior Angus Show would be an effective additional use of the existing 
buUdings and facilttles at the state Fairgrounds. 
7. The Notionai Junior Angus Show Incr:eases opportunities for junior growth and 
development. The future of the beef cattle industry depends on how we8 we 
educate our youth on environmental Issues. marketing. production. and sales. Giving 
our youth strong roots in the beef cottle Industry will help them develop their wings to 
explore the rest of the world with confidence. 
History 
The National Junior Angus Show began in 1969. It has been hosted by states as 
far west as Nebraska and Kansas. as far east as Ohio. as far south as Georgia and Texas. 
and as far north as Michigan and WIsconsin. Indiana hosted this event in 1987 at the 
Indiana state Fairgrounds and we are excited about taking our tum again In 1998. This 
event is the largest single breed beef show In the world. It draws In excess of 4.CXXl 
people from the United states. Canada. Australia. and South America. The youth 
participate In the showrlng. speech contests, poster contests. photography, team sales 
competition. beef cook-off contests. scholarship awards. conferences, seminars. 
showmanship. and as candidates for the National Junior Board. Events like this in the 
Angus Association help develop a Itfe long Interest In cottle and agriculture. The 
conferences. seminars. and people to people contacts develop committed, 
environmentally aware, productive citizens as well as good cattlemen and women. 
Iowa hosted the national show In 1994 with 845 head of cottle and 496 
exhibitors. The Iowa Department of Agriculture donated $5.CXXl.OO and facility rental to 
this event. The total cost of the event was $76.587.58. Kentucky hosted the show in 
1995 with 924 head of cottle and 510 exhibitors. Their Department of Agriculture 
presented the Kentucky Juniors with a check for $ 15,CXXl.OO at the opening ceremonies 
of the show. The total cost of hosting this event was S9Q.CXXl.OO. The 1996 show was 
hosted by Missouri In Kansas City for S81 .CXXl.OO excluding bedding and dean up . 
There were 1.042 head of cottle shown and 564 exhibitors participating. Georgia 
hosted the 1997 show. Numbers were down slightly at the show in Perry, Georgia 
because of it's extreme southem location. with 659 head of cottle and 384 exhibitors. 
We expect greater participation when the show comes to The Crossroads of America·. 
Indiana. In 1998. We project 1.200 head of cattle and 800 junior participants. 
10 
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The Indiana Junior Angus Association (UAA) consists of nearly 150 members 10 to 
21 years of age. These Jr. members have been raising funds for this event since 1994 
with the help of generous Indiana Angus Breeders. They have been learning by doing. 
They are developing skills through their fund-raising activities that will benefit them the 
rest of their lives. But the cost of hosting a national show is overwhelming and we would 
appreciate some state assistance through the State of Indiana Uvestock Promotion 
Fund. 
If this funding is not available, the UAA will have to concentrate their efforts on 
more fund-raising or share the cost of hosting this event with a neighboring state. We 
have considered the possibility of hosting this event with Kentucky in Louisville whose 
facility is less expensive than the Indiana State Fairgrounds, and it is air conditioned. The 
IJAA members are proud of their state and wish to showcase their cattle on a national 
level in Indiana. 
In order to offer the National Junior Angus Association a first rate Junior National 
Angus Show in Indianapolis, IN from July 19-25, 1998, the Indiana Angus Association feels 
that the following expenses are essential and consistent with the shows in Kansas 
($63,345.00), Kentucky ($90,626.77), and Missouri ($81,000.00 +). 
UAAlncome 
UAA Fund-raisers & Membership Dues 1994-1996 
This is the cash on hand as of 8-1-97 
IJAA certificate of deposit 
The following income is estimated. 
Northern Indiana Angus Association Donation (pledged) 
Show Catalogue Advertising Sales 
Exhibitor Bedding Charge 
Trade Show & Booth Space Rental 
Donations from participating states (optional) 
Indiana Angus Association (pledged) 
Indiana Angus Auxiliary (optional) 
Wilson Cattle Co. heifer donation 
Interest Income 
Total estimated income 
Budget Expenses 
$ 9,500.00 
$10,000.00 
500.00 
$ 8,000.00 
$ 9,000.00 
$ 2,000.00 
$ 500.00 
$10,000.00 
$ 500.00 
$ 5,000.00 
? 
$55,000.00 
All of the following items are included in the capped and fixed price of 
$30,000.00 from the Indiana State Fairgrounds to the American Angus Association (AAA). 
The national association will be responsible for these costs: 
Setup & Labor I Cleanup & Labor (McCarty) 
Electrical & Sewage 
Ermco Setup' 
Manure & Trash Removal (BFI) 
Facility Charge (including 65-70 tables and chairs) 
(Pepsi Coliseum, OUr Land Pavilion, South Pavilion, West Pavilion, and Open Air Arena) 
Tie-out space & trailer tie-out space 
Washrack space (extra between West and South Pavilion) 
Security ( 1 person patrolling fairgrounds) & Restroom Cleaning 11 
--
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Total Expenses to AM for facility rental $30,000.00 
All premiums and cattle judges fees are paid by the American Angus Association 
with entry fee funds. Income and expenses usually offset one another. 
state associations sometimes ch oose to help serve or sponsor breakfasts or 
lunches. At this time we do not have any concrete information from these states. The 
juniors have made contact with state associations and are waiting for their replies. The 
free evening meal is very expensive.so the Indiana Junior Angus Association will solicit 
corporate donations or sponsorships to offset this $18.(0100 cost. 
IJAA Expenses 
Hospitality 
Evening Meal 3.0cx) 0 $6.00 
Opening Ceremonies 
Exhibitor gifts from Indiana 800- 900 0 $10.00 
Adult Social and youth socials 
Queens Luncheon & Gifts 
Rolled Roofing (cover slick floors so cattle won't fall) 
Total UAA Expenses 
Requested Funding from Uvestock Promotion Fund 
$ 4.0CX).00 
$18.0CX).00 
$ 2.5(X)'00 
$ 8.500.00 
$ 9.000.00 
$ 2.500.00 
S 8.000.00 
$52,500.00 
Equipment rental (scales. gates. chutes. forklifts.skidloaders) $ 3,200.00 
Women's Building (speech and cook-off contests) 
Fire Marshal Permit . 
Event Decorating (tradeshow. showring. contests) 
Show Logo 
Show Catalogue Printing 
Advertising & Sign printing (show publicity) 
Postage & office expenses 
Exhibitor awards for class winners 110-120 classes 
Contest winner awards (speech. poster. photo. cook-off) 
Education. Seminars. Speakers 
Worker caps. T-shirts. name tags 
Bedding (bark).Showring (sawdust) 
Daily Services (vet .. bam/showring clean up) 
Additional security tor tie outs and tradeshow 
Contest Judges (cook-off. speech. poster. photo .. etc. 
Total 
Expenses Grand Total 
$ 2.000.00 
$ 100.00 
$ 5.CXX).00 
$ 500.00 
$12.000.00 
$ 2.600.00 
$ 1.200.00 
$ 4.0CX).00 
$ 2.CXX).00 
$ 1.850.00 
$ 2.CXX).00 
$ 12,200.00 
$ 3.CXX).00 
$ 1.400.00 
S 1,(XXJ,00 
$ 54,050.00 
$136,550.00 
Ij 
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State of Indiana 
()ffice of the Commissioner of Agriculture 
Frank O'Bannon, Governor 
Joseph E. Kernan, Lieutenant Governor and Commissioner 
Joseph R. Pearson, Assistant Commissioner 
December 3, 1997 
Pam Snepp 
Indiana Junior Angus Association 
10089 S 600 W 
Edinburgh, IN 46124 
Dear Pam: 
Thank you for your commitment to Indiana agriculture and 
your interest in the promotion of the livestock industry. 
Based on evaluation by the recommendation committee and 
approval by Lieutena.nt Governor Joseph Kernan, Indiana's 
Commissioner of Agriculture, I am please to inform you that 
your project "National Junior Angus Show" was approved for 
funding. The grant was approved in the amount upto 
$30,000.00. The actual grant amount will be determined by 
the actual cost. 
Enclosed you will find three copies of the grant 
agreement, a signature card and a W~9 form that needs filled 
out and signed. Please read the agreement carefully before 
signing. You will also find enclosed a copy of a Grant 
Procedures Manual to assist you in completing the forms. 
All forms should be returned promptly to my attention 
for processing. If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to give me a call at 317/232-8769. 
Once again, thank yO!l for your commitment to Indiana 
agric~lture, and good luck with your event. 
Sincerely, 
/" 1 
// . 
// ".,1 
Panl Bright 
Program Director' 
• ISTA Center, Suite 414, ISO W. Markt't St., Indianapolis, IN 46204 • FAX: 317/232·1362 
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PROJECT BUDGET 
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BOOK KEEPING 
By using Quicken Special Edition TM software, I was able to log each check written and deposit made 
into appropriate categories. In my early years as UAA treasurer, before this project was in the works, I often 
dealt with bags of money and unclear records. At the beginning of my second term, when hosting the 1998 
NJAS was first considered, I took steps to regulate our record keeping and check writing process. I explained to 
younger members, who enthusiastically helped with various forms of fund raising, how important is was to keep 
separate "piles" of money for each project. Checks were only written for reimbursement after the proper 
receipts were produced and the expenditure was clearly explained. 
Once "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" became a reality, it was necessary to open a separate checking account 
strictly for show expenditures and income. Our UAA account contained money for the business of our own 
association, as well as income earned by early fund raising efforts in hopes of securing the bid for the 1998 
NJAS. As treasurer, I divided it appropriately and established a "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" checking account at 
First Merchants Bank in Muncie, Indiana (a copy of a bank statement is included on page 17). This became 
vital to our successful reimbursement process with the State of Indiana. 
The register report (included on pages 18-24) displays in chronological order the book keeping process I 
used for the entirety of this project. Every check written and deposit made is listed in the register report. The 
early entries, dated January 15, 1998, that do not have check numbers represent the "total" for that category 
transferred from the UAA checking account. Note the dramatic increase in activity during June and July (the 
dates for the 1998 NJAS were July 20-25). 
Twenty-four people from all across Indiana served on various committees, complicating my job as 
treasurer. There are occasionally several entries under one check number in the register report. This represents 
one person seeking reimbursement for expenditures related to several different committees or budget categories. 
15 
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It was vital to keep record of expenses separately, even though the money was paid to only one person. Using 
Quicken TM to sort the individual entries, I was able to create a category report (included on pages 25-38). The 
category report was the most helpful tool in monitoring the progress of the budget. It was the report I often 
faxed, mailed, or brought to my advisor Pam at our meetings. 
Committee chairs found this report useful because all paid expenses were listed together under a 
category heading. They were able to easily tell if I had received and paid a bill related to their portion of the 
project, and when. Abbreviations and words entered under the "Description" and "Memo" columns of these 
reports were my way of distinguishing specific entries, and allowed me to answer questions from just my report, 
without referring to the filed-away invoices. 
Roughly 85 percent of my contact with the committee chairs was through the mail. For two years, my 
tiny mailbox was crammed with letters containing checks and receipts from across Indiana and invoices from 
companies allover the country. It was a high priority to attend to important mail on a daily basis, and keep my 
activities organized. I carefully filed statements, canceled checks, and correlating invoices to ensure easy 
application for reimbursement from our Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund grant following 
our event. 
16 
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IfD' First Merchants Bank, N.A. P.O. Box 792 Muncie, IN 47308 
765-747-1500 First Merchants 
Bank 
Customer Service Number 
765-747-1382 
http://firstmerchants.com 
1,1"11",1"11,11"",11,,,1,11,,,1,1,,1,,1,1,,1,1,1,,1,,1,1I 
HOOP IT UP IN INDIANA 
o INDIANA JUNIOR ANGUS ASSN 
C/O POLLY KUBESCH 
1124 W WAYNE ST APT 4 
MUNCIE IN 47303-2742 
ADDVANTAGE 
1:· "\1;' 
8/27/98 
" r !1 
35-1595318 
1 
25 
0001989979 
BRANCH-007 
PAYING YOUR BILLS IS AS EASY AS PICKING UP YOUR PHONE. 
ASK US ABOUT EZ TELLERLINE BILL PAY. 
:0001989979 SUMMARY FOR ADDVANTAGE 
i _____________________________________________________ ----------------------- __ _ 
DATE 
7/31/98 
8/04/98 
8/10/98 
8/13/98 
8/24/98 
8/27/98 
8/27/98 
8/27/98 
- - - - -
DATE 
8/04/98 
8/03/98 
8/07/98 
8/03/98 
8/03/98 
7/31/98 
8/03/98 
8/03/98 
8/03/98 
8/l1/98 
8/l1/98 
8/07/98 
8/l1/98 
- - - - -
DATE 
7/31/98 
8/03/98 
8/04/98 
8/07/98 
8/10/98 
8/11/98 
8/12/98 
25 
BEGINNING BALANCE 
DEPOSITS / MISC CREDITS 
WITHDRAWALS / MISC DEBITS 
** ENDING BALANCE 
SERVICE CHARGE 
INTEREST PAID 
INTEREST PAID YEAR TO DATE 
AVERAGE COLLECTED BALANCE 
MINIMUM BALANCE 
ENCLOSURES 
7/31/98 
7 
26 
8/27/98 
38,535.76 
8,192.00 
28,931.l1 
17,796.65 
5.00 
41.01 
303.94 
27,416 
17,556 
25 
** 
MISCELLANEOUS DEBITS AND CREDITS - - - - - - - - - - - -
AMOUNT DESCRIPTION 
5,848.97 CR'/ DEPOSIT 
487.62 CR.<, DEPOSIT 
1,340.00 CR~ DEPOSIT 
150.00 ~/ DEPOSIT 
200.00 CRV DEPOSIT 
124.40 C~ DEPOSIT 
5.00 DR SC FOREIGN 000020 AT $ 00.25000 
41.01 CRt/' INTEREST EARNED 
- CHECKS POSTED - - CHECKS POSTED 
- - - -
CHECK NO. AMOUNT DATE CHECK NO. AMOUNT 
168 249.69 8/03/98 188 70.40 
176* 25.00 8/04/98 189 36.23 
177 25.00 8/14/98 190 16.74 
178 35.00 8/13/98 191 364.03 
180* 245.00 8/12/98 193* 10,926.80 
182* 108.39 8/18/98 194 2,418.00 
185* 582.76 8/27/98 195 120.00 
186 2,400.00 8/l1/98 196 444.60 
187 1,237.48 8/18/98 197 18.14 
ADDVANTAGE 
HOOP IT UP IN INDIANA 
8/27/98 25 
,.' i 0001989979 
2 BRANCH-007 
ACCOUNT 0001989979 CONTINUED 
TOTAL 
675.00 8/14/98 
219.00 8/12/98 
19.98 8/20/98 
198 
199 
200 
201 7,153.75 
DAILY BALANCE SUMMARY 
- - - -
BALANCE DATE 
44,276.34 8/13/98 
39,680.70 8/14/98 
39,882.40 8/18/98 
39,837.42 8/20/98 
41,177.42 8/24/98 
32,685.07 8/27/98 
21,333.15 
ENCLOSURES 
202 
203 
206* 
- - - - -
l10.00 
425.12 
1,000.00 
BALANCE 
21,l19.12 
20,992.38 
18,556.24 
17,556.24 
17,756.24 
17,796.65 17 
REGISTER REPORT 
1-15-98 through 3-26-99 
HOOP it up in Indiana '98 
BALANCE 1114/98 0.00 
DATE Num. Description Memo Category CL Amount 
1115198 Opening Balance [Hoop It UP '98] x 0.00 
1115198 DEP Basket Lids total Basket Lids x 20092.00 
1115198 DEP Umbarber FeedslM&G $250 each JVTeam x 500.00 
1115198 DEP Phone cards total Phonecard sales x 810.00 
1115/98 DEP WCCTESS total WCCTESS x 6600.00 
1115198 DEP National T's total National T's x 1747.00 
1115198 DEP DonationlFund raising total Misc. Fund raising x 5847.19 
1115198 DEP Shelby Co. Income total Invest Inc. x 1179.90 
1115198 Lid Expense total Lid expense x -12641.62 
1115198 Hoop it up total Misc. x -460.25 
1115198 Investment! 5th 3rd bank InvestExp x -10000.00 
1115/98 National T's expense total T shirt expense x -1288.80 
1115198 Buying phone cards total Phonecard expense x -131.00 
1115/98 Postage total Postage x -868.39 
1115198 DEP membership dues 3/4 of total Membership dues x 2309.25 
1116/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 319.00 
1116/98 DEP National T's National T's x 20.00 
1116/98 KS Lanam Co Inc inv.#20535 Lid expense x -490.00 
1122198 DEP Basket Lids trans/omitted Basket Lids x 475.00 
1122198 DEP National T's tranS/omitted National T's x 36.00 
1122198 DEP WCCTESS translomitted WCCTESS x 100.00 
1122198 Lid Expense translElaine Lid expense x -64.00 
1122198 DEP Singleton donation Other Inc x 200.00 
211/98 Ramsey Postage x -13.44 
211/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 544.57 
211198 DEP Phone cards Phonecard sales x 30.00 
211198 DEP National T's National T's x 30.00 
211198 DEP Membership dues Membership dues x 90.00 
211198 Checks buying checks Checks x -17.00 
212198 101 KS Lanam Co Inc inv. #20538 Lid expense x -400.00 
212198 DEP Interest January IntInc x 10.84 
219198 DEP National T's National T's x 12.00 
219/98 DEP Membership dues Membership dues x 30.00 
219/98 102 Postage Pam Postage x -285.88 
219198 National T's expense Pam T-shirt expense x -292.90 
219/98 Lid Expense Pam, baskets Lid expense x -200.00 
18 
DATE Num. Description Memo Category CL Amount 
2110/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 65.00 
2115/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 85.00 
2116/98 126 Dlini Swallow Lines Queens/tours Rent on Equip x -800.00 
2126/98 DEP Interest February IntInc x 22.68 
3120/98 127 The Green Company set up fee Lapel PINS x -949.39 
3/20/98 DEP Donation Pfizer Other Inc x 200.00 
3120/98 DEP Corp.Donation N.C.J.A. VARSITY x 500.00 
3120/98 DEP Fink Embryos 8 from Nat. Misc. Fund raising x 3999.00 
3120/98 DEP National T's National T's x 79.00 
3120/98 DEP Phone cards Phonecard sales x 200.00 
3120/98 DEP Trade Show/outside Dariage Trade Show x 1500.00 
3126/98 DEP Interest March IntInc x 22.38 
4/2198 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 568.44 
412198 129 Sharon Sommers since 1-1-98 Postage x -77.57 
4/2/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 295.00 
412198 DEP Membership dues Sherman Membership dues x 30.00 
412198 DEP Trade Show Hagie Trade Show x 200.00 
4/2/98 130 KS Lanam Co Inc inv. #20554 Lid expense x -250.00 
4/8/98 DEP Michigan J .A.A. 20 +shipping Sell lapel pins x 102.00 
4/8/98 DEP 21 st century semen Wagners Misc. Fund raising x 625.00 
4/8/98 DEP 2 McGraw Embryos Wagners Misc. Fund raising x 850.00 
4/8/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 205.00 
4/8/98 131 Crystal Food Service Lunches, 50% Queen's Expense x -364.03 
4113/98 132 KS Lanam Co Inc inv. #20557 Lid expense x -400.00 
4/19/98 133 Postage cash! stamps Postage x -30.00 
4119/98 134 Elliott Special Products Limestone Awards x -2340.00 
4124/98 135 KS Lanam Co Inc inv. #20560 Lid expense x -40.00 
4129/98 DEP Boyd Donation Other Inc x 50.00 
4129/98 DEP Corp. Donation - $2 W.VA.J. A. JVTeam x 250.00 
4/30/98 DEP Dream Team Nebraska Jr. Dream Team x 1000.00 
4/30/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1100.00 
5/3/98 DEP Interest April IntInc x 36.78 
5/6/98 136 KS Lanam Co Inc Lid expense x -50.00 
5/6/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 70.00 
5/6/98 DEP Trade Show Trade Show x 1765.00 
5/6/98 137 Indiana Junior Angus trans IJAA Trans. Mem.Dues x -2459.25 
5/6/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 2000.00 
5/8/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 250.00 
5/8/98 DEP Lapel pins Sell lapel pins x 55.00 
5/8/98 DEP Northeast IN Angus hosp. Booth Other Inc x 200.00 
5/8/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 500.00 
5/8/98 DEP National T's National T's x 12.00 
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DATE Num. Description Memo Category CL Amount 
5117/98 138 Deanna Bloom Postage x -19.20 
5117/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 3800.00 
5117/98 DEP Select Sires FOOD VARSITY x 500.00 
5/20/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1700.00 
5/20/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 461.00 
5/26/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1400.00 
5/26/98 DEP Basket Lids Livingston Basket Lids x 65.00 
5/28/98 DEP Interest May IntInc x 38.01 
5/28/98 fees fees sc foreign BankChrg x -3.00 
5/29/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1200.00 
612198 DEP ABS Dream Team x 1000.00 
612198 DEP Tenn. Jr. Angus As Co/Frip.m. VARSITY x 500.00 
6/3/98 139 Postage Pam Postage x -3.72 
6/3/98 DEP Kentucky Jr. Angus Thurs. meal VARSITY x 500.00 
6/3/98 DEP Basket Lids Jones Basket Lids x 55.00 
6/3/98 DEP Donation Womack Other Inc x 200.00 
6/3/98 Lids from E.Cassady PamSnepp Lid expense x -400.00 
6/3/98 Logo for Elliott! AAA PamSnepp Awards x -9.00 
6/3/98 140 The Green Company 500 lapel pins Lapel PINS x -786.51 
6/4/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 2100.00 
6/5/98 141 KS Lanam Co Inc inv. #20572 Lid expense x -970.00 
6/6/98 142 Sharon Sommers Postage x -63.70 
6/6/98 143 Indianapolis Zoo balance due Queen's Expense x -393.75 
6/6/98 144 Stumps ring, C. Long Decorations x -125.00 
6/8/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 125.00 
6/8/98 DEP Beck Donation Other Inc x 150.00 
6/8/98 DEP National T's National T's x 130.00 
6/9/98 DEP Virginia Jr Angus JVTeam x 250.00 
6/9/98 DEP Georgia Jr. Angus Food Dream Team x 1000.00 
6/10/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 2000.00 
6115/98 145 Cathy Watkins Reimb: Grills Cook Off x -239.70 
6116/98 DEP Ind. Angus Aux. Hospitality Dream Team x 1500.00 
6117/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 800.00 
6117/98 DEP Donation Watkins Other Inc x 40.00 
6118/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 800.00 
6118/98 DEP South Dakota Jr Other Inc x 200.00 
6118/98 146 Connie Long wholesale Decorations x -335.52 
6/24/98 DEP Phone cards Phonecard sales x 250.00 
6/24/98 DEP Trade Show Trade Show x 500.00 
6/24/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 100.00 
6/24/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 30.00 
6/25/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1200.00 
- 20 
DATE Num. Description Memo Category CL Amount 
6125198 147 Morris Screen Printing Shirts Ads x -204.76 
6126/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 300.00 
6126/98 DEP Lapel pins Ward Sell lapel pins x 65.00 
6126/98 DEP Purdue Research quiz bowl JVTeam x 384.00 
6/26/98 DEP Interest June IntInc x 62.57 
7/1198 148 Ric Hansen Ent. deposit-DJ Socials Jr&Adt x -250.00 
711/98 149 Party Time Rental 2 game rental Street Party x -832.50 
711/98 150 Dlini Swallow Lines balance Rent on Equipment x -100.00 
7/1198 151 Barb Jackson popcorn Hospitality x -19.00 
7/6/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 300.00 
7/6/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 30.00 
7/6/98 DEP California J r Angus Other Inc x 100.00 
7/6/98 152 Mary Ann Ward cash for misc. Hospitality x -1000.00 
7nl98 DEP Phone cards Amsden Phonecard sales x 20.00 
719198 DEP Program Ads Whitestone Program Ads x 2000.00 
7/9/98 DEP Wilson Sale Donation WCCTESS x 2400.00 
719198 153 Priscilla Wilson Program Ads Postage x -97.56 
719198 Priscilla Wilson copies/phone Other Expense x -159.07 
7/10/98 154 Crystal Food Service 50% socials Socials Jr&Adt x -2418.00 
7/10/98 155 Sysco food service bkft burritos Food x -2550.55 
7/10/98 156 Kipp Brothers prizes Street Party x -969.35 
7/13/98 DEP Michigan J.A.A. donation JVTeam x 250.00 
7113/98 DEP Michigan A.A. donation JVTeam x 250.00 
7114/98 157 Meridian Hills Kiwinas Cookbooks Queen's Expense x -880.00 
7114/98 158 Locker Room misc. plates Awards x -1320.00 
7115198 159 Marsh Fri. p.m. meal Food x -4647.73 
7115198 160 A Lot of Fun Entertainment Hospitality x -255.00 
7115198 161 Mary Ann Ward cash for misc. Hospitality x -1000.00 
7116/98 DEP Poultry Assoc. bkfst burritos JVTeam x 363.00 
7/17/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 90.00 
7120198 162 KS Lanam Co Inc Lid expense x -50.00 
7/20/98 163 Feeders Supply Co green shavings Grounds Comm. x -3400.00 
7120/98 164 CASH On hand Grounds Comm. x -2000.00 
7121198 165 Dave Russel Emcee Open Ceremony x -300.00 
7121198 166 Laser Image Production light show Open Ceremony x -800.00 
7/21198 167 Jamie Brown misc. Street Party x -57.84 
7121198 168 PamSnepp misc. Supplies x -96.65 
7121198 PamSnepp Fri. Lunch Food x -153.04 
7/21198 169 Marsh flowers Open Ceremony x -50.40 
7121198 170 Judy Brown misc. Street Party x -193.33 
7121198 171 Sharon Sommers misc. Supplies x -84.14 
7121198 172 Debbie Hendrickson cancel order Lid expense x -45.00 
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DATE Num. Description Memo Category CL Amount 
7/21/98 173 Markey's Audio Visual PodiumlMic Queen's Expense x -50.00 
7/21198 DEP Donation, Kubesch SamKauff Other Inc x 50.00 
7/21198 DEP Alabama J .A.A. donation JVTeam x 250.00 
7/21198 DEP National T's National T's x 20.00 
7/21198 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 154.00 
7/24/98 DEP Purina Mills, Inc. Trade Show x 1000.00 
7/24/98 174 Barb Jackson McDsyrup Hospitality x -69.00 
7/24/98 Barb Jackson p.com supplies Food x -41.47 
7/24/98 Barb Jackson misc. Supplies x -85.37 
7/24/98 Barb Jackson Decorations x -7.86 
7/24/98 175 Connie Long Decorations x -358.76 
7124/98 Connie Long Queen's Expense x -47.65 
7/24/98 176 Greenfield Rotary game Street Party x -25.00 
7124198 177 Greenfield Kiwanis game Street Party x -25.00 
7/24/98 178 Shirley Hardware dunk tank Street Party x -35.00 
7124/98 179 Judy Brown helium Socials Jr&Adt x -40.91 
7124198 180 Ric Hansen Ent. BalanceDJ Socials Jr&Adt x -245.00 
7124/98 181 Greg Roland JuniorDJ Socials Jr&Adt x -550.00 
7/24/98 182 Paul Hart pop Street Party x -108.39 
7/24/98 183 In-De Custom Emb. jackets Gifts x -10257.10 
7/24/98 184 Cathy Watkins corsage/cups Cook Off x -31.34 
7/24/98 Cathy Watkins p.com, bags Gifts x -54.75 
7/24/98 Cathy Watkins quiz bowl Education x -15.46 
7/27/98 DEP Donation, Otiker Sam Kauff Other Inc x 50.00 
7/27/98 DEP AAA bank/entries National x 20925.00 
7127/98 DEP Wisconsin J.A.A meallhdqrts. Dream Team x 1200.00 
7/27/98 DEP Phone cards Phonecard sales x 100.00 
7/27/98 DEP Louisiana J .A.A hosp. booth Other Inc x 200.00 
7127/98 185 Morris Screen Printing attitude shirts T-shirt expense x -582.76 
7127/98 186 Feeders Supply Co green shavings Grounds Comm. x -2400.00 
7129/98 187 Sysco food service C807220643 Food x -1237.48 
7129/98 188 Cathy Watkins charcoal Cook Off x -70.40 
7130/98 189 Richard Ward p.com bags Hospitality x -36.23 
7130/98 190 Kristen Wood tea Hospitality x -16.74 
7130198 DEP Interest July IntInc x 69.67 
7130/98 DEP Voided check #161 HospCash Voided checks x 1000.00 
7131198 DEP Ward left over cash Other Inc x 42.47 
7/31198 DEP Donation, Knott Tom&Roger Other Inc x 200.00 
7/31198 DEP Lapel pins Ward Sell lapel pins x 110.00 
7/31198 DEP Misc. income during sales National T's x 1946.50 
7/31198 DEP Basket Lids during show Basket Lids x 1801.00 
7/31198 DEP National T's National T's x 139.00 
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DATE Num. Description Memo Category CL Amount 
7/31198 DEP Selling Wind Shirt Windshirts x 1450.00 
7/31198 DEP Center Pieces sold dec. Decorating Inc x 160.00 
7/31198 191 Crystal Food Service bal. Luncheon Queen's Expense x -364.03 
8/4/98 DEP Selling Wind Shirt Windshirts x 265.00 
8/4/98 DEP Basket Lids during show Basket Lids x 55.00 
8/4/98 DEP Center Pieces sold dec. Decorating Inc x 80.00 
8/4/98 DEP Snepp - left over see breakdown Other Inc x 87.62 
8/4/98 192 PamSnepp Postagellids Lid expense x -94.40 
8/4/98 193 McCarty Farms 6.95*1450 Grounds Comm. x -10077.50 
8/4/98 McCarty Farms Hauling Grounds Comm. x -849.30 
8/4/98 194 Crystal Food Service Friday p.m. Socials Jr&Adt x -2418.00 
8/4/98 195 Meridian Hills Kiwinas Cookbooks Queen's Expense x -120.00 
8/4/98 196 Indianapolis Zoo Admission Queen's Expense x -444.60 
8/4/98 197 Barb Jackson paint Supplies x -18.14 
8/4198 198 Reynolds Farm Equipment Skid-steer Rent on Equip x -675.00 
8/4/98 199 Reynolds Farm Equipment Skid-steer Rent on Equip x -219.00 
8/5/98 200 Postmaster stamps I letter Postage x -19.98 
8/5/98 201 Geo E. Fern Co. signs/pipe/drapes Decorations x -7153.75 
8/6/98 202 Tuttle Orchards Hospitality x -110.00 
8/6/98 203 Penny Ramsey Food x -425.12 
8/10/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 90.00 
8/10/98 DEP Trade Show Trade Show x 1250.00 
8/13/98 DEP Phone cards Wagner Phonecard sales x 150.00 
8/17/98 204 ERS Radio Rental radios/equip Rent on Equip x -611.25 
8/17/98 205 Indiana State FFA thank you Charity: Cash Cont x -100.00 
8/17/98 206 SWHSFFA Cleaning Grounds Comm. x -1000.00 
8124/98 DEP phone cards Phonecard sales x 200.00 
8/26/98 DEP Basket Lids Basket Lids x 124.40 
8126/98 207 Roger Eckstein wood hoops Open Ceremony x -30.00 
8/27/98 DEP Interest August Intlnc x 41.01 
8/27/98 fees Fees sc foreign BankChrg x -5.00 
8/31198 208 ERMCO utilities Grounds Comm. x -410.00 
8/31198 209 Ohio Junior Angus milkIjuice Food x -222.25 
8/31198 210 Engledow Inc Plants Decorations x -3150.00 
8/31198 DEP Selling Wind Shirt Windshirts x 25.00 
8/31198 DEP National T's National T's x 5.00 
9/14/98 DEP Sold extra limestone Wickards Awards Inc x 100.00 
9/14/98 211 Morris Screen Printing attitude shirts T-shirt expense x -708.75 
9/14/98 DEP Selling Wind Shirt Bloom Windshirts x 45.00 
9114/98 212 KS Lanam Co Inc inv. #20602 Lid expense x -325.00 
9114/98 213 Indiana State Fair stage hands Open Ceremony x -1243.00 
9114/98 214 PamSnepp lunch Food x -84.55 
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DATE Num. Descri~tion 
9/14/98 PamSnepp 
9/25/98 DEP Basket Lids 
9/25/98 215 Kathy Sponseller 
9/25/98 216 Shari Wagner 
9/29/98 DEP Interest 
10/8/98 217 Angus Journal 
10/29/98 DEP Interest 
1116/98 DEP Sold extra limestone 
11125/98 DEP Interest 
1211198 DEP Basket Lids 
1214/98 218 Sharon Sommers 
1215/98 DEP Basket Lids 
12n198 219 KS Lanam Co Inc 
12115/98 220 Wisconsin J.A.A. 
12118/98 DEP Basket Lids 
12130/98 DEP Interest 
1n/99 DEP Basket Lids 
1127/99 DEP Interest 
2125/99 DEP Interest 
3/16/99 221 Robert Yeend 
3/26/99 DEP Interest 
TOTAL 1115/98 - 3/26/99 
BALANCE 3/26199 
TOTAL INFLOWS 
TOTAL OUTFLOWS 
NET TOTAL 
Memo Category CL 
special orders Postage x 
baskets 
total 
September 
Program 
October 
Ramsey 
November 
Haman 
inv. #2064 
reimb. 
Congress 
December 
January 
February 
CPA fees 
March 
------------
Basket Lids x 
Lid expense x 
Welcoming Comm. x 
IntInc x 
Ads x 
IntInc x 
Awards Inc x 
IntInc x 
Basket Lids x 
Postage x 
Basket Lids x 
Lid expense x 
Misc. x 
Basket Lids x 
IntInc x 
Basket Lids x 
IntInc x 
IntInc x 
Misc. x 
IntInc x 
$3,467.09 
$3,467.09 
$121,455.12 
-$117,988.03 
$3,467.09 
Amount 
-61.40 
105.00 
-208.66 
-602.50 
22.94 
-6211.25 
10.52 
30.00 
5.03 
35.00 
-12.39 
140.00 
-125.00 
-1200.00 
109.00 
5.72 
561.00 
5.25 
5.63 
-100.00 
5.75 
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DATE Num. Description 
ITEMIZED CATEGORY REPORT 
1-15-98 through 3-26-99 
HOOP IT UP 
Memo Category 
INCOME 
Awards Income-Selling limestone awards 
9114/98 
1116/98 
DEP Sold extra limestone Wickards Awards Inc 
DEP Sold extra limestone Ramsey & Snepp Awards Inc 
Total Awards Inc-selling limestone awards 
Basket Lids 
1115198 DEP BasketUds total BasketUds 
1116/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
1122198 DEP BasketUds transfer, omitted BasketUds 
211198 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
2110/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
2115198 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
412198 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
412198 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
4/8/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
516/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
5/8/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
5120/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
5126/98 DEP BasketUds Uvingston BasketUds 
6/3/98 DEP BasketUds Jones BasketUds 
6/8/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
6124/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
7/6198 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
7/17/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
7121198 DEP BasketUds Basket Lids 
7/31198 DEP BasketUds during show Basket Lids 
8/4198 DEP BasketUds during show BasketUds 
8110/98 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
8126/98 DEP Basket Lids BasketUds 
9/25198 DEP BasketUds BasketUds 
1211198 DEP BasketUds Haman BasketUds 
CL Amount 
x 
x 
100.00 
30.00 
$130.00 
x 20092.00 
x 319.00 
x 475.00 
x 544.57 
x 65.00 
x 85.00 
x 568.44 
x 295.00 
x 205.00 
x 70.00 
x 250.00 
x 461.00 
x 65.00 
x 55.00 
x 125.00 
x 30.00 
x 30.00 
x 90.00 
x 154.00 
x 1801.00 
x 55.00 
x 90.00 
x 124.40 
x 105.00 
x 35.00 
25 
-1215/98 
12118/98 
Inl99 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
Basket Lids 
Basket Lids 
Basket Lids 
Total Basket Lids 
Congress 
Decorating Income-selling decorations 
7/31198 
8/4/98 
DEP Center Pieces 
DEP Center Pieces 
sold decorations 
sold decorations 
Total Decorating Inc-selling decorations 
Dream Team-all star sponsor team 
4/30/98 DEP Nebraska J .A.A. 
612198 DEP ABS 
6/9/98 DEP Georgia J .A.A. Food 
6116/98 DEP Ind. Angus Auxiliary Hospitality 
7127/98 DEP Wisconsin J .A.A. Meallhdqrts. 
------------
Total Dream Team-all star sponsor team 
Int Inc-Interest Income 
2/2/98 DEP Interest Jan 
2126/98 DEP Interest Feb 
3126/98 DEP Interest Mar 
5/3/98 DEP Interest April 
5128/98 DEP Interest May 
6126/98 DEP Interest June 
7/30/98 DEP Interest July 
8127/98 DEP Interest Aug 
9129/98 DEP Interest Sept 
10/29/98 DEP Interest Oct 
11125/98 DEP Interest Nov 
12130/98 DEP Interest Dec 
1127199 DEP Interest Jan 
2125/99 DEP Interest Feb 
3126/99 DEP Interest March 
------------
Basket Lids 
Basket Lids 
Basket Lids 
Decorating Inc 
Decorating Inc 
Dream Team 
Dream Team 
Dream Team 
Dream Team 
Dream Team 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
IntInc 
x 
x 
x 
140.00 
109.00 
561.00 
$26,999.41 
x 
x 
160.00 
80.00 
$240.00 
x 1000.00 
x 1000.00 
x 1000.00 
x 1500.00 
x 1200.00 
$5,700.00 
x 10.84 
x 22.68 
x 22.38 
x 36.78 
x 38.01 
x 62.57 
x 69.67 
x 41.01 
x 22.94 
x 10.52 
x 5.03 
x 5.72 
x 5.25 
x 5.63 
x 5.75 
26 
-Total Int Inc-Interest Income 
Invest Inc-Investment Income 
1115198 DEP Shelby Co Income total 
Total Invest Inc-Investment Income 
J V Team-$250 level of donation 
1115198 DEP Umbarber IM&G $250 each 
4/29/98 DEP W.VA.J.A. Donation 
6/9/98 DEP Virginia J .A.A. Donation 
6/26/98 DEP Purdue Foundation Quiz bowl awards 
7/13/98 DEP Michigan J .A.A. Donation 
7/13/98 DEP Michigan A.A. Donation 
7116/98 DEP Poultry Assoc. bkfst burritos 
7/21198 DEP Alabama J.A.A. Donation 
------------
Total J V Team-$250 level of donation 
Membership dues-previous dues *.75 
1115198 
211198 
219/98 
412198 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
membership dues 
membership dues 
membership dues 
membership dues 
314 of total 
Sherman 
Total membership dues-previous dues *.75 
Invest Inc 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
JVTeam 
membership dues 
membership dues 
membership dues 
membership dues 
Misc. Fund raising - previous donations and fund raising 
1115198 DEP donation/fund raising total Misc. Fund raising 
3120/98 DEP Fink Embryos 8 from national Misc. Fund raising 
4/8/98 DEP 21 st century semen Wagners-Futurity Misc. Fund raising 
4/8/98 DEP 2 McGraw Embryos Wagners-Futurity Misc. Fund raising 
------------
Total Mise. Fund raising-previous donations and fund raising 
$364.78 
x 1179.90 
$1,179.90 
x 500.00 
x 250.00 
x 250.00 
x 384.00 
x 250.00 
x 250.00 
x 363.00 
x 250.00 
$2,497.00 
x 
x 
x 
x 
2309.25 
90.00 
30.00 
30.00 
$2,459.25 
x 5847.19 
x 3999.00 
x 625.00 
x 850.00 
$11,321.19 
27 
National TIs-selling attitude shirts98 
1115198 DEP National T's total National T's x 1747.00 
1116198 DEP National T's National T's x 20.00 
1122198 DEP National T's transfer/omitted National T's x 36.00 
211198 DEP National T's National T's x 30.00 
219/98 DEP National T's National T's x 12.00 
3/20/98 DEP National T's National T's x 79.00 
5/8198 DEP National T's National T's x 12.00 
6/8/98 DEP National T's National T's x 130.00 
7/21198 DEP National T's National T's x 20.00 
7/31198 DEP Misc. income sold during sales National T's x 1946.50 
7/31198 DEP National T's National T's x 139.00 
8/31198 DEP National T's National T's x 5.00 
------------
Total National TIs-selling attitude shirts98 $4,176.50 
National-$ FROM HEADQUARTERS 
7/27/98 DEP AAA from bank/entries National x 20925.00 
Total National-$ FROM HEADQUARTERS $20,925.00 
Other Inc-Other Income 
1122198 DEP Singleton donation Other Inc x 200.00 
3120/98 DEP Donation Pfizer Other Inc x 200.00 
4/29/98 DEP Boyd Donation Other Inc x 50.00 
5/8/98 DEP Northeast IN A.A. hospitality booth Other Inc x 200.00 
6/3/98 DEP Donation Womack Other Inc x 200.00 
6/8/98 DEP Beck Donation Other Inc x 150.00 
6117/98 DEP Donation WatkinsIRamsey Other Inc x 40.00 
6118/98 DEP South Dakota I.A.A. Other Inc x 200.00 
7/6/98 DEP California I.A.A. Other Inc x 100.00 
7121198 DEP Donation, Kubesch in mem Sam Kauff Other Inc x 50.00 
7/27/98 DEP Donation, Otiker in mem Sam Kauff Other Inc x 50.00 
7/27/98 DEP Louisiana I.A.A. hospitality booth Other Inc x 200.00 
7/31/98 DEP Ward left over cash Other Inc x 42.47 
7/31198 DEP Donation, Knott in mem Tom&Roger Other Inc x 200.00 
8/4/98 DEP Snepp - left over see breakdown Other Inc x 87.62 
28 
-Total Other Inc-Other Income $1,970.09 
Phonecard sales 
1115/98 DEP phone cards total Phonecard sales x 810.00 
211198 DEP phone cards Phonecard sales x 30.00 
3/20/98 DEP phone cards Phonecard sales x 200.00 
6/24/98 DEP phone cards Phonecard sales x 250.00 
7n/98 DEP phone cards Adam Amsden Phonecard sales x 20.00 
7/27/98 DEP phone cards Phonecard sales x 100.00 
8/13/98 DEP phonecards Wagner Phonecard sales x 150.00 
8/24/98 DEP phonecards Phonecard sales x 200.00 
------------
Total Phonecard sales $1,760.00 
-
Program Ads 
4/30/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1100.00 
5/6/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 2000.00 
- 5/8/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 500.00 
5/17/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 3800.00 
5/20/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1700.00 
5/26/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1400.00 
5/29/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1200.00 
6/4/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 2100.00 
6/10/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 2000.00 
6/17/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 800.00 
6/18/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 800.00 
6/24/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 100.00 
6/25/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 1200.00 
6/26/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 300.00 
7/6/98 DEP Program Ads Program Ads x 300.00 
7/9/98 DEP Program Ads Whitestone Program Ads x 2000.00 
- ------------
Total Program Ads $21,300.00 
- Sell lapel pins-selling hoop it up pins 
29 
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4/8/98 DEP Michigan J .A.A. 20 + $2 shipping Sell lapel pins 
5/8/98 DEP lapel pins Sell lapel pins 
6126/98 DEP lapel pins Ward Sell lapel pins 
7/31/98 DEP lapel pins Ward Sell lapel pins 
------------
Total Sell lapel pins-selling hoop it up pins 
Trade Show 
3120/98 
412198 
516/98 
6124/98 
7124/98 
8/10/98 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
Trade Showloutside Dariage Show Supply Trade Show 
Trade Show donate Hagie Trade Show 
Trade Show Trade Show 
Trade Show Trade Show 
Purina Mills, Inc. Trade Show 
Trade Show Trade Show 
Total Trade Show 
VARSITY -ALL STAR SPONSOR TEAM 
3120/98 
5117/98 
612198 
613/98 
DEP Corp. Donation 
DEP Select Sires 
DEP Tenn. J.A.A. 
DEP Kentucky J.A.A. 
N.C.J.A. VARSITY 
FOOD VARSITY 
Co-sponsor Fri p.m. VARSITY 
Thurs. meal VARSITY 
TOTAL VARSITY-ALL STAR SPONSOR TEAM 
Voided checks 
7/30/98 DEP voided check #161 Hospitality Cash 
Total voided checks 
wee TESS-auction otT heifer 
1115198 
1122/98 
7/9/98 
DEP WCCTESS 
DEP WCCTESS 
DEP WCCTESS 
total 
transferlomitted 
Voided checks 
WCCTESS 
WCCTESS 
WCCTESS 
x 102.00 
x 55.00 
x 65.00 
x 110.00 
$332.00 
x 1500.00 
x 200.00 
x 1765.00 
x 500.00 
x 1000.00 
x 1250.00 
$6,215.00 
x 
x 
x 
x 
500.00 
500.00 
500.00 
500.00 
$2,000.00 
x 1000.00 
$1,000.00 
x 
x 
x 
30 
6600.00 
100.00 
2400.00 
--
Total WCC TESS-auction off heifer 
Windshirts-sell extra navy Windshirts 
Selling Wind Shirts 
Selling Wind Shirts 
Selling Wind Shirts 
7/31198 
8/4198 
8/31198 
9114/98 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP 
DEP Selling Wind Shirts Bloom 
Total Windshirts-sell extra navy Windshirts 
TOTAL INCOME 
Ads-Advertising 
6/25/98 
10/8198 
147 Morris Printing 
217 Angus Journal 
Total Ads-Advertising 
Awards-limestone awards 
4119/98 134 Elliott Special Pr 
EXPENSES 
shirts 
Program 
Limestone 
6/3/98 Logo for Elliott! AAA Pam Snepp 
7114/98 158 Locker Room misc. plates 
------------
Total Awards-limestone awards 
Bank Chrg-Bank Charge 
5/28/98 fees fees sc foreign 
8127/98 fees fees sc foreign 
------------
Total Bank Chrg-Bank Charge 
Windshirts 
Windshirts 
Windshirts 
Windshirts 
Ads 
Ads 
Awards 
Awards 
Awards 
BankChrg 
BankChrg 
$9,100.00 
x 
x 
x 
x 
1450.00 
265.00 
25.00 
45.00 
$1,785.00 
$121,455.12 
x 
x 
-204.76 
-6211.25 
$-6,416.01 
x -2340.00 
x -9.00 
x -1320.00 
$-3,669.00 
x -3.00 
x -5.00 
$-8.00 
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-Charity-Charitable Donations: 
8117/98 205 Indiana State FF A thank you 
Total Cash Contrib.-Cash Contributions 
Checks 
211/98 checks 
Total checks 
Cook OtT 
6115/98 
7124/98 
7129/98 
145 
184 
188 
Cathy Watkins 
Cathy Watkins 
Cathy Watkins 
Total Cook OtT 
Decorations 
6/6/98 144 Stumps 
6118/98 146 Connie Long 
7/24/98 Barb Jackson 
7124198 175 Connie Long 
8/5/98 201 Geo E. Fern Co. 
8/31198 210 Engledow Inc 
Total Decorations 
Education 
7/24/98 Cathy Watkins 
Total Education-Education 
buying checks 
Reimb: Grills 
corsage, cups, ice 
charcoal 
ring, C. Long 
reimb, wholesale 
opening ceremonies 
signs, pipe, drapes 
Plants 
-----------
supplies, Quiz Bowl 
------------
Charity: Cash Cont x -100.00 
Checks 
Cook Off 
Cook Off 
Cook Off 
Decorations 
Decorations 
Decorations 
Decorations 
Decorations 
Decorations 
Education 
$-100.00 
x -17.00 
$-17.00 
x 
x 
x 
-239.70 
-31.34 
-70.40 
$-341.44 
x -125.00 
x -335.52 
x -7.86 
x -358.76 
x -7153.75 
x -3150.00 
$-11,130.89 
x -15.46 
$-15.46 
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Food 
7/10/98 155 Sysco food service bkft burritos Food x -2550.55 
7115/98 159 Marsh Fri. p.m. meal Food x -4647.73 
7121198 PamSnepp Fri. Lunch Food x -153.04 
7124/98 Barb Jackson popcorn supplies Food x -41.47 
7129/98 187 Sysco food service C807220643 Food x -1237.48 
8/6/98 203 Penny Ramsey Food x -425.12 
8/31198 209 Ohio Junior Angus milk/juice Food x -222.25 
9114/98 214 PamSnepp Murphy's lunch Food x -84.55 
------------
Total food $-9,362.19 
Gifts-Gift Expenses 
7124/98 183 In-De Custom Embroidery jackets Gifts x -10257.10 
7124/98 Cathy Watkins p.com. bags Gifts x -54.75 
------------
Total Gifts-Gift Expenses $-10,311.85 
Grounds Committee. 
7/20/98 163 Feeders Supply Co Green Shavings Grounds Comm. x -3400.00 
7/20/98 164 CASH On hand at show Grounds Comm. x -2000.00 
7/27/98 186 Feeders Supply Co Green Shavings 2 Grounds Comm. x -2400.00 
8/4/98 193 McCarty Farms 6.95*1450 Grounds Comm. x -10077.50 
8/4/98 McCarty Farms Hauling Grounds Comm. x -849.30 
8/17/98 206 SWHSFFA Cleaning Grounds Comm. x -1000.00 
8/31198 208 ERMCO utilities Grounds Comm. x -410.00 
------------
Total Grounds Comm. $-20136.80 
Hospitality 
1(1f~§ l~l DW"bJa~Mon roimb;IJO~Qrn nQl~ltillij X ~1~1IJ 
7/6/98 152 Mary Ann Ward cash for misc. Hospitality x -1000.00 
7115/98 160 A Lot of Fun entertainment Hospitality x -255.00 
7115/98 161 Mary Ann Ward cash for misc. Hospitality x -1000.00 
7/24/98 174 Barb Jackson McDsyrup Hospitality x -69.00 
7/30/98 189 Richard Ward popcorn bags Hospitality x -36.23 
33 
7130/98 
8/6/98 
190 Kristen Wood tea 
202 Tuttle Orchards 
Total Hospitality 
Invest Exp-Investment Expense 
1115198 Investment 5th 3rd bank 
Total Invest Exp-Investment Expense 
LavelPINS 
3/20/98 127 The Green Co set up fee 
6/3/98 140 The Green Co 500 lapel pins 
------------
Total Lapel PINS 
Lid expense-buying lids and baskets 
1115198 Lid Expense total 
1116/98 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20535 
1122198 Lid Expense transfer, Elaine 
212198 101 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20538 
219/98 Lid Expense Pam, baskets 
4/2198 130 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20554 
4/13/98 132 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20557 
4124/98 135 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20560 
516/98 136 KS Lanam Co Inc 
6/3/98 Lids from E.Cassady Pam Snepp 
615198 141 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20572 
7120/98 162 KS Lanam Co Inc 
7121198 172 Debbie Hendrickson canceled order 
8/4/98 192 PamSnepp postage 
9114/98 212 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20602 
9125198 215 Kathy Sponseller baskets 
1217/98 219 KS Lanam Co Inc invoice #20641 
------------
Total lid expense-buying lids and baskets 
Hospitality 
Hospitality 
InvestExp 
Lapel PINS 
Lapel PINS 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
lid expense 
x 
x 
-16.74 
-110.00 
$-2,505.97 
x -10000.00 
$-10,000.00 
x -949.39 
x -786.51 
$-1,735.90 
x -12641.62 
x -490.00 
x -64.00 
x -400.00 
x -200.00 
x -250.00 
x -400.00 
x -40.00 
x -50.00 
x -400.00 
x -970.00 
x -50.00 
x -45.00 
x -94.40 
x -325.00 
x -208.66 
x -125.00 
$-16,753.68 
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Misc.-Miscellaneous 
1/15/98 
12115/98 
3/16/99 
220 
221 
Hoop it up 
Wisconsin J .A.A. 
Robert Yeend 
Total Misc.-Miscellaneous 
total 
reimbursement 
CPA fees 
Open Ceremony-Tuesday P.M. ceremony 
7/21198 
7/21198 
7121198 
8126/98 
9/14/98 
165 
166 
169 
207 
213 
Dave Russel Emcee 
Laser Image Production light show 
Marsh flowers 
Roger Eckstein reimb. wood hoops 
Indiana State Fair stage hands 
Total Open Ceremony-Tuesday P.M. ceremony 
Other Exp-Other Expenses 
7/9/98 Priscilla Wilson Ad copies/phone 
Total Other Exp-Other Expenses 
Phonecard expense-buying phone cards 
1/15/98 buying phone cards total 
Total Phonecard expense-buying phone cards 
Postage-stamps, etc 
1/15/98 Postage total 
211198 Ramsey 
219/98 102 PamSnepp 
4/2198 129 Sharon Sommers since 1-1-98 
4/19/98 133 Postage cash for stamps 
5/17/98 138 Deanna Bloom 
Misc. 
Misc. 
Misc. 
Open Ceremony 
Open Ceremony 
Open Ceremony 
Open Ceremony 
Open Ceremony 
OtherExp 
x 
x 
x 
-460.25 
-1200.00 
-100.00 
$-1,760.25 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
-300.00 
-800.00 
-50.40 
-30.00 
-1243.00 
$-2,423.40 
x -159.07 
$-159.07 
Phonecard expense x -131.00 
$-131.00 
postage x -868.39 
postage x -13.44 
postage x -285.88 
postage x -77.57 
postage x -30.00 
postage x -19.20 
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6/3/98 139 PamSnepp postage 
6/6/98 142 Sharon Sommers postage 
7/9/98 153 Priscilla Wilson Program Ads postage 
8/5/98 200 Postmaster stampslletter postage 
9/14/98 PamSnepp lid/special order postage 
1214/98 218 Sharon Sommers postage 
------------
Total postage-stamps, etc 
Queen's Expense 
4/8/98 131 Crystal Food Service Lunches, 50% Queen's Expense 
6/6/98 143 Indianapolis Zoo balance due Queen's Expense 
7114/98 157 Meridian Kiwians Cookbooks Queen's Expense 
7121198 173 Markey's Audiovisual Podiumlmic Queen's Expense 
7/24/98 Connie Long Queen's Expense 
7/31198 191 Crystal Food Service balance due Queen's Expense 
8/4/98 195 Meridian Kiwians Cookbooks Queen's Expense 
8/4/98 196 Indianapolis Zoo admission Queen's Expense 
------------
Total Queen's Expense 
Rent on Equipment -Rent-Vehicles. machines. equipment 
2116/98 
7/1198 
8/4/98 
8/4/98 
8/17/98 
126 mini Swallow Lines BUSES: Queens/tours Rent on Equip 
150 mini Swallow Lines balance Rent on Equip 
198 Reynolds Farm Equipment skid-steer Rent on Equip 
199 Reynolds Farm Equipment skid-steer Rent on Equip 
204 ERS Radio Rental radios/equip Rent on Equip 
Total Rent on Equip-Rent/Vehicle, machines, equipment 
Socials lr&Adt-junior and adult socials 
711198 
7110198 
7/24/98 
7124198 
7124/98 
8/4/98 
148 Ric Hansen Ent. deposit-OJ 
154 Crystal Food Service 50% socials 
179 Judy Brown helium 
180 Ric Hansen Ent. balance OJ 
181 Greg Roland Jr. dance OJ 
194 Crystal Food Service Fri p.m. 
socials Jr&Adtx 
socials Jr&Adtx 
socials Jr&Adtx 
socials Jr&Adtx 
socials Jr&Adtx 
socials Jr&Adtx 
x -3.72 
x -63.70 
x -97.56 
x -19.98 
x -61.40 
x -12.39 
$-1,553.23 
x -364.03 
x -393.75 
x -880.00 
x -50.00 
x -47.65 
x -364.03 
x -120.00 
x -444.60 
$-2,664.06 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
-800.00 
-100.00 
-675.00 
-219.00 
-611.25 
$-2,405.25 
-250.00 
-2418.00 
-40.91 
-245.00 
-550.00 
-2418.00 
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Total socials Jr&Adt-junior and adult socials 
Street Party-hoop it up in the street 
711/98 149 Party Time Rental 2 game rental 
7/10/98 156 Kipp Brothers prizes 
7/21198 167 IamieBrown misc. 
7/21198 170 IudyBrown misc. 
7/24/98 176 Greenfield Rotary donation/game 
7124/98 177 Greenfield Kiwanis donation/game 
7124/98 178 Shirley Hardware dunk tank 
7/24/98 182 Paul Hart pop 
------------
Total Street Party-hoop it up in the street 
Supplies-Supplies 
7/21198 
7121198 
7/24/98 
8/4198 
168 Pam Snepp 
171 Sharon Sommers 
Barb I ackson 
197 Barb I ackson 
Total Supplies-Supplies 
misc. 
misc. 
misc. 
paint 
T-shirt expense-buying attitude shirts'98 
1115198 
219198 
7127/98 
9114198 
National T's expense total 
National T's expense Pam Snepp 
185 Morris Screen Printing Attitude shirts 
211 Morris Screen Printing Attitude shirts 
Total T-shirt expense-buying attitude shirts'98 
Trans. Mem.Dues-transfer of dues to UAA 
516/98 137 Indiana Iunior Association 
Total Trans. Mem.Dues-transfer of dues to UAA 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Street Party 
Supplies 
Supplies 
Supplies 
Supplies 
T-shirt expense 
T-shirt expense 
T-shirt expense 
T -shirt expense 
Trans. Mem.Dues 
$-5,921.91 
x -832.50 
x -969.35 
x -57.84 
x -193.33 
x -25.00 
x -25.00 
x -35.00 
x -108.39 
$-2,246.41 
x 
x 
x 
x 
-96.65 
-84.14 
-85.37 
-18.14 
$-284.30 
x 
x 
x 
x 
-1288.80 
-292.90 
-582.76 
-708.75 
$-2,873.21 
x -2459.25 
$-2,459.25 
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Welcoming Committee 
9/25/98 216 Shari Wagner total Welcoming Comm. x -602.50 
Total Welcoming Comm. $-602.50 
TOTAL EXPENSES $-117,988.03 
TOTALINCONUUEXPENSE $3,467.09 
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-INVESTMENTS 
When the "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" account was established, the total was over 
$23,000. I spoke with my advisor, and expressed concern about leaving that large of a sum in the 
checking account when the NJAS was six months away. Clearly a money market account was 
better suited for a portion of this money, paying higher interest while allowing access to the 
money. I met with the treasurer of the Indiana Angus Association, and he recommended the 
"Platinum One Account" at Fifth Third Bank in Greensburg where the adult association invested. 
We agreed that a $10,000 initial investment would be appropriate, noting that addition or 
subtraction from this amount would not pose a problem (example of statement included on page 
40). To date, this investment has earned over $800 interest for "Hoop it up." 
Another investment was established by a group of officers following the last Indiana-
hosted NJAS, in 1986. They invested extra money from their NJAS account in a certificate of 
deposit at Shelby County Savings Bank. This investment was kept under the control of the 
Indiana Angus Association, and allocated for use in hosting a future NJAS. After our bid for the 
1998 NJAS was accepted, the money reverted to the control ofthe UAA. The C.D. was cashed 
in for easier access. A portion was deposited into the "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" checking 
account, while the majority was invested into a "Now Account" at the same bank, earning a very 
competitive rate of 5.25% (example of statement included on page 41). 
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Fifth Third Bank 
OF CENTRAL INDIANA 
251 N ILLINOIS ST, SUITE 1000 INDIANAPOLIS IN 46204 
INDIANA JUNIOR ANGUS ASSOC 
OR DON SNEPP 
OR POLLY KUBESCH 
1601 N COUNTY RD 200 E 
GREENSBURG IN 47240 
o 
PLATINUM ONE ACCOUNT 
ACCOUNT TYPE 
11/11/97 THROUGH 12/11/97 
STATEMENT PERIOD 
GREENSBURG 
OFFICE 
11/ 11 BALANCE 
o DEPOSITS 
o WITHDRA WALS/FEES 
INTEREST EARNED 
INTEREST WITHHELD 
12/ 1 1 BALANCE 
ARE YOU MANAGING YOUR DEBT THE SMART WAY? FIFTH THIRD CAN HELP WITH A 
HOME EQUITY LOAN OR LINE OF CREDIT. VISIT FIFTH THIRD TODAY FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ON HOW YOU MAY BE ABLE TO SAVE HUNDREDS OF TAX DOLLARS 
WITH A HOME EQUITY PRODUCT. PLEASE CONSULT A TAX ADVISOR. EQUAL 
HOUSING LENDER. HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO YOU AND YOUR FAMILYI 
1997 INTEREST EARNED 294.34 FOR TAX ID 356-08-9854 
1 
PAGE 
577-87553 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 
663-2265 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 
10.254.85 
0.00 
0.00 
39.49 
10.294.34 
DATE---------AMOUNT-----DESCRIPTIONI----------------------------------------------------------------. 
-
-
-
-
-
12/11 39.49+ INTEREST 
--DAILY BALANCE--- .-DAILY BALANCE--- --DAILY BALANCE--. ---DAILY BALANCE---
12/11 10.294.34 
39.49 IS THE INTEREST EARNED FOR THE STATEMENT PERIOD. 
4.63% IS THE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD EARNED FOR THE STATEMENT PERIOD. 
A LOT OF THINGS CAN HAPPEN TO VALUABLES STORED AT HOME, AND MANY OF 
THEM AREN'T GOOD. PROTECT YOUR VALUABLES FROM THE DANGERS OF LOSS, 
THEFT, AND FIRE WITH A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX FROM FIFTH THIRD BANK. THEY 
ARE ON SALE NOWI STOP BY YOUR NEAREST BANKING CENTER TO RENT YOURS 
TODAY AND START ENJOYING THE PEACE OF MIND YOU DESERVEI 
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SHELBY COUNTY SAVINGS BANK, F.S.B. 
29 E. WASHINGTON STREET 
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176 
INDIANA ANGUS JR ASSOCIATION 
DON SNEPP 
10089 S 600 W 
EDINBURGH IN 46124-9427 
1.1 •• 1.11 ..... 11 .. 1.1.1 •• 11.1 ... 1 .. 1 •• 1.11 ••• 11 •• 1.1.1 ••• 1 .. 11 
0-01-70-270795 NOW ACCOUNT 
06-28 BEGINNING BALANCE 
BRANCH #01 
07-27 EARNINGS AVERAGE RATE: 5.130 
07-27 ENDING BALANCE 
* * *' STA'l'EMENT SUMMARY * * * 
STATEMENT PERIOD FROM 06-28-98 THROUGH 07-27-98 
EARNINGS PERIOD FROM 06-28-98 THROUGH 07-27-98 
o CHECK TRANSACTIONS 
o WITHDRAWALS 
o DEPOSITS 
EARNINGS FOR PERIOD 
EARNINGS YEAR TO DATE 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD EARNED 
AVERAGE BALANCE: 
FID# 35-6089854 
DATE 
PAGE 
181 
54.91 
.00 
.00 
54.91 
383.10 
5.25% 
13,021. 87 
CALL 317-39B-9721 FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS STATEMENT 
STATEMENT 
07/27/98 
1 OF 1 
13,021. 87 
13,076.78 
13,076.78 
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FUND RAISING 
The fund raising attempts of the liAA members were intense, diverse, and lucrative. 
Major endeavors included pre-paid long distance phone cards, T-shirt sales, and basket lids. 
Sponsors were found to offset the cost of set up for the phone cards. Then juniors were let loose 
selling them allover the country; $10 for 10 minutes (example on page 44). T-shirts were 
printed and sold for a profit with "attitude sayings" promoting our show. It was the consensus of 
the juniors that attitude shirts were in style; so various sayings were printed on shirts to be sold. 
The most popular with juniors nation-wide was: "Just a Show? Just an Angus? I DON'T 
THINK SO! Indianapolis, IN July 19-25, 1998" (example on page 45). 
One of our largest fund-raisers was selling decorative baskets and lids. Several sizes 
were available with a fann scene burned on top featuring, of course, Angus cattle. For an extra 
charge they could be personalized with a fann or family name. Approximately $10,000 profit 
was made from this project alone. For over a year, it was practically impossible for someone to 
encounter an liAA member or supporter and not walk away with a phone card, T-shirt, basket 
lid, or a combination of all three. 
There were generous donations of several embryos, semen from various top-of-the-line 
bulls, and a semen tank that greatly augmented our fund raising. At different events during the 
year they were sold at auction with all proceeds benefiting "Hoop it up in Indiana '98." A 
specific example of generosity came from Wilson Cattle Company. They donated a heifer to be 
auctioned, named WCC Tess G58, and helped find 66 sponsors to "buy" her. Each WCC Tess 
sponsor donated $100 toward her purchase, and then donated her back to be auctioned once more 
42 
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where she raised $2,400. Total profit from this project amounted to $9,100. A picture of wee 
Tess, her sponsors, and new owner was printed in the show program (included on page 46). 
Sponsors of our show were an extremely important part of our fund raising process. 
Marketing letters were sent out across the country to potential sponsors (included on pages 47 
and 48). In keeping with our basketball theme, various levels of donation were classified as 
"Dream Team" $1,000 or more, "Varsity Team" $500, or "Junior Varsity Team" $250. Sponsors 
received different amounts of publicity in return for contributions. These various levels of 
sponsors were labeled "dedicated team players" and listed in the official show program (included 
on page 49). 
The 140-page show program was almost entirely financed by selling ads within the 
program. Many supporters from across the country were eager to advertise in the '98 NJAS 
program due to the vast target market their ad would reached. Prices were related to size and 
positioning in the program. Our farm, P&1 Angus, purchased a quarter-page ad near the index 
(included on page 50). Larger farms purchased many full-page ads, and most demonstrated the 
encouragement given to juniors during the week long NJ AS (example on page 51). Indiana 
Angus members were offered a less expensive advertising opportunity within the program. For 
$100, the farm name, address, phone number and directions were listed with a correlating 
location map for all out of state visitors to view (included on pages 52-53). 
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~ Destiny Te"leromm International, Inc. ~:r The Greatest Rusiness on the Planet Today! 
USE ANY TOUCHTONE PHONE TO CALL ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
10 
UNITS 
o DIAL: 1·800-317-0168 
o ENTER PRIVATE CAWNG CODE IPIN): 583 005 1810 
o ENTER DESTINATION PHONE NUMBER 
Local or Long Distance Calls: 1+ Area Code + Phone Number 
Interna!lonill Cails fron! U)A' 011 + Country Code + Cry Code + Phone Number 
FOR ADDITIONAL CALLS DON'T HANG UP-PRESS ## 
Customer Service 1·800·455·8355 To recharge this cClrd. call luslOrnc( Service. 
Iil·I'!: Il:J:!.~:t· [-J! hi'.:· !J;<;; 'IJ.)lI:l~:I!fll ,a /:;~-rr,", . 
n Spe£'ri Dialing n Special Information Sl.rv;ces:.~ DHtiny!eleco .... 
1-1 Mes~oIg(' Delivery Weal her in 2000 Cities ~;-::.: International, Inc. 
U Conferl'nce Calling Stock Reports ~ 
U Voice/fax Mailbox Business & Nat'l News Headlines Smfeespmrlhtlbf 
I] Foreign languages MovieNideolMusic/Book Reviews Iiaile 6 Wireless, Inc. 
: " Recharge Your Card Sports Scores ... & More Issued: 06/19/975000340693 4281500 
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INDIANAPOLIS, IN 
JULY 19-25, 1998 
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1998 National Junior Angus Show 
July 20-25,1998 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Special Thanks to WILSON CATTLE COMPANY, ERIC 
HAYMAN & FAMILY and JUNIOR ANGUS SUPPORTERS that 
generated $9,100 for the 1998 National Junior Angus Show. 
A&B Cattle 
Anderson Circle 
American Livestock 
Insurance Co. 
Angus Topics Inc. 
Beaver Ridge Farms 
Belle Point Farm 
Blue-Ston Farms 
Bon View Farms 
Boyd Beef Cattle 
Broken Lance Ranch 
Brost Angus 
Cabin Creek Angus 
Bob Campbell & Family 
The Carter Family 
Champion Hill 
Circle A Ranch 
Costin Angus Farm 
Coverdale Angus 
DaEsRo Angus Farms 
Dameron Angus Farm 
Davis on the Highlands 
Dawes Angus Farms Inc. 
Double Diamond Genetics 
Robert Douglas 
Express Ranches 
Fescue Farms Angus 
Kyle Gillooly 
Gallagher's Farm 
Goodrick Angus 
Hart Farms 
Harvey Angus Farm 
Dave Hawkins Family 
Eric Dean Hayman Jr. 
High Field Farm 
Howell Cattle Co. 
The Jackson Family 
Lathrop Livestock 
Transportation 
McCurry Bros. 
Pear Lane Angus 
Pilgrim Angus 
Profit Maker Bulls 
Wm. Ramsey & Sons 
Rasweiler Farms 
Riverrode Sales Co. 
WCC Tess GS8 was donated by Wilson 
Cattle Company, Cloverdale, Indiana, and 
was auctioned at the 1997 Wilson Cattle 
Company Sale with proceeds donated to the 
1998 National Junior Angus Show. A group 
of Junior Angus Supporters purchased the 
heifer for $6,700, then donated her to be 
auctioned again. Eric Hayman & Family 
then purchased the heifer for $2,400, 
making a total contribution of $9,100 to the 
Indiana Junior Angus Association. 
wce Tess G58 with the Bill Wilson Family 
and the Junior Angus Supporters. 
Harold & Virginia Rose 
Hershel Rotert 
Royer Farms 
Sauk Valley 
Anne Patton Schubert 
Rick Seehase 
Kenneth E. Sherbahn 
Gary & Martha Shopmeyer 
Snepp Farms Inc. 
Sommers Angus Farm 
Stewart Seeds Inc. 
Brian Swartz & Family 
Jack Sweeney & Family 
Sydenstricker Angus Farms 
Doug Turner & Family 
Jerry & Cathy Turner 
Unger Farms 
Wagner Angus Farm 
Weaver Angus Farm 
Woodhill Farms Inc. 
Vintage Angus 
Yadkin River Angus Farm 
Zeller Angus Farm 
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-Thank You 
30th National Junior Angus Show 
July 20-25, 1998 
Indiana State Fairgrounds 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
The 1998 "Hoop it up in Indiana" National Junior Angus Show is being hosted in cooperation with the following 
dedicated team players. The following were our loyal supporters from the very start. We couldn't have done it without them. 
Thanks for joining us for the 30th Annual National Junior Angus Show in Indianapolis. Enjoy the show! 
American Angus Hall of Fame 
Applegate Steel Co., Inc. 
Beaver Ridge Farm 
Cabin Creek Angus 
Richard Childress 
Destination Angus 
Mark Akins 
Albaugh & Son 
Dick Beck Family 
Bloom Angus Farm 
Mrs. Glenn Boyd 
Les Craft & Family 
Cow Co. Inc. 
Davis on the Highlands 
Doskocil Foods 
Green River Animal Hospital 
Glenn Grote Family 
Mildred and Dorris Harrold 
Denis Bannon Family 
Deanna Bloom 
Don Bloom Family 
Dream Team 
Farm Credit Services Kroger Food Stores 
Galen and Lori Fink Keith and Doreen Lambright 
Georgia Junior Angus Assn. Maple Lane Angus 
Grubbs Angus Nebraska Junior Angus Assn. 
Illinois Junior Angus Assn. Northern Indiana Angus Assn. 
In-De Embroidery Ohio Junior Angus Assn. 
Indiana Angus Assn. Purina Mills / Show Chow 
Indiana Angus Auxiliary Reynolds Farm Equipment 
Inlow Cattle Co. Select Sires 
Iowa Angus Assn. Steve Shoup 
Kentucky Junior Angus Assn. Stronghold by Hagie 
All Star Team 
Indiana State Poultry Assn. Purdue University Animal 
M&G Angus Science Dept. 
Mac Cattle Co. Ramsey Angus 
McGraw Farms Red Gold Co. 
MeriaJ Ilvomec Phil Reid 
Alan Miller Esther Singleton 
Miller's Angus Hills Farm Gail Smith, Almost Home 
North Carolina Junior Angus Assn. Tea Room 
Northeastem Indiana Angus Assn. Snepp Farms, Inc. 
Ooley Family Southern Indiana Angus Assn. 
Patton Farms Jack Sweeney 
Pfizer 21 st Century Genetics 
Coaches (Committee Chairs) 
Judy Brown 
Jamie Brown 
Sam Carter Family 
Jerry and Erica Cassady 
Dale Grubbs Family 
Steve Gunn Family 
Phil Howell Family 
Duane, Barb & Kyle Jackson 
Polly Kubesch 
Connie Long 
Beth and Jim Patton 
Penny Ramsey 
David, Karen and Joy Smith 
Janelle and Sharon Sommers 
Sunoco I Fast Max 
Texas Junior Angus Assn. 
Thistle Angus 
Twin Hill Farms 
Wagner Angus 
Jack and Mary Ann Ward 
Whitestone Krebs 
Wilson Cattle Company 
Wisconsin Junior Angus Assn. 
Yadkin River 
Tennessee Junior Angus Assn. 
Umbarger Feeds 
Vigortone 
Virginia Junior Angus Assn. 
West Virginia Junior Angus Assn. 
Mark Womack 
Woodhurst Farm 
Tom and Roger 
Jim Stewart Family 
Jerry and Cathy Turner 
John Wagner Family 
Jack and Mary Ann Ward 
Cathy Watkins 
Chris and Julia Wickard 
Bill Wilson Family 
A special thank you goes out to all devoted show committee members and special volunteers who planned, attended meetings, 
and worked extremely hard to make this moment a reality and a memorable event for all. We deeply appreciate your efforts. 
Sincerely, 
Indiana Junior Angus Assn. 
~~~'fJamu~ 
Don and Pam Sne • Advisors 
( 
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Blacklass GAR 103 
tR A Beartooth Aberdeen 
+W f Patty M A H 
ViI L E Ploneeres5 3051 
1391 M F Rainy Randy 638 
CalvcuJ-?91i Cow 12778"66 fa1too6JB 
Exhibitor: Alisa M Csukanii. Evansville. WI 
#C H Slacker 7040 
Krugerrand ul Donamere 490 
Donamere Bachel Beauly 2BB 
tLodl M F 
M F Lodls Rainy Lass 147 
M F flaillY T Lass 929 
1392 Heavenhill Pride 606 
1 "7 t '::1806 rJt1()(] H606 
Exhibitor: Dennis E Rassenfoss II, Paris, KY 
HC DIVidend 963 
La Vi,'a D,Vidend 304 
La Vista Delia 135 
#P S Power Play 
Heavenlllil Pride 288 
Heavennlll Pride 366 
1393 Mindemann Peg 648 
.1..'5111'J58 -l!t.,o'J-Hl 
Exhibitor: Aric Mindemann. Sullivan, WI 
#teacnmdn fullback 
tHlfo 9FB:J oiSHI I Fullback 
Rita 5Hl1 011B14 Rlfo 9J9 
#K M A HI(jllrolier 5025 
~arl11onv Hill Peg 221 
,Harmony HIli Peg 013 
Tnlckness and periormance nave "come to Ihe lop" al P&J 
us as Ine Kubescn Family sees elemenls in Its herd 1I1al work I 
Peril IS called" I ne Friendly City, and all HOOSier Angus 
eeders know Ihe carrol-moocnlng. genlle reputallon 01 the 
I . P&J Angus cattle. Give liS a enanee 10 snow how 
I anel dlsposil!on come logether as such bulls as Omana 
Inf Arapanoe. Pfred. Battle CO! and Rapscallion odd tnelr tauen 
tne P&J brood cnw herd. We welcnme YOllr VIS II' 
P!tRt.1 
Joey Sid and Polly 
P&J ANGUS 
Polly, Joey & Sid Kubescn 
(765) 473-6584 
'Good Enough" Peru. Indiana 46970 
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Congratulations 
to all Angus juniors 
attending the 
National Heifer Show! 
The Future 
of the 
Angus Business 
is Here ... 
UvvI~~! 
J o1Ar\J uY -rhundc~-)'} <9a-o-be.¥ 2 9} 1998} at: t'hb vCt1llCh for , , , 
Sandhill Matrons III Performance Female Sale 
Se1UVlfj/150 A~F~ . .. 
Dispersing all cows six years and older ... including eight 
Pathfinder dams! Featuring heifer calves, bred heifers, bred 
cows, and fall-calving pairs. 
TYte.M'. rewutl..e~ w i.n he fe~-u. w-[ n<l 
~.,:wo'J+'Af1Y r, ,wrVLce o{ . .. L 
SAF Fame· Bon View Banda 598 
Krugerrand of Oonamere 490 
CH Stacker 7040 
Stevenson Fortulle 425C • SVF Oscar 18E 
N Bar Emulation EXT 
Leachman Saugahatchee 
RR Scotchcap 9440· PAPA Ourabull 
A&B Cattle 
Arlen & Becky Sawyer 
HeR 75, Box 110 
Bassett, NE 68714-9712 
Phone (402)684-2371 
Mobile (402) 760-0232 
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I A'\Anres Hill tm Les Craft An~S ~S~rin~ Valley Farms ~"RR ,Box 251 "-> Les, Anne & Kirk raft - 5 1 N. reston Rd. Worthington, IN 47471 4189 W. SI. Rd. 2 Crothersville, IN 47229 Bob & Georgia Reid La Porte, IN 46350 Rex Kovert 
N (812) 875-2178 (219) 362-9861 (812) 793-3348 Farm located 3 miles northeast of Located 112 mile north of Crothersville on Worthington on SR 671US 231. ~ McClarnon Stock Farm u.s. 31, farm on east side. ~Bannon Farms ,,-. 394 N. 850 E. D Greenfield, IN 46140 ®Stewart Seeds, Inc. . Denis Bannon Harriett McClarnon, (317) 326-2123 -~David Smith, Manager Rt. 2, Box 228 Keith, Judy & Jamie Brown 2230 E. 300 N. Ladoga, IN 47954 (317) 936-5704 Greensburg, IN 47240 
I (765) 866-1991 Chris & Julia Wickard, (317) 467-1484 
(800) 722-8557 
$)Beaver Ridge Farm Jim, (317) 462-9091 ~Tapfc Anrs Farm Located east on 1-70 to Greenfield, U.s. 40 
-- 4556 N, Co. Rd, 850 W. easl to 850£, north 114 mile, west side. -. P.O. ox 30 
A Middletown, IN 47356 tI) M&G Angus Farm Bargersville, IN 46106 Bob & Cathy Watkins Bruce Tapp (765) 779-4007 '. 603 N. Portland Arch Rd. (317) 422-5474 Located 40 miles northeast of Indianapolis Covington, IN 47932 Farm located near Bargersville. 
N 
0/1 U.S. 36. Matt Moudy & Robert Grubbs 
®Bloom Angus Farm 
(765) 793-2520 6'Triple E Farms Located 2nd street north to Portland Arch 
-'. Eugene & Elizabeth Ebbing 
.' 722 N 625 E. Rd .. 114 mile. 6970 W. Base Rd. Westville, IN 46391 North Vernon, IN 47265 A Don & Carol Bloom 6lJ\ ~le Lane Angus (812) 346-3132 (219) 462-7912 .. ' 04 U.S. 20 ~Cabin Creek Angus Lagrange, IN 46761 ~ Turner Angus Farms Jack Ward 
-1665 State Rd. 122 
--' 3529 N. 500 E. (219) 768-9183 Richmond, IN 47374 Anderson, IN 46012 Keith Lambright Jerry & Cathy Turner Duane, Barb & Kyle Jackson (219) 768-7167 (765) 962-0797 (765) 378-0970 Located 2 miles east of Shipshewana. IN. on 
S Farm, (765) 584-0970 U.S. 20 or 20 miles west of 1-69 U.S. 20 exit. Located 2 miles east of U.S. Hwy. 27 S. on State Rd. 122. Herd located St. Rd. 1 mile south of (@ P. & J. Angus Farmland to 400 S., east 1 112 miles. -. RI. 1 "Goodenough" e Underwood Angus Farms 
U ti)Carter Family Angus Peru, IN 46970 - 13067 N. 500 E. '. 24 Thornhurst Dr. Mrs. Joey Kubesch N. Manchester, IN 46962 Carmel, IN 46032 (765) 473-6584 Harvey Underwood Sam Carter ~ Patton Farms (219) 982-4932 
P (317) 846-9952 Located 5 miles easl of N. Manchester at Fax (317) 846-1069 - .' 2064 N. 600 W. CR 500 E. and 1300 N. Earl Park, IN 47942-8674 Farm located near Upland. IN. Lucile Patton Q: Wagner Angus Farm p {9)Cote Farms, Inc. (219) 474-6716 '. 11306 W. 600 S. Located 3 miles !Vest Jet. SR 18 and . P.O. Box 260 U. S. 41 and 1 mile north. Wolcott, IN 47995 Morocco, IN 47963 Dr. John S. Wagner 
Rick Dawson 57~ PilfIim Angus (219) 279-2136 
0 (219) 285-6950 .. 173 46th Rd. Fax (219) 279-2125 Located 1 112 miles north and 1 mile east Plymouth, IN 46563 of Morocco. Mike Haag ~ Wilson Cattle Co. @JBradle~ & Shirley Ferree (219) 936-6157 .. , 8911 S. Meridian Line Rd. 
R Located 2 miles lVest of Plymouth. take Cloverdale, IN 46120 ' 13709 S. .300 W. Hwy. 30. to Oueen Rd .. north on Oueen Rd. Bill, Priscilla & Chad Wilson Jasonville, IN 47438 to 6th Rd. F,rst farm on the north. (765) 653-2402 Ltxated 2 miles northeast of Jasonville on State Rd. 59. then north on Country Rd. 68' Roselawn Angus Farm Located: from 1-70 at the Putnamville exit. T 300 West. go east 1 mile on the frontage road on the , . 8208 W. 1175 S. south side of the interstate. tum left at the ~Fescue Farms Angus Akron. IN 46910 'T road. then go 114 mile north. Mr. & Mrs. Dorris Harrold 
.. RR 6, Box 62 (219) 893-7039 
E Spencer, IN 47460 Located north of Akron on SR 14 to Co. Jeff Sherfield & Family Rd. 120.0. tum right. go to Co. Rd .. 175 S .. (812) 829-0864 farm on left side. Located Hwy. 46 west. then COMly Rd. 50 
R west 1 112 miles. (j9\ Sne~~ Farms, Inc. - 1008 .600 W. 6O)K3 Farm Edinburgh. IN 46124 -~ 4211 Jack Teepe Rd. Don, Pam & Rob Snepp 
S Charlestown, IN 47111 (812) 587-5307 Charles E. Krininger Located 1-65, south of IndianapOlis to exit (812) 256-5124 80.. take SR 252 east 2 112 miles to road Located 8 miles east 01 1-65 at exit 19 600 W. take 60.0 W north 1 mIle. 
onSR 160. 
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COMMITTEES AND ACTIVITIES 
This project would not have been possible without the hard work of the committee chairs, 
who were listed as "coaches" on the recognition page in the program (page 49). Committees 
were formed in the following areas: fund raising, trade show/publicity, decorations, opening 
ceremonies, education, grounds, hospitality, queens luncheon, food, and social. In a sense as 
treasurer I was a member of each committee by handling all finances and budgets. The group of 
"coaches" worked together at our frequent meetings to help brainstorm for ideas. Minutes from 
one of our numerous meetings (included on pages 55-62) are an example of the group-effort 
involved in our planning. 
The week of July 20-25, 1998 sawall our efforts payoff, as "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" 
came together beautifully. Opening ceremonies welcomed our guests, and set the basketball 
theme for the week in motion (see schedule on page 63). The mother of David Letterman, of 
Ball State fame, attended and read our own special "top ten list" (included on page 64). Hoosier 
hospitality was on display all week, with an air-conditioned area providing refreshments, meals, 
and entertainment for young children. The schedule of various hospitality events (included on 
page 65) shows recognition given to the numerous food sponsors. Angus royalty from every 
state were entertained at the annual queens' luncheon (see page 66). The entire week was full of 
activities for all in attendance, and it is clear from the schedule of events (included on page 67) 
the visiting juniors and their families rarely had time to rest on their visit to Indianapolis. 
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NATIONAL JUNIOR ANGUS SHOW 
SEVENTH MEETING 
DECEMBER 30, 1997 
Pam Snepp, jr. Advisor, and General Chair for the show called the 
meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, December 30 at the 
Ramada Inn in Indianapolis. Her thought for the day was" Lets Get 
Ready to Hoop It Up in '98!" Pam emphasized the word ACTION. 
Pam wants current reports on all committees. 
Pam Snepp discussed the $30,000.00 livestock Promotion Fund that 
we have been granted. A breakdown of approved allocations was 
provided for each committee chairperson. Pam also announced 
that the judges for the showmanship contest have been chosen by 
the American Angus Association. The judges for the showmanship 
contest are Angie Siemons, Ryan Cotton and Paul Hill. The judges 
for the show are Don Boggs; steer judge, Nick Overpeck; Owned 
Heifers, and Dr. Dave Nichols; Bred & owned Heifers. 
Pam Snepp read the minutes. Penny Ramsey moved to accept the 
minutes. B. jackson seconded. Motion passed. 
Polly Kubesch, treasurer, read the treasurer's report. As of 
12/30/97, in the general fund we have $19,051.26. In addition we 
have: 
$10,294.34 in a money market 
$12,684.77 in a money market 
$30,000.00 Livestock Promotion Fund 
Bm Wilson moved to accept the treasurer's report. josh Gunn 
seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Pam voiced her concern about the Livestock Promotion Fund. We as 
an aSSOCiation have to payout the money first, then after all 
receipts have been collected we then get paid back. james Fisher, 
AM, mentioned that maybe the AAA could pay the bills then the IN 
juniors could reimburse them. 
jack Sweeney will take care of getting a refrigerated truck for the 
week of the national. This truck will be used to store all the food 
that needs to be kept cold throughout the week. The cook-off food 
will be kept in this truck. 
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Committee Reports 
Fundraising 
21st century is donating a semen tank to be auctioned of at the 
Futurity. Bill Wilson also announced that Galen Fink will be donating 
8 embryos for the auction at Denver. This sale will take place in the 
yards and will be in the catalog. Bill Wilson will talk to paten tial 
sponsors in Denver about jackets. J. Sommers moved to charge 
$500.00 for a full page ad, $300.00 for a half page ad, $200.00 for a 
quarter of a page in the program book. These prices are for black 
and white and no photographs. Elizabeth Gunn seconded the 
motion. Motion passed. Color will be extra as well as separation. 
Bill Wilson said that he would hand out information at Denver. 
Pam reassured that the phone cards are still good to use. In 
addition. Pam discussed the lapel pins. The Green Company will fe( 
the pins and make the cows black. 
Trade show Ipublicity 
Chris Wickard provide a hand out about the trade show to those 
attending the meeting Trade show ad costs will be $500.00 for a full 
page and $300.00 for a half page. Booth space will be 8xlO for 
inside and will cost $500.00. The cost for a 20x20 space outside 
will cost $750.00. Chris will send out reservation requests by the 
firs1: week of January. Deanna Bloom suggested giving those people 
who donate money for meals, etc. a booth space for free. 
We will have an exclusive embroidery company. This company will 
give us a break on jacket prices. They will sell them to us at cost. 
Connie Long moved to have the embroidery company pay $500.00 
per booth space that they take. Seconded. Motion passed. 
Bill Wilson moved to charge $1500.00 for supply companies. Josh 
Gunn seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Decorations 
• 
• 
• 
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was the PREGNANT committee. She said, "This committee just keeps 
getting bigger and bigger. All draperies. signs, carpets, skirts. 
backdrops, showring , saw dust are the responsibility of this 
committee. Connie has looked into getting a mural painted for the 
showring. The cost of the mural would be between $4000.00 and 
$5000.00. Draperies will be our second choice. 
Chad Wilson has agreed to put in all of the green shavings in the 
showring. Jim Stewart has agreed to grow corn and soybeans for 
the showring display. 
Connie stressed the fact that all chairpersons need to make a walk-
through of the fairgrounds with the George E Fern Company to 
decide what kinds of signs. banners. backdrops, etc. are going to be 
needed from each committee. 
Opening Ceremonies 
Many ideas were given for the opening ceremonies. We will need a 
bus. We need to acquire basketballs for every state, and 
approximately 10 wooden hoops. Pam asked that if anyone knew of 
anyone who would make wooden hoops to let her know. Larry Bird 
is stH! attainable. Bleachers in the showring are also needed. Carol 
Bloom suggested cheerleaders from colleges could be invited. 
Having the Star Spangled Banner and a Color Guard were also 
discussed. 
Education Committee 
Kathy Watkins announced that the Elliot Limestone Products is going 
out of business but they have agreed to complete our order. We will 
need between 190 - 200 awards. This number includes 1st place 
class winners and judges. 
There is a concern about the quiz bowl. Jerry Cassady is concerned 
with the time it takes to cany through with the quiz bowl. Kathy 
suggested that we think about ways of organizing it so that it does 
not take too much time. We will know by January 25 whether or 
not we are going to have the quiz bowl. 
Grounds Committee 
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jim Patton will try to get Tom Younts and Ron Coverdale onto 
his [he grounds committee. Duane jackson talked to Reynolds 
Farm Equipment about supporting the IJAA by donating or cutting 
us a price on tractors and Gators for the National Show. If john 
Deere/ Reynolds F'lrm Equipment supported our show, they wanted 
to know what we would do for them in return. Possible ideas are an 
ad in the catalog and / or banners hanging in the barn. Barb 
jackson will look into getting G -10 hand held radios. Beth Patton 
will work on getting barn boys' help for main aisles and show ring. 
Hospitality 
Mar;.' Ann Ward announced that there will be cookies at the 
hospitality booth, the vva)'s and means will be selling items, ping 
pong, and possibly an arcade may be available for leisure time. 
Ward will be woridng on compiling a list of workers from each 
region of Indiana for the week. In addition, she is looking into 
having a sponsor for the hospitality area each day. She believes she 
will get everything donated. 
Queens Luncheon 
Sommers reported that the queens' luncheon will be held at the 
Indianapolis Zoo. Dave Letterman's mother will be speaking at the 
luncheon and will be giving away her cookbook for the gifts. In 
addition, she will be a judge for the cook-off. There will be -+ buses 
that will be used for transportation to and from the zoo/ speedway'. 
Barb Jackson had contacted the bus company', Illinois Swallow. Each 
bus will cost about $300.00. 
Food Committee 
Penny Ramsey will be talking to Dave Hummel from the Indian State 
Fair. Pam Snepp discussed that she had talked to Virgil Thurston, a 
professional caterer, at a sale this fall. He has developed a delicious 
all beef sausage. He told Pam that he will donate anything we need. 
Social Committee 
jamie Brown discussed the STREET PARTY that will be held on 
Tuesday night after opening ceremonies. See attached sheet. 
• 
• 
• 
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Memo 
To:: Andy Howell 
Jeremy Haag 
Les Carmichael 
Jerad Parker 
Brian Howell Deanna Bloom Lisa Bloom 
Chad Haag Paul Hart Teri Brown 
Heidi (Goodrick) Don Parker Sugar Parker 
Joel Parker Justin Parker 
From: Judy and Jamie Brown 
Date: 12-30-97 
RE: Junior and Adult Social Committee National Jr. Angus Show 
As a member of the Jr. and Adult Social Committee, we would 
like for you to consider the following for discussion for our meeting 
on Sunday, January 25, 1998 at the Indiana Beef Cattle office on 
Guion Road: 
I. "Hoopin' it up in the Street" 
A Tuesday, July 21, 1998 
1. Immediately after opening ceremonies 
2. Scheduled for 9:00 - 11:00 p.m. 
3. Place to be determined 
B. Activities and Games 
YOU!!!!!!!!! 
1. Basketball throw 
2. Football throw 
3. Speed pitch 
4. Dunk tank 
S. Duck pond 
6. Bean bag throw 
7. Dart throw 
8. Meet the stars 
9. ALL OTHER GREAT IDEAS FROM 
C. Prizes for Activities and Games 
1. Win prizes at booths for participating 
2. Win certain amount of tickets / trade in for prizes 
3. Buy prizes at KIP Brothers, Indianapolis. 
D. Food and Refreshments 
1. Popcorn 
2. Nachos 
3. Pop 
4. Pretzels 
5. ANY IDEAS FROM YOU I!!!!!!!! 
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E. Music 
1. D.]. or Band 
II. Adult Social 
A. Friday, July 24, 1998 from 9:00 p.m. - midnight 
B. Location to be decided 
C. Casino Night 
D. Euchre Tournament 
E. DanCing 
F. Bingo 
G. YOUR IDEAS!!!!!!!! 
III. Junior Social 
A. Friday, July 24, 1998 from 9:00 p.m. to midnight 
B. Location to be decided 
C. D.J. and Dancing 
D. Popcorn, pizza, and pop 
E. Large video screen showing videos to songs as played 
F. YOUR IDEAS!!!!!!!! 
• 
• 
• 
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FUOD COMMITrFE 
TIlE FOOD COMMITIEE HASN'T MET AS OF YET. 
PAM SNEPP. DAVE HUMMEL, THE GROUNDS SUPT. OF TIlE STATE FAIR 
GROlJNDS &. MYSF.l,F MET THE 3RD WEEK OF NuVEMBER. WE ASKED DAVE 
SOME QUESTION PRETAINING TO TIlE STATE FAIR CATERER, I HAVE 
CALLED HIM A NCl\IBER OF TIMES &. HE WOULDN'T GET BACK WITH ME. 
DAVE SAID THAT IN TIlE OUR LAND PA VILLaN BUILDING TIlERE IS NO 
KITCHEN lrrlLlTIES THERF.FORE WE NEED TO LET TIlE STATES THAT ARE 
FUNISHING MEALS TO KNOW ABOlIT TIllS. DAVE WANTS TO KNOW HOW 
KENTUCKY F AIRGOI !NOS HANDLED THE FUNISHED MEALS. THE CATERER 
ISN'T GOIN(, TO RP: 'vTR Y HAPPY WITH THE FlINISHEI) MEALS. I TRIEI) TO 
GET A HO LD Or: OA V E THIS WEEK, BUT HE WAS OUT OF THE OFFICE. 
THE MEALS ALREAIJ Y FUNlSHEfJ. 
'nJES-HREAKf.AST·ClIIIO·OMf':T ,ETS 
TUES.·DINNER·JLLfNOIS &. WISCONSIN 
WED-BREAKFAST-CHIUS CAKES THE PANCAKE MAN-TOM BURKLE 
WE WOULD LIKE TO IlA VE A MEAL FOR TILE CLOSING CEREMONIES ON 
FR[J)AY NIGHT 
I NEED TO WORK ON A CONTRACT FOR THE STATES THAT ARE GOING TO 
BE FUNISHING A MEAL. EXAMPLE: ARE THEY HIRING THE CATERER TO 
PREPARE & SERVE FOOD? 
ARE THEY C;OlNG TO r.LEAN UP HI JTl,I)INCi AFTER MEAL? 
FAMILIES ON FOOD t':OMMI1TEE: 
SAM &. ASHL YN CARTER 
DANUHEYFAMILY 
TOM ROBERTSON FAMILY 
ROBERT JOHNSON FAIvIIL Y 
DENNIS BRlCKER FMvUL Y 
STONECYTHER? 
TOBY RlPBURGER ? 
JIM O'NEAL F AMIL Y 
~r, N\ ~be.'.s 
~c;:,.,~ -Pd\.-r:.tS 
'R ~J.-,.~t :r ~"-'S e..J.J 
I HAVE NOT BUDGET YET FOR THE FOOD COMMITTEE BECAUSE WE DON'T 
KNOW IF WE WILL FUN ISH A MEAL AS A STATE. 
PENNY RAMSEY 
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frade Show CO'fl'flittee 
t1ecetttber gO, 1997 
The Trade Show Col\tl\tittee l\tet after the last l\teetit1g of the Jut1iors Ot1 Uecel\tber 7. 1997 at the 
State Fairgrout1ds. The cOl\tl\tittee l\tel\tbers it1clude At1drew, Uavid, Jil\t Stewart at1d Chris Wickard. We 
are fit1alizit1g the trade show pal\tplet today. This will be set1t out the week of Jat1uary 5. 1998. 
We have collected approxil\tately 1 ~ t'lal\tes frOl\t the ~eef Cot1gress exhibitors that would like to 
exhibit at the 98 Natiot1al. 
The followit1g are trade show booths that will be col\tplil\tetttary: 
El\tbroiderit1g col\tpat1Y 
Auxilliaries 
State G-overt1l\tetrl 
Natiot1al Jut1iors 
Natiot1al Associatiot1 
State to have it1 1999 
Total 
~ booths 
5 booths 
1 booth 
~ ~ d---. b:01h.5 
1 1; booths 
1 booth 
13 - 14- booths 
We are sure that we have the outside display area full. This it1col\te would total t~750. If all but 14-
booths weretaket1 it1 the it1side booths, thet1 the total it1col\te would be t1Z500. The col\tl\titte has 
decided to charge extra for electriciiy, phot1e cot1t1ectiot1s, tables at1d chairs. We will t10t have ~urtait1 
dividers. 
. 
We do t10t expect to fill the 39 booths it1 the Paviliot1. The goal is to get approxil\tately to to t.5 booths 
filled it1side. 
At1y col\tl\tettts feel free to cotttact ot1e of the COl\tl\tittee l\tel\tbers listed earlier. 
• 
• 
• 
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Opening Ceremony 
30th National Junior Angus Show 
Tuesday, July 21,1998 
Indiana State Fairgrounds 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
,,1a,lcr of Cnemonies: Dave Russell. Farm Broadcaster for Tribune Radio Network 
Parade of States 
Laser Image Productions 
Presentation of Colors 
National Anthem 
Welcome to the 30th Annual National Junior Angus Show 
Ch a ifII hill. N<ltinn,ll Junior Angus Association. Jarrod Gillig, Odessa, MO 
Welcome to the 1998 "Hoop it up in Indiana" National Junior Angus Show 
President, Indiana Juninr Angus Association, Deanna Bloom, Westville, IN 
Welcome to Indiana 
Lt. Governor, Joseph E. Kernan 
Introduction of Special Guests 
Mrs. Dorothy Mengering, David Letterman" ",10111, 
Carmel, IN 
Miss American Angus, Jamic Mcyer, Douglass. KS 
1'>liss Indiana Angus, Joy Smith, (;recnshurg, IN 
Indiana Angus Princess, Amber Atkins, Fairl11()unt, IN 
President, American Angus .\uxiliary, 
Renee Driscoll, Williamsburg, IA 
Pre"idcnt, Indiana Angus Auxili.lry, 
Mary Ann Ward, Llgrallgc, IN 
Prl'~id('nt, American Angll,) AssoLiation, 
Lawrason Sayre, Church\'llle, Ivl[) 
President, Indiana Angus Association, 
Don Snepp, Edinburgh, IN 
Executive Vi,'c President, American Angus Associalion, 
Richard Spader, St. loseph, MO 
Director of Activities, American Angus Association, 
Dean Hurlbut, SI. Joseph, MO 
Director of Junior Activities, American Angus 1\s,oci.1tion, 
James Fisher, St. Joseph, Ml) 
Junior National Show CoCoordlllators, 
Deanna Bloom and Beth Patton 
Introduction of the National Junior Board of Directors 
Citairnldll, Jarrod Gillig, Odessa. 1\1() 
Vice Chairman, Dru Uden, franklin, Nf 
Communications Dirednr, Andrew Donnell. lackson. TN 
Foundation l)ir~ctor, Moriah Olson, Hereford, TX 
Leadership Director. Brent Scarlett, Snow Camp, NC 
Memhership'Inforlllation Director, Leigh Ann Campbell, Lexington, KY 
Director, Diana Covell, Frederick, MD 
Diredor, Amy Dyar. Crossville, AL 
Director, J,W, McCurry. Mt. Hope, KS 
Director. Rhonda Nida, Red Rock, OK 
Director, Hutch Porter, Jefferson, GA 
Director, Janelle Sommers, Silver Lake, IN 
Closing Prayer 
Director, Janelle Sommers 
Laser Image Productions, Finale 
"Hoop in' it up in the Street" Party, North of Pepsi Coliseum' Everyone Welcome! 
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Top Ten Reasons to Attend and M Participate in the • 
National Junior Angus S~ow: 
10. Angus is the "Breed in the Lead - the one ]OU need to succeed. " 
9. The National Junior Angus Show is the largest single  .... :;;." .. ·>.:.:··:.'""'·"···· 
breed beef show 11l the world. .;:;;%~~ 
8. Sta] just one more dqy and we guarantee the weather will 
change. 
7. 10U can make friends from all over the country. 
6. 
5. 
The National Junior Angus Show is more than ]OU eFer 
imagined -food, fun, fellowship and education all 
rolled into one week! 
Even Mel Gibson raises those Angus cattle. 
4. Indianapolis is the "Crossroads oj'America" - this is 
where it all happens. 
3. 
2. 
There realry is more than Conz in Indiana - there 
are Angus cattle too! 
Indiana is the Sports Capital oj the WOrld. 
1. Tb meet people, show Angus cattle, and have a great 
time with Angus enthusiasts from around the country. 
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Hoosier Hospitality and Show Chow 
Special Thanks to the Following Sponsors 
July 20-25, 1998 
Indiana State Fairgrounds 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Monday, July 20 
Hospitality Sponsored by Farm Credit Services and SOLlthcm IndicHlil Anglls Associatioll 
Breakfast 
Supper 
Breakfast 
Breakfast 
Supper 
Breakfast 
Supper 
Tuesday, July 21 
Continental 
Spollsored by Ohio ]!Hlior Angus Association 
Ribeye and Hot Dog 
Sponsored by lIlillois Junior Anglls Associlltion alld 
vVisconsill JII II ior Aligus Association 
Hospitality Spullsured bl' Farm Credit Services ami 
Nortizwestcm IlldianLl Anglls Associatioll 
Wednesday, lull' 22 
Pancakes 
Spollsored by American Angus Hall otTilme 
Hospitality Spollsored by Farm Credit Sen'ict's and 
vVest Central Illdiana Angus Associatioll 
Thursday, July 23 
Donuts 
Spol/sored b)' Alaric Llnc Angus, Keith lllld Doreell Lall/bright, alld 
jllck !lnd Marv AIlIl \ Vimi 
Texas Style Beans and Brisket 
Spollsored /I)' TexllS JUllior Anglls Associatioll, KClltllck), jllllior AllglIS Associ,zti,lIl 
and Georgia /rlflior AllgllS Ass()cilltioll 
Hospitality Spollsored by Farm Credit Services alld SOllthellstern IndimUl Allglls Associatioll 
hiday, July 2-J. 
Beef and Egg Burrito 
Spollsored by Indianll junior Allgus Associatioll, 
bidillllil State Poultry Association, Red Gold, Chef Carl HlIckaby lind Select Sires 
Build Your Own Sandwich 
SpolISored Ily Ncbrtlska fUllior Ang1ls Associatioll, Tennessee JZlnior Anglls Associatioll, 
North Carolillil jUllior Angus Association, \Vest Virgillill Junior Angus Associatioll, 
Indianil JUllior Angus Association, ABS and JvJaple LWle Ang1ls 
Junior Social - Pizza Party· Sponsored by Purina Mills / Show Chow 
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It's Game Time 
Queen's Luncheon 
Tuesday, July 21, 1998 
10:15 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Dolphin Gallery at the Indianapolis Zoo 
Jamie Meyer Joy Smith Amber Atkins 
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Schedule of Events 
1998 National Junior AI/glls SllOW 
Illdianapolis, Indiana 
Sunday, July 19 
Evening Cattle may begin arriving. but will be 
restricted to tie outs 
9:00 p.m. Staff & NJAA Board Meeting - Omni North Hotel 
Monday, July 20 
8:00 a.m. Facilities Available For Stalling - West & South Pavilion 
10:00 a.m. Begin Check-in - Marsh South Pavilion 
Afternoon Tour of Speedway - On Your Own 
2:00 p.m Advisor Meeting - Home and Family Arts Bldg. 
7:30 pm NJAA Board Meeting - Omni North Hotel 
Tuesday, July 21 
7:00 - 8:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast - Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
sponsored by the Ohio JlJnior Angus Association 
9:00 a.m. Conlinue Check-in and Stalling - South Pavilion 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 noon 
1 :00 pm 
2:30 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m 
5:00 . 6:00 pm 
6:30 pm. 
ROO-10:00 p.m. 
8:00 pm. 
8:30 p.m. 
DEADLINE: 12:00 Noon 
Queen's Luncheon - Indianapolis Zoo Dolphin Gallery 
Certified Angus Beef Seminar (CAB) Progam . 
Home and Family Arts Bldg. 
Speedway Tour - Buses Available 
Stalling and Check-In Deadline 
Exhibitor Meeting - Place To Be Announced 
Cook-Off Contests - HOllle & Family Arts Building 
Team Sales Competition and Quiz Bowl Contest 
Sign-up - Show Office 
Quiz Bowl Test - Home 3nd Family Arts BUilding 
Evening Meal - Hosted by IIlmoi, and WisconSin 
Opening Ceremonies· PepsI Coliseum 
Junior and Adult Social - "Hoopln' it up in the Street" 
Weigh Carcass Steers 
Load Carcass Steers. 
Transfer to processing plant for data collection. 
Wednesday, July 22 
7:00 - 8:00 a.m. Pancake Breakfast - Pioneer 0111' L<lnd Pavilion 
sponsored by Amerrcan Angus Hall of Fame 
R:OO a.m Begin Show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Steers 
Cow/Calf Pairs 
Bred and Owned Bulls 
900 a.m Poster & Scrapbook Contest Deadline 
10:00 a.m. 
12:00 noon 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
630 p.m 
(Posters and Scrapbooks turned in to show office) 
Junior Angus Foundation Silent Auction Items -
Show Office 
Judge Scrapbooks and Posters -
Home and Family Arts Bldg. 
Open Silent Auction - Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
Extemporaneous Public Speaking Preparations 
HOllie & Family Arts Building 
Extemporaneous Public Speaking Contest 
Angus Herd Management System (AHMS) -
Location To Be Announced 
NJAA Candidate/Delegate Dinner and Interview Session 
Omni North Hotel 
Thursday, July 23 
7:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast - Pioneer Our Land PaVilion 
sponsored by Maple Lane Angus 
8:00 a. m. Resume Show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Bred and Owned Heifers 
9:00 a.m. AHMS Individual - Trade Show Area -
12:30 pm 
2:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m 
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
Showmanship Orientation and Photo Session -
Pepsi Coliseum 
Team Sales Competition - Pepsi Coliseum 
Public Speaking Contest -
Home & Family Arts Buildinq 
Evenlllg Meal -
Hosted by Kentucky. Texas & Georgia 
Quiz Bowl Finals - Home and Family Arts Bldg. 
Friday, July 24 
7:00 a.m. Burrito Breakfast - Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
1:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
5:00 - 6:00 pm 
Indiana 
Resume Show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Owned Heifers 
(Calf Champion. Intermediate Champion 
& Late Jr. Champion) 
Presentation of Advisor of the Year Award 
& Honorary Angus Foundation Award 
Showmanship Preliminaries - Pepsi Coliseum 
NJAA Elections - Pepsi Coliseum 
Evening Meal - Build A Sandwich -
Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
6:30 - 8.00 pm NJAA Awards function Pepsi Coliseum 
Presentation of tile Following Awards 
Team Sales Contest Poster Contest 
Photography Contest 
Public Speaking Contest DUiz Bowl 
Extemporaneous Speaking Contest 
Cook -Off Contest Scrapbook Contest 
Gold Awards Carcass Results 
Auxiliary & CAB/NJAA Scholarship Presentations 
Top Ten Computer Cow/Calf 
Introduction of New NJAA Officers and Directors 
9:00 p.m. - midnight Jumar SoclallDance - Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
9:00 p.m. - midnight Adult Social - HOllle & Family Arts Bldg 
Saturday, July 25 
8:30 a.m. Showmanship Finals and Awards Presentation -
10:00 a.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
Pepsi Coliseum 
Resume Show - Pepsi Coliseum 
Remainder of Owned Heifers 
(Early Jr Champion, Sr. Champion 
Grand Champion & Reserve Grand Champion) 
State Groups 
Announce Best Herdsmanship. Premier Breeder & 
Sweepstake Winners (prior to selection of Grand 
Championl 
Auxiliary Silver Pitcher Presentations 
Close Silent Auction - Pioneer Our Land Pavilion 
NJAA Board Meeting - Fairgrounds 
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REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 
The deadline for submitting reimbursement applications and a final report to the Indiana 
Livestock Promotion and Development Fund was six months from the date of the event. After 
"Hoop it up in Indiana '98" was over, some bills and money continued to flow in for a few 
months. I checked several times with the committee chairs and Pam to ensure that all expected 
bills had been paid before beginning the final stage of reimbursement. Once all pertinent checks 
had cleared the account, we were ready to begin the process. 
When the UAA received the $30,000 grant, a detailed agreement was signed by both 
sides setting forth the guidelines to follow during the event and reimbursement process (included 
pages 69-75). By being aware of what was expected from the beginning, my advisor and I were 
well prepared when it came time to complete the various forms. The State of Indiana provided 
example reimbursement forms and claim vouchers (included on pages 76-79). They also 
recommended we have a licensed CPA complete an audit before remitting our packet in order to 
speed up the State's review. 
At this point in time, the UAA is waiting for reimbursement from the State as the final 
step in this association with the Indiana Livestock Promotion and Development Fund. The entire 
experience united our association with the State of Indiana to host a national event showcasing 
not only Angus cattle, but also our wonderful State. Governor Frank O'Bannon proclaimed July 
20-25, 1998 to be "National Junior Angus Show Week," and he and Lieutenant Governor Joseph 
E. Kernan welcomed visitors to the 1998 NJAS in a letter complementing the Angus industry 
(included on pages 80-81). 
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STATE OF INDIANA 
LIVESTOCK PROMOTION & DEVELOPMENT FUND 
GRANT NUMBER: LP98-515 
THIS AGREE i'v1ENT IS made and entered into by and between the STATE OF INDIANA, acting by and 
through the Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture (the "State") and INDIANA JUNIOR 
ANGUS ASSOCIATION (the "Grantee"), an eligible entity as defined in Indiana Code 
4-4-3.2, for the purposes and subject to the terms and conditions agreed to herein. 
1. PURPOSE OF AGREEME_NT~ 
The purpose of this Agreement is to enable the Stnte to make a grant from the StatE} of 
Indiana's Livestock Promotion & Development Fund of up to THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($30,000.00), to the Grantee named above, for reimbursement of illigible project costs 
as described in Exhibits A and B of this Agreement. The grant shall be used 
exclusively in acc,xdance with the provisions contained in this Agreement and in 
Indiana Code 4-4-3.2 establishing the Indiana Livestock Promotion & Development Fund, 
as well as any rult:~s adopted thereunder. 
2. TERM OF AGREEMENT: 
3. 
The term of this Agreement shall be from the date of final execution by all parlies 
hereto until JULY 25, 1998 (the "Expiration Date"). All drawdowns of grant funds must 
be comJleted within one (1) year after completion of work performed. In no event shail 
payments be made for work done or services performed after the Expiration Date. The 
Grantee may request in writing that the Expiration Date only of this Agreement be 
extended; such request may be approved in writing by a duly authorized representative 
of the State. If the Expiration Date is extended, all other provisions of this 
Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 
USE OF GRANT FUND_S BY GRANTEE: 
Grant funds received by the Grantee pursuant to this Agreement shall be used only to 
reimburse an approved livestock project permitted by Indiana Code 4-4-3.2, which 
project is described fully ir Exhibit A, attached tlereto, made a part hereof and 
incorporated herein and the Livestock Promotion & Development fund Guidelines made a 
part hereof and incorporatod hereirl as part of this Agreement. 
4. Q.E;.SIGN AND IMPLEMENT AriON OF PROJECT: 
The Grantee shall be solely responsible for the coordination and implementating of this 
Livestock Promoti'Jn prole.:! as described in Exhibit A. Modification of its application 
shall require prior written cipproval of the State. 
5. PROJECT BUDGET AND BUDGET MODIFICATION: 
The project budget issetfo-rth as Exhib~Birlttlis-Agr-o()ment, attached hereto, made a 
part hereof and incorporated herein by reference as P3rt of this Agreement. The 
Grantee shall not spend more than the amount for each line item, as described in 
Exhibit B, without the prior written consent of a duly authorized representative of the 
St3te; nor shall the project costs funded by the grant and those funded by the local 
and/or private share be amended without the prior written consent of the State. 
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6. PAYMENT OF GRANT FUNDS BY THE STATE: 
The payment of thi·; grant bY·th~~State to th";-Grantee shall be made in accordance with 
the follcwin~ schedule and conditions: 
(A) Thi~, Agreement must be fully executed. 
(8) The State will require satisfactory evidence furnished by the Grantee that expenses 
approved by tllis agreement, as described in Exhibit S, have been paid in full. 
This will be done by furnishiny actual invoices for the total cost of each line 
itl~m, as well as the front and back side if checks written for these expenses, 
prior to mak~ng payment under this Agreement. All payments are subject to the 
State's determination that the Grantee's perforrmmce to dRte conforms with the 
project as approved and described in Exhibit A, notwithstanding any other provision 
of this Agreement. ,.'\11 payments are subject to completion of all terms and 
conditions as outlined in Exhibit C. 
(C) All payments will be made in arrears only upon presentation of approved and Signed 
State of Indiana Claim Vouchers. Such Claim Vouchers must be submitted with items 
mentioned in 68 above detailing disbursements of state funds by project budget line 
items as set forth in Exhibit B. 
(0) Th'3 State will not remit any amount requested for reimbursement where, in the 
State's sale judgment, (1) Grantee has failed to supply any material fact in its 
request for reimbursement, (2)Grantee is in default under this Agreement, (3) 
Grantee has failed to complete the activities referred to in Exhibit A or (4) 
Grantee has failed to provide sufficient matching funds for premiums in accordance 
with Indiana Code 4-4-3.2. 
(E) The Grantee is responsible for submitting to the State a report and receipts after 
the completion of the project. This report must detail the type of project this 
was and how it prornoted the industry as described in Exhibit A. 
(F) Ttl:') Grantee shall be reimbursed for travel only if it follows state guidelines set 
lorth in Exhibit C. 
7. STATl)TORY AUTHORI1Y OLGR~NTEE: 
8. 
The Grantee in this Agreement is a qualified entity under the Indiana Code 4-4-3.2, and 
expressly warrants to the State that it is statutorily eligible to receive monies from 
the Indiana Livestock Promotion & Development Fund, and expressly agrees to repay all 
monies paid to it under this Agreement should a legal determination of its 
ineligibility be made by any court of competent jurisdiction. 
~OVE;..RNING LAWS: 
This ,clgreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the 
State of Indiana and suit, if any, must be brought in the State of Indiana. 
9. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS: 
The Grantee agrees to comply with all applicable Federal, State and local laws, rules, 
regulations, or ordinances, and all provisions required thereby to be included herein, 
are hereby incorporated by reference. The enactment of any State or Federal statute or 
the promulgation of regulations thereunder after execution of this Agreement shall be 
reviewed by the Attorney General and the State to determine whether the provisions of 
the Ao;Jreement require formal amendment. 
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10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
MULTI-TERM FUNDINGCP.NCELI."AT'-91LC:I".!\USE~ 
Wjle~the-Director of the State Budget ArJency makes a written determination that funds 
are not appropriated or otherwise OlvOlilable to support continuation of performance of 
this Agreement, the Agreement shall be canceled. A determination by the Budget 
Directcr that funds are not appropriated or otherwise available to support continuation 
of performance shall be final and conclusive. 
TERMINATION OF GRANT: 
This Aweement may be terminOltcci with or without cause, by either party before its 
expiration date by sendin\] the other party written notice viC! certified mail, return 
receipt requested, at least thirty (3U) days prior to the date of termination. Upon 
receipt of such notice frar"1 the State to the Grantee, no new or additional liabilities 
payable by the State shall be incurred without the prior written approval of the State. 
Grantee shall continue to be responsible and liable for the proper performance of its 
obligations to the date of termination. 
PENALTIESfINTEREST/ATTORNEY: __ S_f~E~';' 
The State-~ill in !.J~Jr;~Ttil perform Ils requirccJ obligations hereunder and does not 
agree to pay any fJenalties, liquidLitf."j damages, illtelest or attorneys' fees, except as 
authorized by Indiana Law, in part, I.C. 5-17-5-1 Qj~ ~JL I.C. 34-2-22-1 .QL seq. and 
I.C. 34-4-16-1.1 §1.~ 
INDEMNIFICATION: 
GrantEe agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the State of Indiana and its 
agents, officers, and employees from all claims and suits including court costs, 
attorney's fees, and other expenses caused by any act or omission of the Grantee and/or 
its subcontractors, if any. 
14. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR: 
A. Both parties hereto, in the performance of this Agreement, are acting in an indi-
vidual capacity and not as agents, employees, partners, joint ventures or associates of 
one another. The employees or agents of one party shall not be deemed or construed to 
be the employees or agents of the other party for any purposes whatsoever. Neither 
party will assume any liability for any injury (including death) to any persons, or any 
damaGle to any property arising out of the acts or omissions of the agents, employees, 
or subcontractors of the other party. 
B. The Grantee shall be responsible for providing all necessClr; unemployrnent and 
workeros compensation insurance for its employees. 
15. NONDISCRIMINATION: 
Pursuant to Indiana Code Sec. 22-9-1-10 and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Grantee 
and its subcontractors, if any, shall not discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment, to be el1lployed in the performance of this Agreernent, with 
respect to the employee's or applicant's hire, tenure, terms, conditions, or privileges 
of employment or any matter directly or indirectly related to employment, because of 
the employee's or applicant's race, color, religion, sex, disability, national origin, 
ancestry or status as a veteran. The Gr~lntee understands that the State is a recipient 
of federal funds. Pursuant to that understanding, the Grantee and its subcontractors, 
if any, Ligree that if the Grantee employs 50 or more employees and does at least 
$50,000 worth of business with the State and is not exempt, the Grantee will comply 
with the aHirmative action reporting requirements of 41 CFR 60-1.7. Breach of this 
covenant may be regrudl'd as 3 material breach of this Agreement. The State of Indiana 
shall comply with Section 202 of Executive Order 11246, as amended, 41 CFR 60250, and 
41 CFR 60-741, as arnended, which Lire irlcorpurated herein by specific reference. 
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-16. NOTICE TO PARTIES: 
Whenever any notice, statement or other communications shall be sent to the State or 
Grantee, it shall be sent to the following address, unless otherwise specifically 
advised. 
A. Notice to State shall be sent to: 
Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture 
Pam Bright, Executive Director 
ISTA center, Suite 414 
150 W. Market Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
B. Notice to the Grantee shall be sent to: 
Indiana Junior Angus Association 
Pam Snepp 
10089 S 600 W 
Edinburgh, IN 46124 
8121587 -5307 
C. Payments to the Grantee shall be sent to: 
Same as 16A 
17. AUTHORITY TO BIND: 
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, the signatory for the 
Grante'3 represents that he/she has been duly authorized to execute contracts on behalf 
of the Grantee. 
18. lIJIAINTAINING A DRUG-FREEWQB~E!-A~a: (EXECUTIVE ORDER NOJW~l 
A. Grantee hereby covenants and agrees to make a good faith effort to provide and 
maintain during the term of this grnnt a drug-free workplace, and that it will 
give written notice to ttle Indiana Department of Commerce and the Indiana 
Department of Administration within ten (10) days after receiving actual notice 
that an employee of Grantee has been convicted of a criminal drug violation 
occurring in Grantee's workplace. 
8. In addition to the provisions of subparagraph A above, if the total grant 
amount set forth in the grant is in excess of $25,000.00, Grantee hereby fur-
ther agrees that this grant is expressly subject to the terms, conditions, and 
representation contained In the Drug-Free Workplace Certification executed by 
the Grantee in conjunction with this grant and which is appended as an 
Attachment hereto. 
C. It is further expressly agreed that the failure of Grantee to in good faith 
comply with the terms of subparagraph A above, or falsifying or otherwise 
violating the terms of the certification referenced in subparagraph B above, 
shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement and shall entitle the 
State to impose sanctions against the Grantee including, but not limited to, 
suspension of grant payment, termination of this Agreement and/or debarment of 
the Grantee from doing further business with the State for up to three (3) 
years. 
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-19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
SEVERABILITY: 
n:;-;;-invaTidity oTany section, subsection, clause or provision of this Agreement shall 
not affect the validity of the remaining sections, subsections, clauses or provisions 
of the Aweement. 
REMEDIES NOT IMPAIRED: 
No dela;;-or omission of the State in exercising any right or remedy available under 
this A(Jr()ement shall impair any such right or remedy, or constitute a waiver of any 
default or any acquiescence thereto. 
TAXES: 
The St~te of Indiana is exempt from State, Federal and local taxes. The State will [lot 
be responsible for any taxes levied on the Grantee as a result of this Agreement. 
WAIVEFt OF RIGHTS: 
No right conferred' on either party under this Agreement shall be deemed waived and no 
breach 1)1 this Agreement c'xcuserJ, unless such waiver or excuse shall be in writing and 
si(Jned I)y the party claime ' ',) have waived such right. 
23. CONFIQ.E;.NTIALLTY QF ST 'I TE INFORMAJ::!.ON~ The Grantee understands and agrees that data, 
materia s.,"'! informatioi 3clc,sed to the Grantee may contain confidential and 
protected rJata; therefore,ll'} Grantee promises and assures that data, material and 
other information gathered, based upon or disclosed to the Grantee for the purpose of 
this Agrecment will not be disclosed to others or discussed with other parties without 
the State's prior written consent. 
24. ACCE~hlQ_RI;G9RD_S.~ 
The Grantee and its sut: '1tr;j,~tors shall maintain all books, documents, papers 
accoun':ing records and olilcr cvidence pertaining to the cost incurred and shall make 
such mdterials available at their respective offices at all reasonable times during the 
Agreement period and for five (G) years after (a) the Expiration Date or (b) the 
resolutiJn of any applicable findings regarding the grant made under this Agreement by 
the Ilidiana State Board of Accounts, whichever is later. The Grantee shall ensure the 
coop,." dtlon of the Grantee's employees in such morlitoring and evaluation efforts. The 
Grant."" Will take all actions necessary to correct or cure any problems or deficiencies 
identi:,;:d by the State during its monitoring and evaluation. 
25. CQNF:JENTIAl,.LTY OF DATA, PROPERTY RIGHTS IN..PRODU_CJS, AND COPYRIGHTP..R.QHIBITION: 
The C .,lltee further agrees that all information, data, findings, recommendations. 
propO';,lis, etc. by whatever name described and by whatever form therein, secured, 
develc ,Jeu, written or prQduced by tho Grantee in furtherance of this Agreement shall be 
the prvJer1y of the State and that the Grantee shall take such action as is necessary 
under iaw to preserve SUCil property rights in and of the State while such property is 
withir' the control dnd/or custody of the Grantee. By this Agreement the Grantee 
s;Je( 'cally waives and/or releases to the State any cognizable property right in the 
ura, ,'3e to copyright or patent such information, data, findings, recommendations, 
proposals, etc. 
26. FOR~E MAJEURE 
In the event that either party is unable to perform any of its obligations 
contract .- or to enjoy any of its benefits .- because of natural disaster, actions or 
decrees of governmental bodies or communication line failure not the fault of the 
affectej party (hereinafter referred to as a Forco Majeure Event), the party who has 
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been so affected shall immediately give notice to the other pariy and shall clo 
everything possible to resume perfomrance. Upon receipt of such notice, all 
obligaticns under this contract shall be immediately suspended. If the period of 
nonperforrnance exceeds thrity (30) clays from the receipt of notice of the Force Majeure 
Event, the party whose ability to perform has not been so affected may, by giving 
written notice, terminate thiS contract. 
26. CONFUCT OF INTERESI~ 
A. As used in this section: 
"Immediate family" n:eans the spouse and the emancipated children of an individual. 
"Interested Party" means: 
1. TIle individuall~xecuting this Agreement; 
2. Any individual who rlas an interest of three percent (3%) or more of Grantee. if 
Grantee IS not an individual; or 
3. Any member cf the inllnedlate family of an individual specified under subdivision 
1 or 2. 
"Department" means the Indiana Department of Administration. 
"Commission" means the State Ethics Commission. 
B. The Department may cancel this Agreement without recourse by Grantee if any 
Interested Party is an employee of the State of Indiana. 
C, The Department will not exercise its right of cancellation under section B above if 
tt18 Grantee gives the department an opinion by the Commission indicating that the 
existence of this Agreement and the employmerlt by the State of Indiana of the 
Interested Party does not violate any statute or code relating to ethical conduct 
of state employees. The Depallment may take action, including cancellation of this 
,l\greement consistent with an opinion of the Commission obtained under this section. 
D. The Grantee has an affirmative obligation under this Agreement to disclose to the 
Department when an Interested Party is or becomes an employee of the Sta~e of 
Indiana. Tho obligation undnr this section extends only to those facts which 
(;rantee know or reasonable could know. 
27. DRUG.·FREEy.JORKf>.L.lI.9E ~E.fITIFICATIQ~~ 
This certification is required by Executive Order No. 90·5, April 12, 1990, issued by 
the Governor of Indiana. Pursuant to its delegated authority, the Indiana Department 
of Administration is requiring the inclusion of this certification in all contracts 
with and grants from the State of Indiana in excess of $25,000. No award of a contract 
shall be made, and no contract, shall be valid unless and until this certification has 
been fJlly executed by the Grantee and made a part of the contract or Agreement as part 
of the:ontract documents. False certification or violation of the certification may 
result in sanctions including, but not limited to, suspension of contract payments, 
termination of the contract or agreement and/or debarmerlt of contracting opportunities 
with the State for up to three (3) years. 
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The Grantee certifies and agrees that it will provide a drug free workplace by: 
a. Publishing and providing to rtll of its empluyees a statement notifying employees 
tl1at the unlClwful m;lflufacture, distnbution, dispensing, possession or use of a 
controlled substance is prohibited in the Gr;1ntee's workplace and specifying the 
actions that '11111 taken against employees for violations of such prohibition; 
b. Establishing a drug free awareness program to inform employees that (1) the dangers 
of drug abuse in the workplace (2) the Grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free 
workplace; (3) any available drug counseling rehabilitation, and employee 
E.ssistance prograrrs; and (4) the penalties that may be imposed upon an employee for 
drug abuse viulatiorls occurring in the workplace. 
c. Notifying all employees in the st'lternent required by subparagraph (a) above that as 
a condition of contirlued employrnent the employee will abide by the terms of the 
~.tatement; and (2) notify the employee of any criminal drug statute conviction for 
a violation cccurrinq in the workplace no later than five (5) days after such 
conviction; 
d. Notifying in writing lhe contrClctirlg State Arjency and the Indiana Department of 
f,drninistration within ten (10) Jays after receiving Ilotlce from an employee under 
subdivision (c)(2) at)Qve, or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction; 
e. Within thirty (30) days after receiving notice under subdivision (c)(2) above of a 
conviction. imposing the following sanctions or remedial measures on any employee 
who is convicted of drug abuse violations occurring in the workplace: (1) take 
appropriate personnel action against the employee, up to and including termination: 
or (2) require such employee to satisfactorily participate in a drug abuse 
assistance or rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal. State 
or local health, law enforcement, or other appropriate agency; and 
f. Making a good faith effort to maintain a drug-free workplace through the 
implementation of subparagraphs (a) through (e) above. 
28. NON-(~QI,...L_USIO_N_ANQ ,L\.CCEPT ANCE~ 
The undersigned attests :Jnder pena!tres of perjury that he/she is the contracting 
party, 'Jr the he/she is thE representative. agent, member or officer of the contracting 
part, the he/she has not, 'lor has any other member, employee, representCltive, agent or 
officer of the firm, cornpallY, corporalion or partnership represellted by him/her, 
directly or indirectly, to the best of their knowledge, entered into or offered to 
enter into any combinaticn, collusion or agreement to receive or pay, and that he/she 
has not received or paid, any sum of money or other consideration for the execution of 
this A~Jreement other tha: that which appears upon the face of the Agreement. 
Page 7 of 8 
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D. State Board of Accounts Form E-l 
The State Board of Accounts requires any nonprofit receiving funds from or through 
th,~ State to file an entity annual report (Form E-l). This form is NOT required for 
governmental agencies. This form, instructions for its completion, and a copy of the 
Indiana code requiring this reporting arc enclosed with this procedures manual if the 
G,antee is a nonprofit organization. 
E. Return of Paperwork 
The copies of the grant agreements (3). signature cards (2), Form W-9 (1), and [oml 
E·1 if applicable must be returned tll Pam Bright, Program Director. Office of the 
Commissioner of Agriculture, 150 W. Market, #414, 1ST A Center, lndianapolis, IN 
46204 within 30 days. 
Reh~ase of Grant Funds 
A. Grant Reimbursement 
After the date of the event you have ninety (90) days to submit the following. 
a) one copy of all paid invoices. Following is information needed on all invoices 
for reimbursement (Exhibit C) 
l. Name of your organization 
2. Full description of service. including name and date of event 
3. Total amount of invoice 
b) one copy (front and back) of canceled checks used to pay invoices, or one copy 
of bank statements and check registers marked to designate those checks. The 
copy of check should be attached to the corresponding paid invoice . 
. B. Audit 
All invoices will be audited for final approval of expenditures. After the audit is 
completed you will receive 2 (two) claim vouchers to be signed and returned for 
release of funds 
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C. Claim Vouchers 
Following are step-by-step procedures for completing state claim vouchers (Exhibit 
D). 
1. Verify Grantee Name 
2. Verify Grantee Address 
3. Grantee Federal Identification Number 
4. Current Date 
5. The total amount of reimbursement 
c. Leave Blank 
7. Leave Blank 
8. Original signature of authorized official (should be same as signature card) 
9. Date the voucher is signed 
Claim vouchers must be completed and returned within 30 days so that the draw downs 
can be completed before the expired time. 
Grant Close-Out 
All requirements listed on Exhibit C of your Grant Agreement must he met for 
consideration of future funding. 
The forms for release of grant funds should be submitted to: 
Pam Bright 
Project Director 
Livestock Promotion Fund 
Office of Commissioner of Agriculture 
150 w. Market, #414 
ISTA Center 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
• 
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To: 
"EXHIBIT e" 
Your Company Name 
Your Company Street Address 
City, State ZIP 
000.000.0000 Fax 000.000.0000 
Your Organization's Name 
Address 
Phone Number 
Ship To: 
SALESPERSON P.O. NUMBER DATE SHIPPED SHIPPED VIA 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 
2,000 Sales Catalog - Breed Sale - November 20, 1997 
® 
NEED FULL DESCRIPTION 
INVOICE NO: 
DATE: December 3,1997 
F.O.B. POINT TERMS 
UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 
$2,000.00 
$ 0.00 
$ 0.00 
$ 0.00 
$ 0.00 
$ 0.00 
$ 0.00 
'-'-~' 
SUBTOTAL $ 0.00 
SALES TAXI ~LNOT;::; 
~ 
SHIPPING & HANDLING 
TOTAL DUE $f-0OO.OO 
I 
Make all checks :Jayable to: Your Company Name 
If you have any cuestions concerning this invoice, call: Contact Name, Phone Number 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 
SAMPLE 
D 
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"EXHIBIT D" 
';"r~"; \' CLAIM - VOUCHER \.~._i' 51"'. rCfm ,':'9. ,F\J!~·~91 
AP;IIC1V!f:j t)' 5:.llt &~.I' 01 Accour,:,. ,~e9 
JN5TAUC~ICNS' T"" 'Q.ncy i, rrqursf,nQ d:scloLIO 01 rev! 5ec .• 1 5#G:;r:ly ... ·w~;u ,n "co,C.nc. ",,:h I C. J·l·~. 
'VENDOR 'NFCRMA,'ON AGENCY INFOR".ATlON 
Doc .... mtnt NumO'lf 10 ... IMo"'"" :'Y. rfl') ~Q.ncy ".am, 
Lieutenant Governor 
V.naor N ... mt CD .lljtf:'".Cy Numc-er 038 
"'''CIUt: ,Nu,"".r. S"H') ~) SOCI ... I S+Cullly ~um~r 01 
F.a.,A, 1.0. NUIT'IOret CID 
Cily, $'.1;11 6n(l ;IP Coca Yt~Qor Nf"rm:;r.r 
.... RE. .... BELOW TO BE COMPLETED IY ACENcr. 
DA, E I AMOUN" I FUND I OIlJ~':T I CENTER LOAN IINV I NlIl'li OTY. UNIT I DESCRIPilON 
I I I I [L\)I 1 a a a I 5,25)0 134600 I I I I Livestock Promotion"l 
I I I I Grant 
I I I 
I I I 
I· I I 
I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I , I 
I I I I I I j I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
, GROSS AMOUNT: S ~' Office of the COl11Missioner of Azriculture I @ I 
Furn!$,ieCl 10. (Nllm~ 01 St.r~ ,A~'nc'lJ 
, ~ 150 W Market Suite 414 
IndianaD~l;s IN 462n4 
I ! c,!~:dy th.a: thLS cl,l!m IS cor'ect jilnd valla Inc: IS I proper c .... r~e iI~IJnst t"e 51.111 A~e"'\cf, F:.;r"lC lonG Center J:1dJcl'ed. , 
i"I,..Ir-JOfII.d S'Cn.aIUf, 01 $1,,1(' ,Aq;.nC)' 
! 
Pursuant to the plo"i&icMl and ptnalli .. 01 Indiana Cod. ~'1.1().'. I h.,.by c.r111y Ihal tho 10loQoin~ Fund and Clnltl 1& just ~nd conoct. 
that the amount clalrn.d Is legally due, .r1l1 IlIowi"C III IUlt C'l'dil'1, and th.l.t no ~ .. n of t1'll J.,Imt h •• b •• n paid. 
I Do.e ''''OM". D.,. '00'1 
• 
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~ ~ ~ §T~2!~[ANA I; 
~:.:; INDIANAPOLIS !'( 
~~ ~ 
f:'~ nncl7' ""M n mlB1J ti ~~~ r-:utl .. Onlet r; AlJ \:J Uti Ii" r 11 §, 
;'? To ALL To WHOM TItEn Puuzon MAY CoWl!, GUlITDfC: I'{ 
», 
4 ~ 4 ~ jo., WHEREAS, through their Care and stewardship of the land, fartl\ers and ~, l'i ranchers in the United Slates produce agricultural commodities that ~~ 
~,.~ enslire a safe and abundant food supply for Ihe world; and l'l: 
~ ~ 
r~ WHEREAS, Indiana agriculture is first in the nation in the production of &~ l1 popcorn and ducks; third in spearmint and tomatQe3 for processing; ~~ 
fourth in peppermll1t oil, soybeans, ice cream production and total J'{ 
'l<1 eggs produced; fifth in cantaloupes, chickens (except broilers) and " t1 com for grain; and sixth in all hogs, watermelon and snap beans for &~ 
~'il processing; and ~I'{ 
.... , 6io' 
';.;1 WHEREAS, Indiana also plays an important role in the producbon of beef, veal, ~~ 
""'? sheep, wheat, oats, fnUts and nuts, vegetables, wine, honey, ~l'{ 
:1><... aquaculture, horticulture and forest products; and j5i;, ~ ~ j;:1 WHEREAS, this agricultural actiVIty Was maintained on 60,000 farms, totaling &1l 
approximately 16 million acres in Indiana; and ~l'" ~ ~ 
l~ WHEREAS, this productivity IS a direct result of the commitment from ~ 
':.~ producers, government, education, agribusiness and commodity and ~l'{ 
'h farm orsanilations, who work together to provide quality food 6io' l:1 products, preserve our natural resources and promote rural ~ 
~~ Indiana; and ~~ 
~. J'{ l'1 WHEREAS, the Angus breed is internationally recognized as being one of the top ~ 11 beef breeds and the Certified Angus Beef Program is known ~ 
"'" internationally as being the symbol of prenll~r quality beef; and :!\l'{ t~ j5i;~ 
~"£ WHEREAS, the National Junior Angus Show gives young people in Indtana and ~"! 
"~'I acros., the Unit~d States the opportunity to demonstrate their ~ 
leadership skills and achieve a sense of aCC0l11plishment; ~~ 
NOW, THEREl'ORt, I, FRANK O'BANNON, Governor of the State of IndIana, do hereby 
proclaim July 20 - 25, 1998, as 
AlTEST: 
NATIONAL JUNIOR ANGUS SHOW WEEK 
in the State of Indiana, and mvite all citizens to take due note of the 
observance, 
A~' 
Sue Anne Gil~ 
Secretary of State 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have 
hereunto set my hand and caused to be 
affixed the Great Seal of the Stale of Indiana 
at the Capitol In Indianapolis on this 11th 
day of June, 1998. 
.J~~ 
BY THE GOVERNOR: franle O'Brumorl 
Governor of Indiana 
~ 
&~ 
~~ 
~ 
~l'! 
~l'! 
&~ 
&~ 
t: 
~"! 
t~ 
~~ 
&l'! 
I ~rt1~~rJlWrJ;(~~~~~~ 
SF 18322" 
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FJtANK O'BANNON 
GOVERNOR 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
INOI.\.NAPOLIS. INDIANA 46204-2197 
July 20, 1998 
Dear National Junior Angus Show Enthusiast: 
It is with great admiration for the cattle industry and producers that we 
welcome you to Indiana for the National Junior Angus Show The Hoosier state is 
proud of its heritage, and the' Indiana State Fairgrounds provides a platform to 
showcase the leading cattle breed in the nation - Angus. 
The members of your association understand the past. are excited about the 
present, and stand ready to plan for the future, It is an honor to witness the rich 
tradition the cattle industry has to offer. We are glad vou have chosen the 
century-old Indiana State Fairgrounds as your site. 
Agriculture is a leading and treasured industry in the State of Indiana, 
Indiana has a l()fig and rich tradition as a maior food producing state, and 
consistently ranks as a leader in production agriculture. Hoosier fdrmers are the 
caretakers 01 the land and work hard to produce the b<>st yield of crops and 
livestOCK each Year. We drc proud of Indiana and of the people who keep it 
"growing." 
We know that you will enjoy Indiana, too' 
JM4~ 
Frank O'Bannon 
Goycrnur 
~~ . ~hEK an .. -
Lieutenant Governor and 
Commissioner of Agriculture 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
My experience in this project would not have been the same without my advisor Pam 
Snepp. She pushed me to reach my maximum potential by assigning me a heavy load of 
responsibilities. Her confidence in my abilities inspired me to do an exceptional job in an 
attempt to prove myself worthy. My communication skills have greatly improved through my 
interaction with the all "adult" committee chairs throughout this process. Because Pam believed 
in me, the others saw me as their peer rather than a subordinate. My interaction with all 
members involved in this project has provided an enormous amount of "real-world" experience. 
Pam and her husband Don were named 1998 Advisors of the Year by the American 
Angus Association (included on page 83). By donating countless hours to the IJAA, they have 
surely influenced the lives of numerous other juniors in similar ways to mine. I would like to 
thank Pam for allowing me to play an instrumental part in such a successful project. 
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Advisors of the Year 
Don and Pam Snepp 
1998 Natiollal JUllior Allgus Show 
Indiallapolis. Indiana 
~hroughout the past six years. Don and Pam Snepp have 
~been a source of leadership, support and direction for 
the Indiana Junior Angus Association (iJAA). 
"They have guided the Indiana Juniol Angus Association 
with positive attitudes. helpful hands and encouraging 
words," says Janelle Sommers, second vice president of 
IJAA, in her letter of nomination. "In fact, they have grown 
to be our friends and heroes." 
The Snepps have dedicated countless hours to the 
planning of the 1998 National Junior Angus Show. They 
have organized Vlork days for the event and they have 
overseen numerous meetings and fund-raising projects. 
This couple ha, encouraged the IJAA members not Just 
to win, but to participate at the local, state and national 
levels because "those who do their best are winners." 
r'"" -i~", t~ 
t~) 
~~ -,,~ l 
.- -
Leadership is also important to the Snepps. Pam Ilas 
attended the Kentucky and the national LEAD conferences 
to find new ways to improve the IJAA. This couple is also 
active in the Indiana Angus Association. Don is currently 
serving as president 
And through all this Angus involvement, the Snepps have 
found the time to be active within their community. Both are 
Sunday school teachers and committee chairmen within 
their local church, and they are active supporters of the local 
4-H program. 
"With Pam's ever-present smile and cheerful personality 
along with Dan's dry wit and positive attitude, they are a 
great asset to the IJAA and the Angus family in Indiana," 
says Sommers. 
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The Indiana Junior Angus Association was drawn closer by working together to host 
"Hoop in up in Indiana '98." The Angus journal, the AAA's official national publication, 
featured a "re-cap" of Indiana's 1998 NJAS in their September 1998 issue (Included on pages 85-
100). This article and its pictures clearly show how all junior members were drawn closer by 
attending our show. The numerous activities and contests beyond the show ring definitely were a 
positive learning experience for those involved. Many smiling young people made memories last 
summer in Indianapolis that will last a lifetime. I have been personally enriched through my part 
in making that possible. 
This article helps tie together my experiences and hard work as related to this project. 
Everything shown in these pictures was ultimately paid for by a check that I personally wrote. 
Notice the similarities between these pictures and the entries in my included reports. The 
backdrop and logo, the green shavings and plants, the dinners and opening ceremony, the street 
party with the games and dunk tank, and the queens at the Indianapolis zoo - I was partly 
responsible for making each of these things possible. It was an invaluable experience and the 
reflection during the thesis process has proven to be just as great. 
Our fund raising efforts combined with the Indiana Livestock Promotion and 
Development Fund grant have left a large sum of money in the "Hoop it up in Indiana '98" 
checking account. The liAA plans to invest this money and generously donate to states hosting 
future National Junior Angus Shows as a way to ensure the continuance of such a phenomenal 
annual event for today's youth. 
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a tremendous event! Banners, ribbons and snapshots are what man)' 
people will have to remind them of the 1998 National Junior Angus Show 
(NJAS). This event is not only the best cattle show in the country, but it's a 
combination of activities and programs to help secure a sUCCt"SSfu) future for the 
Angus breed. 
The purpose of the NJAS is to pro\~de an opportuni!)' for youth to gather and 
exhibit their Angus cattle. This event has grown into something more than a 
cattle show. The merging of the National Showmanship Contest and the addition 
of several contests have provided an opportuni!)' for self-improvement and state 
cooperation. The opportunities for growth are limited only by the desire to 
become involved. 
This year there were 10 competitions in which juniors could compete as 
individuals, a team or a state. The number of competitions and different show 
divisions allowed many to receive awards; however, not all of the participants 
were fortunate enough to walk out of the ring \vith a first-place ribbon or to have 
their names announced during the awards program. Our goal for the )'outh 
programs is to make the juniors who walk out of the show ring or who 
participate in a contest feel like they have won .iust by being part of the 
organi1.ation. 
The award., will remind us of our accomplishments, but it's the snapshots and 
memories we carr)' with us that will remind us of the show's wonderful 
experiences and events. The new friendships milde and the old ones renewed 
make this an event you shouldn't miss. 
The 1998 NJAS would not have been possible without the support ofa lot of 
people. This event starts with the state junior association that steps up and says it 
will host the show. A great thank you goes to the Indiana Junior Angus 
Association for making that commitment and dedicating the time t:J make this a 
first-class event. The Indiana Angus Association and Auxiliary also stepped 
forward and offered both financial and physical help. 
Thanks to the American Angus Association Board of Directors for its 
continued support. Also, the show would be much less without the support of the 
American Angus Auxiliary. This year, more than e-.rr, other state junior 
associations helped through financial and physical contributions during the show. 
'The financial support of so many Angus producers from across the country 
allows this event to take place. We thank you. Finally, to all the volunteers who 
judged contests, served food, helped in the hospitali!), area or got the barns and 
tie-oul' ready, thanks for making it all possible. 
Each year as I work with the state association in preparing for this event, I 
hope the young people gain something unique and interesting from the 
eX'perience. I know I learn each year from the planning and execution of the 
event. I also know the awards I receive are from watching the young people grow 
and change through their involvement, their smiles and the interactions I see 
between two people who live half a nation apart but arc bound by the love of 
Angus cattle. 
You see, they're nut iust banners, ribbon, and snapshots: the,,'re reminders of 
so nltll.:h morc. 
- fame> Fisher 
Director off,mior Activitil'S 
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Juniors Exhibit 985Head 
unior Angus breeders from across the United States made their 
way to Indianapolis for the 30th annual National lunior Angus 
Show, (NIAS) July 20-25. 
Champions were selet.1ed from the 194 bred-and-owned females, 42 
cow-calf pairs and 57 bred-and-owned bulls by Dave Nichols, 
Manhattan, Kan. Knic Overpeck, Clinton, )nd., l"Valuated the 604 ownL'tl 
femalcs. Donald Boggs, Brookings, S.D., evaluated the 45 head of steers. 
There were also 43 steers entefl'tl in the carcass competition. 
Wcsley Womack, Pembroke, Ky., exhibited the grand champion 
bred-and-owned female. Womack's Primrose tUe\" 147 is a Ian. '97 
daughter of Leachman 5.1ugahiltchee 3000C and fi~st won Ciull' junior 
champion female honors. 
WK Tillie 7277 walked away with reserve grand champion bred-and-
owned female honors. Kmni Krebs, Gordon. Ncb., exhibited the Feb. '97 • 
dlughter of Krugerrand's Moneyline who was first named resc"": emly 
junior champion female. 
Dameron Annie 7160 was crowned grand dlilmpion owned female. 
She's a May '97 daughter ofRA Stout owned by Eli7.,heth Schilling, L..lke \. 
Fork, Ill. She WilS first named intermediate champion female. 
Davis Peggy Sue 6303 walked away with reserve grJnd champion 
owned female honors. Rebecca Nida, Red Rock. Okla., exhibited the 
Sept. '9(, daughter "fRito 91'113 of 5H I I Fullback who was first named 
senior dlampion female. 
A&B Yukon 7150, a 7\lay '97 son of Krugerrand of Donamere 490. 
claimed grand champion bred-and-owned bull hOllors. /c,sica Sawyer, 
Hassett. Neb., showed the entry. which earli"r won intermediate 
ch'lmpion bull honors. 
Be Johnny Walker Black I.,bel won reserve grand champion bred-
ilnd-own,·d bull honors for Kyle Conic),. ClilrksdJle, Mo. 11,e Sept. '97 
son of RR Black L..lbcl4560 was first named bull calf champion. 
Beck Pride 51% and her Sept. '97 heifer calf walked ilwa\" with (:rJnd 
champion cow-calf pair honors. Jennifer Beck. l<luisburg, N.C.. 
exhibited the cow. which is a Sept. '95 dau~hterofVDAR New Trend 
315.lIcr calf is sired by Californiil Travder. 
Reserve grand champion cow-calf pair honors went to Womack's 
Miss Lucy 1285 and her March '98 heifer calf. Katrina Womack, 
Pembroke. Ky., exhibill'tl the cow, an Oct. '95 daughter of\'LJAR Lucy's 
Roy. The calf is sired by Sitz Traveler 8180. 
Mandy Bauman, Eureka, Ill., captured grilnd champion steer honors 
with SBA Cougar. He is a Ma)' '97 son of Krugerrand of Donamere 490. 
Dalton's High Expectation captured reserve grand chillllpion steer 
honurs for Jay Cowll, Frederick, Md. He's an April '97 son "fGAR 
Exclamation 3884. 
Curti, BI")~mt, ~ lunkton. Md., had the grand champion carcass steer. 
His entl")' had a livc weight of 1.1 12 pounds Ilh.). ,111d ill-arCilSS weight of 
702 lb. The carcass had a fat thickness oflUS inches and a ribeye are;1 of 
I 3.n ,,)uare inchL.". The steer graded Choice with ,\ 2.09 Yield GrJde. 
The rc,,,rve gmnd champion (;Ircass steer was entered hI' Ih"iln 
Schroeder. l lllawa, Ohiu. It had illivc weight of I ,2691h., a;ld i; carcass 
weight of7 ~5Ib. The carcas.' had a fat thickness of0.30 inch,,,, a riheve 
area of 14 .. \ 'quare inches. and graded Choice with il I .RI Yield Grade. 
A complete list (}f\\'jnnen folJo\\'s. 
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-Grand and i~termediate champion bred-and-owned bull 
A&B Yukon 7150 
Wesley Womack, left, lYas presented with the boys' silver pitcher award. 
The award is given to the boy who places the highest with his cattle in 
the show. Also pictured is Renee Driscoll, American Angus Auxiliary 
president. 
Jessica Sawyer, left, and WBSley Womack, right, were honored with 
the premier breeder award. Pictured presenting the award is Miss 
American Angus Jamie Meyer. 
Girls' silver pitcher award winners (pictured I to r, with Mary McCurry, 
American Angus Association vice president, right) are Holly Gamble, 
Clinton, Tenn.; Jessica Sawyer; and Deanna Bloom, Westville, Ind. 
Sc:pcembc:r 199t1 • ANGUSjflUnldJ • 67 
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1998 NATIONAL JUNIOR 
ANGUS SHOW 
July 20-25 • Indianapolis 
Judges: Dave Nichols, Manhattan, Kan" 
Knic Overpeck, Clinton, Ind., and 
Donald Boggs, Brookings, S,D, 
Tolal Enbies: 985 
~ FEMAlf CHAMPIONS (194 shown) 
CALF: Womack's Miss Evet1as\ing, by Katrina Womack. 
REsERvE CALF: Sedgwick's Ann 7317, by Grady McCurry, Mount Hope, Kan. 
',' ·~INrERMEriIATE: A&B Blackbird 7176, by Jessica Sawyer. 
RESERVE tmilMEDJA1E: WA MIss Ultimatum 7057, by Nick Wagner, Wolcott, Ind. 
LATE.DooR: TCC DillIon's Gina 702, by Bree TaQQM, Waynesburg, Pa. 
RESERvE LATE JtirtoR: A&B Queen 7221, by Jessica Sawyer. 
EARLY JUNIOR: Womack's Pri~ Lucy 147, by WfJf!Jey Womack. 
RESERVE EARLY JUNlIII:.WK TIlle 7277, by Karili Krebs. 
SENIOR: SprkigfIeId Lucy 6093, by Jamie Beck, louisburg, N.C. 
RESERvE sErIoR: LAA ~ Effie 6121, by La:ey Robinson, ~ CIty, Mo. 
OWNED fEMALE CHAMPIONS (604 shown) 
CAlF: Ankony Princess 153P, by Derrick Kowalsky, Clarkesville, Ga. 
RESERVE CALF: WI< Princess Pride 7903, by Joshua Delaney, Gordon, Neb. 
INTERMEDIATE: Dameron Annie 7160, by 8izabeth Schilling. 
. RESERVE INTERMEDIATE: WAR Blackbird lady 7279, by Tyler Worthington, 
WInSton, Mo. 
LATE JUNIOR: Boyd Everetda Blackbird 7061, by Leigh Ann CampbeU, Lexington, Ky. 
RESERVE LATE JUfIOR: Maplecrest Anastasia, by Jennifer Bauer, Springfield, Ohio. 
EARLY JUNIOR: BC Blackbird Girt M 107, by Clayton Lampe, Scott City, Kan, 
RESERVE EARLY JUNIOR: BLA Lady Slacker 7057, by Julie Dameron, Lexington, III. 
SENIOR: Davis Peggy Sue 6303, by Rebecca Nida. 
RESERVE SENIOR: ZA Lady Tara 46. by Amber Zeedy/(. Rolling Prairie, Ind. 
BRED-AND-OWNED BULL CHAMPIONS (57 shown) 
CALF: BC Johnny Walker Black label, by Kyle Corky. 
RESERVE CALF: Gamble's TT Fullback, by Holly Gamble, Clinton, Tenn. 
INTERMEDIATE: A&B Yukon 7150; by Jessica Sawyer. 
RESERVE INTBIMEDIATE: Car Don Biminator 8413, by Deanna Bloom, Westville,lnd. 
JUNIOR: Hensley's Transformer, by Amanda Hensley, Dow City, Iowa. 
RESERVE JUNIOR: Schroeder's Millennium 57, by Jason Schroeder, Clarence,lowa, 
COW-CALF PAIR CHAMPIONS (42 shown) 
GRAND: Beck Pride 5196, by JennHer Beck. 
RESERVE GRAND: Womack's Miss Lucy 1285, by Katrina Womack, 
STEERS (45 shown) 
GRAND: SBA Cougar, by Mandy Bauman. 
RESERVE GRAND: Dalton's High Expectation. by Jay Covell. 
CARCASS STEERS (43 shown) 
GRAND: Curtis Bryant 
RESERVE GRAND: Ryan Schroeder, 
STATE GROUP BEST FIVE HEAD: Illinois Junior Angus Association. 
SILVER PITCHER AWARDS 
GIRL: Holly Gamble, Jessica Sawyer and Deanna Bloom, 
BOY: Wesley Womack. 
PREMIER BREEDER AWARD: Jessica Sawyer and Wesley Womack. 
BEST STATE HERDSMANSHIP AWARD 
15 HEAD OR LESS: Minnesota Junior Angus Association, 
16-35 HEAD: Georgia Junior Angus Association, 
36 HEAD OR MORE: North Carolina Junior Angus Association, 
SCRAPBOOK: Missouri Junior Angus Association. 
• 
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WINNERS by classes 
BAED-AN~-OWNED FEMALES 
Class 1 (12-S-97 to 12-31-97) 
1. Womack's Lady Juice 2087. by 
Wesley Womack. 2. Marand's Blackcap 
9770. by John McCurrl, Burrton. Kan_ 3_ 
SRS Jestress 1297. by Sonya Smith. 
Lebanon, Tenn 
Cia •• 2 (11-2-97 to 11-30-97) 
1. Womack's Miss Everlasting. 2. 
Marianne Gal 707. by James Armstrong. 
Unionville, Tenn. 3. Oiliton's Belle Rose 
724S. by Judson Dalton. Altavista, Va_ 
Cia •• 3 (10-1-97 to to-28-97) 
, Sedgwick's Ann nil 7. 2. Partisover 
Burgess 810. by Buck Daniel. Colbert. 
Ga. 3_ Brockmere Zenobia Lily, by Amy 
Brockman. Brookfield. Mo_ 
Class 4 (9-10-97 to 9-2S-97) 
1. Jasmine Girl 70S. by James 
Armstrong. 2. Oakme" Barbara Lyn 712. 
by Emily Beere. Burlington. Wis 3. 
Springfield Pride 7117. by Jennifer Beck 
Class 5 (9- I -97 to 9-8-97) 1. WAF 
Eullma 297, by Elizabeth Warren. 
Lynnville. Tenn. 2_ DA Elsa Elmbass 823. 
by Christopher Donati. Oroville. Calif. 3_ 
Car Don Miss Evergreen B421. by 
Deanna Bloom 
Class 6 (7-21 -97 to .3-26-97) 1. Windy 
Hili Ultra Lass 703A. by Holly Irvin. 
Hamilton. Ohlo_ 2. Gamble's Miss SBP. 
by Holly Gamble. 3_ MA Dorothy 7389. 
by Alison Plumer, Trivoli. III. 
Cia •• 7 (7-1-97 to 7-6-97) 1. A&B 
Blackbird 7176. 2. BWAF Pride 9710. by 
Wren Schroeder, Deckerville, Mich. 3 
Mllmere Erica 310. by Angela Miller, 
Luckey.Ohio_ 
CI.ss 8 (6- I -97 to 6- I 8-97) I _ Car 
Don Rachel B418. by Deanna Bloom_ 2. 
4C Merger Lady 74. by Nathan Cotter. 
Lexington. III. 3. Baughman's Jestress 
701. by Amber Baughman. Gallipolis. 
Ohio. 
Cia •• 9 15-9-9;' to 5-31 -97) 
1_ Womack's Summer Beauty 1277. by 
Wesley Womack. 2. Gamble's Miss 
Remedy 301. by Holly Gamble 3_ 
Wayview Blackle 23, by Kyle Penick. 
Hebron. Ohio_ 
Cia •• 10 (5-1-97 tJ 5-6-971 1. WA 
Miss Ultimatum 7057. 2. RA Anchor 
Lass. by Nick Wagner 3_ Booth Hill Kiala 
Cheyenne 712, by Danielle Brosey, 
Hamilton. Ohio. 
Class 11 (4-15-97 to 4-29-97) 
1 Womack's Classey Lady 1127, by 
Wesley Womack 2. Brockmere Blackcap 
Scarlett. by Amy Brnckman. 3. GRF 
Golden Girl 017. by Carl Detwiler. 
Roaring Spring, Pa. 
Class 12 14-2-97 to 4- 10-97) 1. MB 
Queen 7221. 2. Patlan Oprah 729. by 
Beth Patton. Crawfordsville. Ind. 3. 
Dameron Bardot 7142. by JUlie 
Dameron, Lexington. III. 
Clas. 13 13-22-S7 to 3-30-97) 
1. Patlan Blackbird Kay 726 YAF. by Beth 
Patton 2 A&B Queen 7222_ by Jessica 
Sawyer_ 3 BB Miss I E I 74. by Brtnney 
Rae Burns, Klckapoo, 11\ 
Cia .. 14 (3-10-97 tc 3-20-97) 1. TCC 
Dalton'S Gina 702 2 Womack's Intense 
Pride 507. by Wesley WomaCk. 3. Patton 
Lady Agnes 3287. by Beth Patton. 
Class 15 (3-2-97 to 3-7-97) 1. WK 
Georgina 7632. by Kami Krebs. 2 NPF 
JaCkie 7P27. by Clndi 'arr. Mason City. 
III. 3_ Covell's Lady 97C3. by Jeff Covell. 
Frederick, Md_ 
CI.ss 18 (2-13·97 to 2-28-97) 
1. Schroeder's Barbara 347. by Drew 
Schroeder, Clarence. lowa_ 2_ SF Marcy 
730, by Clinton Brown. Creston. lowa_ 3_ 
O'Neill's Royal Lady 15. by Matthew 
HoiZ. Neola. Iowa. 
Cia •• 17 (2-1-97 to 2-11-97) 1. WK 
Tillie 7277. 2. Dameron Lass 759. by 
Julie Dameron. 3. Sedgwlck's Wendy 
7727. by Grady McCurry_ 
CI ••• 18 (1-9-97 to 1-31-97) 
I. Womack's Primrose Lucy 147. 2_ 
Pohlman's Barbara 255 7. by Garrett 
Pohlman. Norfolk. Neb. 3. Knop's 
Empress 701 -532. by Cody Knop. Ida 
Grove, Iowa 
Cia •• 19 (1-1-97101-5-97) 1, Car 
Don Miss Evergreen B396, by Deanna 
Bloom_ 2_ Blue 510n Queen 2327. by T.J. 
Curtin. Stonington. III. 3. Womack's 
Kentucky Skymere, by Wesley Womack_ 
Clasa 20 (11-4-96 to 12-16-96) 1_ LL 
Diamond Lady. by Angela Armstrong, 
Shelbyville. Tenn_ 2. HAF Eileen 610. by 
Hope Herd, Fair Grove. Mo. 3. Cedar 
Grove EdelJa 2746. by Lawrence 
Narehood, Forest. Va. 
CI ••• 21 (9-3-96 to 10-6-96) 
1_ Springfield Lucy 6093_ 2. LAR 
Blackcap Ellie S121. 3. Deep Well 
Blackbird 23B-614. by Melissa Parrelra. 
Los Banes. Cain. 
OWNED FEMAlES 
CI.ss 1 (12-3-97 to 12-30-971 
1. Meldon's Charmel1e 812, by Hutch 
Porter. Jefferson. Ga. 2. Greenestar 
Jewel 7183, by Alan Harris. Snow Hili, 
N.C_ 3_ RAF Rainbow Empress F355. by 
Rachel Garrett. Wetumpka. Ala. 
Cllss2 (11-2-97 to 12-1-97) 1. Davis 
Beauty 7352. by Kristopher Lynn. 
Springfield, Ky, 2. Partisover Burgess 
843. by Brooks Brown. Portal. Ga_ 3. 
MCCO Eileen 839. by George Richburg. 
Auburn. Ala. 
CI ••• 3 (10-1 I -97 to 10-30-97) 
1. GJF Alto Indy 9730. by Heath Johnson. 
Tupelo. MISS. 2. EXAR Miss Emulous 
7845, by Layne Armbruster, Burlington, 
Okla_ 3_ Sedgwlck's Lucy 2697. by Kaml 
McCurry Mount Hope, Kan. 
Class 4 (10-t-97 to 10-7-97) 1. Big 0 
Georgina Traveler. by Jessica Collins. 
Brandenburg, Ky. 2 Twin Valley 
Evergreen 2477, by Jacob Gilmore. 
Molino. Fla_ 3. Oak Hill Blackcap 1217. 
by Amanda Asa!. Farmville, Va. 
Cla.s 5 (9-21-97 to 9-28-97) 
1. Ankony Princess 153P. 2. Claybrook 
Blackberry 7125. by Jenny Davis. Creal 
Springs. III. 3_ Gizmo Pnde 705. by Jacob 
Gilmore. Molino. Fla. 
CI •• s 8 (9- I I -97 to 9-20-97) 1. WK 
Princess Pride 7903 2. Dalton's Miss 
Erica. b~ Tanya Peebles, Lawrenceyille. 
Va_ 3_ Twin Valley Elba 1347. by 
Elizabeth Hawkins, Belton. S_C_ 
Cia •• 7 (9-8-97 to 9- I 0-97) 
1_ Champion Hili Jestress 97B. by Holly 
Gamble. 2. CAF Blackcap 9707. by Beth 
Patton. 3. Coffey's MISS Krugerrand 138. 
by Lauren Moss, HarrOdsburg. Ky. 
Class 8 (9-4-97 to 9-7-971 1 Valley 
View Tammy. by Hope Herd 2 C&C 
Blackcap 7104. by Celeste Dlacon. Alva. 
Okla_ 3. DAR Wendy 71 I 2. by Lacey 
Robinson 
Class 9 (9-1-97 to 9-3-97) 
1. Silveira's Essence Pride 7072. by 
Betsy Jamison. O'Neals, Calif 2. Boyd 
Everelda Erica 7115. bV Deanna Hartzell. 
Shawano, Wis. 3, Toebben Erica 134G. 
by Brent Sherman. laconia. Ind 
Bred-and-Owncd Female Champions 
Reserve calf champion 
Sedgwick 's Ann 7317 
Cia .. 10 (7·25-97 to 8-24-97) 1_ MJM 
Lass 27. by Julie Rowland. Gamaliel. Ky. 
2. WF Panamas Ultress 14. by Amanda 
Schnoor. Chowchilla. Calif. 3. Shamrock 
Erica AS 387. by Coye Crenshaw-Kleve_ 
Manhahan. Kan. 
Class 11 17-1-97 to 7-15-97) 1. Klata 
Duchess 7304. by Gregg Painter. 
Hebron. OhiO. 2 ChamplOl1 Hili Cheyenne 
935, by Diana Covell. Frederick, Md_ 3. 
I Bioi Macedon 726. by Mark Warren. 
Lynnville. Tenn. 
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CI ... 12 16·2·97 10 6-22·97) 
1. Royal Georgina 734. by Jennifer 
Kilpalrlck. Wales. Wis. 2. CRU 81ackcap 
Tara Senora. by Ryan Wack, 
Jerseyville, III. 3. 80lsen's Golden Heidi. 
by carl Detwiler. 
CI ... ,3 (5-24·97 to 6·1·97) 1. GAF 
Zara 287, by Brtttany GiIIl'l, Aurora, Mo. 
2. Wsyvlew Primrose 9607, by Michael 
Painter, Hebron, Ohio. 3. A&8 Erica 
7170, by Adam Sawyer, Bassett, Neb. 
Class 14 15-12·97 to 5·19·97) 1. EXT 
Pine Dr. 289 HM, by Becca Penner, Mill 
Creek, Okla. 2. HI Way 81ackblrd Lass 
527, by GIna McCurry, SedgwIck. KBn. 3. 
Trappe Hill Prudence 1117, by Nick 
Harrison, Mount Airy, Md. 
CI ••• 15 (5-8-97 to 5·11·97) 
1. Dameron Annie 7160. 2. HSAF Miss 
Pride 113N, by Robbie Smllh, Lebanon, 
Tenn. 3. C8darcresl Erica 757, by Nicole 
Ward, Lancaster, Wis. 
CI ••• 16 (5·3-97 to 5·7·97) 1. RB 
Paige's Princess Ann 720, by Paige 
Tuggle, Ithaca, Mich. 2. BoIsen's Golden 
Hannah, by can Detwiler. 3. WAF J Lass 
7176, by Melissa Parreira. 
Class 17 (5·1-97 to 5·2·97) 1. WAR 
Blackbird Lady 7279. 2, Schroeder Elba 
25, by Jason Schroeder. 3. HCC Erlcas 
Olus 72, by Craig Bllnt, Fort Madison, 
Iowa. 
CI ••• 18 (4·19·97 to 4·29·97) 
1. Green's Princess 7418. by Joshua 
Malson, Parma, Idaho. 2. JAF Juana 
Gateway 214-79, by Jason Johnson, 
Durand, III. 3. PF Money Time 87G, by 
caleste Diacon, Alva, Okla. 
CI ••• 19 (4-12·97 to 4·18·97) 
1. Champion HIli Phyllis 865, by Curt 
Stockdale, Dayton, Pa. 2. Green's 
Shannon 7099, by Jason Schroeder, 3. 
RRF Black Beauty 7410, by Emily 
Hartzell, Shawano, Wis. 
Class 20 (4·9·97 to 4·"·97) 1. WA 
Diamond 7063, by Julia Wagner, 
Wolcon, Ind. 2. Thlslledew Forever Lady, 
by Megan Pendleton, Belding, Mich. 3. 
Cox's Zara C736, by Matthew Cox, 
Trenton, N,C. 
CI ••• 21 (4·5-97 10 4·8·97) 
I, Green's Blackcap 7172, by Cody 
Sankey, Council Grove, Kan. 2. RF 
Travelers Queen Mary 116, by Adam 
Stonecipher, New Richmond, Ind. 3 MM 
Blackcap 397, by Jeremy Coop, 
Shelbyville, Tenn. 
Cla.s 22 (4·3·97 to 4·4·97) 1. KC 
Miss Flashy Catlleman, by Abby 
Janssen, Bloomfield, Iowa. 2 Beaver 
Dam Barbara 272, by Thomas carper, 
White Post, Va. 3. Champion Hili 
Sunshine 856, by Jennifer Grappe. 
Springhill, La. 
CI ••• 23 (4·1 ·97 to 4-2·97) 
I, Whitestone Evergreen 67, by Chad 
Hahn, Rocky Ridge, Md. 2. Guest Lady 
Blackcap 217, by AshIyn carter, carmel, 
Ind. 3. EXAR Miss Emulous 7647, by 
Peyton Farrer, Royal Center, Ind. 
Class 24 (3-26-97 10 3·31·97) 
1. Maplecrest Anastasia. 2, Boisen's 
Oakley, by carl Detwiler. 3. Enchanlress 
700, by David Redman, Smithville, Ind. 
Cia •• 25 (3·21 ·97 to 3·25·97) 
1. M&G Erica 775, by Scott Ashwlll, 
Veedersburg, Ind. 2. Bub's Pride Ever BB 
GSa, by Eric Carlson, Thayer, Kan. 3. 
Summitcrest Lucy G348. by Jennifer 
Beck. 
Class 26 (3· 18·97 10 3·20·97) 1. TRA 
Forever Lady 737, by Nicole Ward. 2. 
SAF EriCA Eileen 7040, by Kacle 
Penmngton, Russeil Springs, Ky. 3. VDAR 
Victoria 708, by Jamie Meyer, Douglass, 
Kan. 
Class 27 (3·13·9710 3·17·97) 1. ABC 
Belmar BandOlier 407, by Ross Klespies, 
Reserve intermediate champion 
WA Miss Ultimatum 7057 
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Floresville. Texas, 2. Pine Juice 1897 
SDG. by Kimberl" Johnson. Pipestone. 
Minn. 3. DeAyck" Queen Eva. by Dusty 
DeAycke. Prophetstown. III. 
Class 2813-tt··97 to 3-12-97) 1. AlS 
Barbie Doll 9007. by Nicole Sperry. 
Macomb. III. 2. OS Queen 701G. by Curt 
Stockdale. 3. A&MCT Blackcap Di 7068. 
by Amy Brockman_ 
Class 2913-8-9710 3-10-97) 1. WAR 
Isabell 7135. bl' Mandy Bauman. 2. 
Century Miss Elia 715 S F. by Matthew 
Thelen. Afton. Iowa. 3. WK Clara 7125. 
by Kayla Grubbs. Hillsboro. Ind. 
Class 30 13-5-97 10 3-7-97) 1. Boyd 
Everelda Blackbird 7061. 2. Womack's 
Southern lady 497. by Brooks Brown. 
Portal. Ga. 3. Shady Brook Blackbird 
146G. byOeanna Bloom. 
Clas. 31 13-3-97 10 3-4-97) 1. 
Champion Hill Shadoe 780. by Holly 
Gamble. 2. A&J Miss Granite. by Ashley 
Herzog. Sealy. Texas. 3 HAF Continental 
42l. by Amanda Y(MJng. BlounlsvlHe. Ala. 
Class 32 (3-1-97 to 3-2-97) 1. Valley 
View Annie 7317, by Hope Herd. 2. 
Champion Hili Phyllis 763. by Morgan 
Woodward. Gallipoils. Ohio. 3. HCA Black 
Jestress 704. by CllOd Horsley. Galva. III. 
Cia •• 33 (2-25-97 to 2-28-97) 1. 
VISion Sliver 751. by Kyle Hain. Seward. 
Neb. 2 EXAR Miss Emulous 7581. by 
Willy Couch. Yukon. Okla. 3. Dlxie's 
Blackbird lassle Q117. by Tara Ayres. 
lancaster. Ky. 
Closs 34 (2-22-97 10 2-24-97) 1. WK 
Winnie 7305. by Kyle Jackson. Anderson. 
Ind 2. WK Katey 7117. by David Meyer. 
Fremont. Neb. 3. K&K Wallstreet Elba 
7311. by Ashley WOOdward. Noblesville. 
Ind. 
Class 35 (2-t9'97 to 2·20·97) 1. E&B 
1483 lady Scotchman 700. by Mallory 
Bannon. ladOlla. Ind. 2. MKA 6071 FB 
Miss Gigl 705G, by Julie Sca~en. Snow 
Camp. N.C. 3_ KA Blackcap 708. by 
Chelsea Frost. Tallula. IN. 
Class 36 (2·15·97 to 2·18·97) 1. GH 
Equatorial Elga Erica 115. by Kyle 
Conley. 2. BAF EXT Queen 7089. by 
Duslln Bedel, Saybrook, III. 3. WK Miss 
Angus 71103. by Kyle Jackson. 
Class 37 (2'12·9710 2·14·97) 1. BlA 
lady stacker 7057. by Jutle Dameron. 2. 
Dalton's lossy 735. by Melissa Pickrell. 
Pam. Ky. 3_ SJS Miss Bonlta 731. by Joe 
Farrel. Adol. Iowa_ 
Class 38 (2·9·97 to 2-11·97) 1. WAF 
Mayllower 7104. by Dustin Bedel. 
Saybrook. III. 2_ Thomas Queen Mother 
7572, by Amber Zeedyk 3. Sedgwick's 
Barbara 4527. by Jesse McCurry. 
Sedgwick. Kan. 
Class 39 (2-7·97 to 2·8·97) 1. OAR 
Miss Juanada 738. by Kami Krebs. 2. 
Champion Hill lady 741, by JeSSica 
Reserve late junior champion 
A&B Queen 7221 
Grappe. Springhill, la. 3. SA Beauty·s 
lass 372, by Bren Sayre. Purdin, Mo. 
CI ... 40 (2·3·97 10 2·6·97) 1. 
Pohlman's Elena 197 7, by Emily 
Pohlman. Nortolk. Neb. 2. LB Sare 315. 
by Elizabeth Hawkins. 3. DAR Elite 7059. 
by Beth Patton. 
CI ... 41 (2+97 to 2·2·97) 1. VAA 
Pride lucy 7069. by Andrew Foster. 
Niles. Mich. 2. Champion HIli lady 703. 
by HoHy Gamble. 3. WAF Essie 7079. by 
Rebecca Nida. 
Cia •• 42 (1-28·97 to 1·30·97) l-
Excel Diamond, by Ashlyn Carter. 
Carmel. Ind. 2. WAF Mlssle 7076, by 
Beth PaHon. 3. WAF Temptress 7075, by 
Brien Jackson, Camden, Ohio. 
Class 43 (1·25·97 10 1·27·97) 1. WAR 
Blackbird lady 7008, by Tyler 
Worthington, Winston, Mo. 2. lOG lady 
Stoekmam, by lacle Charles, Welch, 
Okla. 3. WK Aoyal Gal 7320, by Karla 
Delaney, Gordon. Neb. 
Class 44 (1·22·97 10 1·24·97) 1. PGA 
Equator lassie 127, by Amanda Hensley. 
2. EXAA Elsi.mere 7527, by Soon Heil. 
Berrien Center, Mich. 3. Bigrok Buena 
730. by Curtis Bryant 
Class 45 (1·18·9710 1·20·97) 1. WAF 
Blackcap 7053. by Andrew Mlndemann. 
Sullivan. Wis. 2. AAF Errolline 711, by 
Angela Aamsey, Frankfort. Ind. 3. 
lemmon Bfackbird 4197. by Jonathan 
lemmon. Woodbury, Ga. 
Cia •• 46 (1·14·97 10 1·17·9711. 
Gibbet Hili Mlgnonne E37. by Kyle 
Conley. 2. PIlgrim Blackcap Bessie 397, 
by Jeremy Haag, Plymouth. Ind. 3. 
Ponderosa Forever lady 417. by Kae 
Siebrlng.Danlorth.lII. 
Cia •• 47 (1-9·97 to 1·13·9711 
Pohlman's Barbara 172 7. by Emily 
Pohlman. 2. Dameron Blackcap Bess 
712. by Nicole Speny. 3. Circle A Miss 
Blackbird 7070. by Jennifer luli. Suffield. 
Ohio. 
CI ... 48 (1·5·97 to 1·8-97) 1. BT 
Aachel 4G. by Jennifer Beck. 2. CurtiS 
EXTS Queen 7102. by Dana May, Minerai 
PoInt, WIs. 3. WAF Black Empress 7018, 
by Kae Slebrlng. 
CI ••• 49 (1·2·97 to t·4·97) 1. BC 
Blackbird GI~ M 107. 2. Champion Hill 
Blackcap 687, by Chelsey Warfield, 
Anden!onville. Tenn. 3. CVF Erica 701. by 
Evan Boehmer, Olivet. Mich. 
CI ... 50 (1·1·97 to 1·1·97) 1. CAF 
lass 1017. by Beth Panon. 2. Deer Creek 
Alta llG, by Hutch Porter. 3. DaviS 
Beauty 7501. by Jessica Maxwell, 
Ponder. leKas. 
Class 51 (11-21·96 to 12·30·96) 1. 
ZA lady Tara 46.2. PVA Elba 6142 of 
9F83, by Ashley Grole. Fomey. Texas. 3. 
OI1de's Evera 726 01 8&J. by Kyle Ayres. 
lancaster. Ky. 
Reserve senior champion 
lAR Blackcap Effie 6121 
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CI ••• 52 ("-7-96 to "-20-96) l-
Dalton's Elba 6'81, by Tanya Peebles. 
2. SVAF Fascinating Flower 199, 
Brandon Douglas, Genlry, Ark. 3_ BF 
lynette 98, by Kevin Camp. Banner. 
Miss. 
CI ••• 53 (11-2'-96 to 1'-5-96) l-
Brockmere Barba", 52, by Jacoo lutes. 
Brookfield, MD. 2. HSAF Miss Pride 113J, 
by Kara Claeys, Garner, N.C. 3. GAF 
Barbara 756. by Ashley Gillg. Aurora, MD. 
CI ••• 54 (10-B-96 10 '0-28-96) l-
Sarah of Swan 146, by Michael Owen, 
Ripley, Miss. 2. lemmon KrtvfnIa 3587, 
by Jared Grtssom, Saminol., Okla. 3. 
lemmon lassie 82'3, by Adam Young, 
Qover, Fia_ 
CI ... 55 19-20-96 to 10-5-96) ,. HI 
Way Bluebird Annie 706, by Elizabeth 
Heape, Tamaroa, HI. 2 JSAR Oueen 8' F, 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 74 
Owned Female Champions 
Ankony Princess 153P 
Reserve calf champion 
WK Princess Pride 7903 
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Maplecrest Anastasia 
Early junior champion 
Be Blackbird Girl M 107 
Reserve senior champion 
ZA Lady Tara 46 
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by Jamie Meyer. 3. Oak Hili &ica lady 
1696. by Amanda Asal. 
Cia •• 56 (9-10-96 to 9-19·96) 1. 
Davis Peggy Sue 6.303. 2. PVF Proven 
Oueen 601. by Calherlne Miller. 
Champaign. III. 3. Circle A Phantasy 
6537. by Weslon Il10 ...... Mount Vernon. 
Ma. 
Class 57 (9-1-96 to 9-9-96) 1. 
Mlndemann Peg 648. by Arlc 
Mtndemann. SuHlYan. WIs. 2. Champi,", 
HIH Sl<ymere 599. by Holly Gamble. 3. 
EXAR Pine Gal 6311. by Dixie Berry. 
_. Ala. 
BAED-AND-OWNED BUlLS 
Class 1 (11-3-97 to 12-29-97) 1. HAF 
0 ...... 777. by Hope Herd. 2. Womack's 
Trveler 2027. by Wesley Womack. 3. Mr. 
Cognac 01 OAF 377. by Jennifer Grappe. 
Brcd-and-Owncd Bull Champions 
Reserve calf champion 
Gamble's IT Fullback 
94 
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Hensley's Transformer 
CI ... Z (10-2-97 10 10-28-9711. 
Gamble's TT Fu"back~ 2~ AAF 
Quarlerback 9703, by Chrislopher 
Aechlln, Brooksvill,', Ky. 3. DME 
Apocalypse G8, by Darren Eversole, 
Blacksburg, Va. 
CI ... 3 (9-3-97 10 9-21 ~97) 1. BC 
Johnny Walker Black label. 2. 
Womad<'s Evaluatlon 1477, by Wesley 
Womack. 3. PR Stocky 414. by Amanda 
Penner, MHI Creek, OIda. 
CIa .. 417-2-97 to 8-15-97) 1. DA 
Dateline 806, by Daniel Donati, DmYiDe, 
calif. 2 TAF Mr. Aocky 72. by Charles 
Toll, Lawrenceburg, Ky. 3~ OKA Forrest 
01 EXT, by Oakes Aoutt. Hodgenvtlle, Ky. 
Class 5 (5-2-97 10 Ei-18-97) 1. A&B 
Yukon 7150. 2. Car Don Ellmlnalor 
B413. 3 GAF Touchback 018. by Carl 
Detwiler 
Cla.s 6 13-2-97 10 4-24-97) 1. 
Hensley's Transformer 2. Schroeder's 
Millennium 57 3 AVF Saugahatchee 
9547. by MaUhew Theis. leavenworth, 
Kan~ 
Cia .. 7 (1-3-97 to :'-17-97) 1 Car 
Don Durango 8399. by Deanna Bloom. 
2~ DKl High Aoller 7077. by Kristopher 
lynn~ 3. CW Tex 27. br Clayton Ward. 
Oak Grove. Mo~ 
COW-CALF PAIAS 
Cia .. 1 14-8-96 to 7-10-96) 1 
Dallon's Monet of Halo 610B, by Douglas 
Dallon. Allavisla, Va 2. CS Aosebu~ 
61SF. by Curt Stockdal". 3. RAW Auby 
227. by A~am Stonecipher. 
Cia •• 2 (3-3-96 to ,'-28-961 1. Car 
Don Miss Trayeler 8353. by Deanna 
Bloom. 2 WK Miss E191. by Kami 
Krebs. 3. KW Wind Song. by Kirk 
Boecker. Bentonville, Artl. 
Class 3 11-27-96 to 2-24-961 1 
Ankony Blackcap ON2 5, by Thomas 
carper. 2. Oameron Bardol531. by Julie 
Dameron. 3~ WCC Mignonne F34. by Eric 
Hayman Jr .. Cloverdale,lnd. 
Class 4 (1-3-96 to 1-24-96) 1. 
Pohlman's Barbara 253 6. 2~ Kiata Erica 
6145, by Juslin Brosey. Hamilton, Ohio. 
3~ KF la~y Angel 1013. by Adam 
Thacker, Sumner. III. 
Clasa 5 (9-1-95 to 10-29-95) 1. Beck 
Pride 5196. 2. Womack's Miss lucy 
12B5~ 3. KFlT Top Gem 101. by Tyler 
Meier, Altamont, 11/ 
Cla.s 6 (1-2-95 10 6-13-9511. 
Pohlmarfs Barbara 254 5. by GarreH 
Pohlman. 2. WF Sweet Sara 175, by 
Gara Harrison, Woodbine. Md. 3. 
wayview Erica 266, by Kyle Penick. 
Cia •• 7 (9-2-91 to 3~8-94) 1. 
Sedgwlck's Blackbird 4901, by J.W. 
McCurry. Mounl Hope, Kan 2 Briarwood 
M.i~ U371. by Julie Scarlelt. 3 RCC 
Emblem Erica 4584. by Brandon Ainkes. 
Hoyt. Kan 
STEERS 
Cia •• 1 15-2-97 to 6-25-971 1 SBA 
Cougar. 2. Champion Hill Kylo. by Jeff 
Covell. 3. C&K lucky. by Klsha 
Goodman. Vanlue. OhIO 
Class 2 (4-1-97 to 4~28-97) 1 
Dalton's High Expectalion. 2~ Covell's 
Reload 9711. by Jeff Covell. 3 Dameron 
7154, by Jason Johnson. 
Class 3 (3-1-97 to 3-30-971 1 
Whitestone Widespread J185. by 
Bradley Lutz, Mount Jackson, Va. 2. 
Sheps Truck 6G. by Cody Jensen, North 
English, Iowa. 3. AF Hot Aod. by Mallory 
Bannon. ladoga, Ind. 
Class 4 (1-10-97 10 2-26-97) 1. RA 
Kruger R723, by Jenny Davis. Creal 
Springs, III. 2. WI( Sco1Iie 7553. by Kaml 
Krebs. 3 WlC Doughboy. by Dawn 
Schwingle Dousman, Wis. 
Reserve junior champion 
Schroeder's Millennium 57 
Cow-Calf PaIr Champions 
Beck Pride 5196 
SCjllClllhl'r 19~5 • ANGUS/iiI/null • 7S 
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1998 National Junior Angus Show 
I 
Steer ChampIons 
SBA Cougar 
Reserve grand champion 
Dalton's High Expectation 
Best Five Head 
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-Carcass Steer Champions 
1998 National Junior Angus Show Carcass Results 
lIVE LIVE CARC CARC DRESS 
ENTRY RANK EXHIBITOR WT WOA WT WDA % FAT 
"32 
"12 
44 
23 
19 
26 
50 
17 
46 
"24 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
"43 11 
'35 12 
40 13 
27 14 
6 15 
46 16 
Curtis Bryant. Monkton. Md. 
Ryan Schroeder. Ottawa. Ohio 
Ryan Sweeney. Mason. Miell. 
Jessica Sawyer. Bassett, Neb. 
Adam Sawyer. Bassett. Neb. 
Crai!1 Bryant. Monkton. Md. 
Michael Ehrig, Gonzales, Texas 
Chelsea Moffitt, Kirksville. Mo. 
Flinton McCabe. Elk City. Kan. 
Julie Thelen, Ann Arbor. Mich. 
1.112 2.23 
1,269 2.76 
1,191 2.32 
1.086 2.29 
1.225 2.63 
1.195 2.50 
1.162 2.08 
1.255 2.70 
1.210 2.21 
1.405 2.96 
Brandon New. leavenworth. Kan 1.212 2.40 
Stephanie Thomas. Riley. Kan. 1.095 2.19 
Sonya Smith, lebanon. Tenn. 1.228 2.44 
Amber Gigstad. Syracuse. Neb. 1.244 2.54 
Emily Hogberg. Mason. Mich. 1.301 2.99 
Mary Kendrick. Southlake , Texas 1 .058 2.03 
"42 17 Kevin Rose. Salem. III. 1.242 2.46 
34 16 Clayton Brost. Harrodsburg. Ky. 1.242 2.49 
:39 . _ 19 ... ~dn~"Y}"iI,-er. LU~I!}'~..Q.h~o .... 1 .~P. J 7 4 
'Indlcales carcasses qua/ifylng for CAB Program 
702 
745 
735 
667 
751 
726 
735 
771 
766 
602 
1.41 
1.62 
1.43 
1.41 
1.61 
1.52 
1.32 
1.66 
1.40 
1.69 
762 1.51 
690 1.38 
746 1.49 
774 1.58 
775 1.76 
655 1.25 
791 1.57 
BOO 1.60 
B72 1.73 
". - . -- .~. ---
63.1 0.35 
58.7 0.30 
61.7 0.30 
61.4 0.25 
61.3 0.40 
60.7 0.50 
63.2 0.50 
61.4 0.50 
63.3 0.50 
57.0 0.50 
62.B 0.55 
63.0 0.45 
60.9 0.65 
62.2 0.65 
59.5 0.65 
61.9 0.45 
63.6 0.70 
64.4 0.60 
63.1 0.70 
KPH 
2.0 
1.5 
0.5 
1.5 
2.5 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.0 
REAl 
REA CWT OG MARB YG SCORE' 
13.6 1.94 CW M060 2.09 -0.41 
14.3 1.92 CW M070 1.81 -0.40 
14.6 1.99 CH' SM'o 1.47 0.27 
12.1 1.81 Cif SM'O 2.09 0.59 
13.0 1.73 CH' SM50 2.69 1.09 
13.3 1.83 Cif SM20 2.55 1.55 
13.9 1.69 CW SM20 2.30 1.70 
13.0 1.69 CH- SM60 2.72 1.72 
12.0 1.57 CW SM'o 3.12 2.52 
12.9 1.61 CHo MT90 3.07 2.67 
12.6 1.65 CHo MT'O 3.24 2.74 
11.0 1.59 CHo MT90 3.13 3.13 
13.5 1.80 CH' SM90 3.05 3.15 
13.4 1.73 CH' SM30 3.18 3.28 
12.7 1.64 CW SM2D 3.21 3.31 
11.7 1.79 CH' SM20 2.77 3.37 
14.5 1.83 CHO MTOO 3.12 3.92 
13.6 1.70 CH' SM50 3.29 4.99 
13~.8=---_1",.5",8,---..=cCHo.:.+_ M080 3.75 5.05 
~F;naJ score derived from an adjUsted yield grade formula For a copy 01 the formula or complete contest results, contact the junior activities t1epa!tment 
Page 
More 
NJAS Results 
to Come 
7a/Results o{tlte 1998 Nm;ollal SllOlI'lIumsilip COil/est. 
79/ A look al Naliol/al 5ltOl1'l/Il1l1.11Iip COIl/l'slwilll/er Julie Damerol/. 
SO/Introducing Ihe 1998-1999 NJAA Board oj DireclOrs. 
84/ Speeches presellled by 101' NJAA public speaking cOllleslallls. 
90/ Juniors "Cook II Up" ill Illdianapolis. 
98/Scholarship allti CllI/le.H all'lIrd lI'illllers recuglli;.ed d"rillg the NJAS. 
119/111 their last year (If eligibililY. 20 JVJAA members earn their Gold Awards. 
123!Results ,!{Ihe 19<)8 NJA,VAngu, Journal photo c(ll/le.H. 
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-1998 National Junior Angus Show 
Fifty-three 
Compete 
For IITop Showman" Tille 
ulie Dameron, Lexington, III., took home the <'Oveted 
title of "Top Showman" from the 1998 National Junior 
Angus Showmanship Contest, luly 24-25 in Indianapolis, 
Ind. Dameron topped tht, 53 contestants representing 29 
states in till" com pet ition. 
Along with the honor of "Top Shllwman," I )ameron 
received $350 from the Hamilton James Memorial Fund and 
an engmved silver Revere bowl from th,' American Angus 
Auxiliary. 
Weslt'y Womack, Pembroke, Ky., pl'Ked second in the 
competition, recei"ing $250 for his efforts. Placing third ,,'ilS 
Sonya Smith, Lehanon, Tenn. She WilS ilwarded S 175. 
Di'lI1a Covell, Frederick, Md., placed fourth, winning $125, 
while James Armstrong, Unionville, Tenn., was awarded $100 
for his fifth-plilee finish. 
The cash prizes awarded to the top live showmanship 
winner. were on behalf of the Hamilton hlmes Memorial 
Fund, t'stahlished in the memory of Angus enthusiast and 
auctiolleer llall1 James. The Amcriran AngLJ~ Auxiliary 
prt',cnted each of the 101' five linalists'l silwr Rewre howl. 
Top five showmen in the 1998 National Junior Angus Showmanship Contest 
(pictured I to r) are James Armstrong, Unionville, Tenn .. fifth; Diana Covell, 
Frederick, Md .. fourth: Sonya Smith, Lebanon, Tenn., third: Wesley 
Womack, Pembroke. Ky .. second: and Julie Dameron, LeXington, III .. first. 
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If aile adl'(lIlces cOllfidelltly ill the 
direction of his dreall/s. and elldeal'o/'S to 
live the life which he has imagined. he 
lI'illmeet with a success IIlIexpected ill 
com ilion hours. - Henry David Thoreau 
Julie Damt/ron, Lexington, III., was named 
"Top Showman" in the 1998 National Junior 
Angus Showmanship Contest. Her father, 
Gary, right, has been instrumental in her 
Angus involvement. 
The three judf,cs f<>r the ewnt were Ryan (:otton, 
C1arkeS\'illc, l;a.; Paul Hill, Bidwell, Ohio; and Angie Siel11en" 
New Glams. Wis. 
Contestants w-~rl" evalualed on their handling skills, their 
ahility to follow instnKtiol1!'o. use of equipment, courte",y. 
sportsmanshir .lnd gent.'r;:ll appc.uiU}(l'. Tht' contc..'stallts did 
not show (heir ()\\11 aninmls: thl..'), drt'w for .lIliln.lls owned by 
other exhibitors ,,', the show. 
A group of I ~ finalists were sciected 'lftel" Ii IlJr rounds of 
prdimin.ll")' col11l'etition. TIll' 15 finalists then Ctlmpeted for 
the ''Top Sho\\"mnn" honor. 
Other contest.mls chosen as linalist!o. were fcnnifer AzC'vedo, 
Newman, Calif.; Lora Poner, Jeffersun, (ia.; Hutch Porter, 
Jefferson, Ga.; Jamie l'vlc)·er, Douglass, "an.: "c\'in Ruse, 
Salelll, III.; Sarah Lll\larra, :-Jorth Branch, ~Iich.; John I.ight 
Jr .. lagT<lT1):e\"ille, :\I.Y.; Trace), BI)1hc. Dresden. Ohio; 1\!iranda 
lirissom. Prague'. '')kla.; and William Walther, 1>.lnunt 
Cra\'1<mi. Va. §.1j 
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-1998 National Junior Angus Show 
Juniors Elect New Board 
. & Officers 
~mbers of the National Junior Angus Association 
...../ F l (~JAA) elected six new members to the NJAA Board of 
Directors during the Association's annual meeting in 
Indianapolis. Th" meeting was held in conjunction with the 1998 
National Junior Angus Show (NJAS), JuI)' ! 1-25. 
New officers were announced during the awards ceremony on 
Friday cvening, July 24. Serving as chairman of the IO.OOO-mcmber 
organi7.ation for t.he coming year is Janelle Sommers, Silver Lake. 
Ind. Rhonda Nida. Red Rock, Okla., is the vice chairman. 
Officers and Directors of 
the National Junior Angus 
AssOCiation (pictured front 
row, I to r) are Jallfllie 
Sommers, Silver Lake, 
Ind.; Rhonda Nida, Red 
Rock, Okla.; Hutch Porfrlr, 
Jefferson, Ga.; Justin 
(J.w.J McCurry, Mount 
Hope, Kan.; Diana Covell, 
Frederick. Md.; and Amy 
Dyar, Crossville, Ala.; 
(pictured back row. I to r) 
John Menon, Brictgewater, 
Va.; Lindsey Trosper, 
Hamilton. Mo.; Julie 
Dameron, Lexington, III.; 
Melissa Pickrell, Paris, 
Ky.; Julie Scarlen, Snow 
Camp, N. C.; and GSlTfln 
Pohlman, Norfolk, Neb. 
Justin (1.\\'.) McCurr)" Mount Hope, Kan., is Foundation 
director, while the new leadership director is Diana CoveU. Frederick, 
Md. 
Director of membership information is Am)' Dyar. Crossvillc, 
Ala., with Hutch Porter. Jcfferson. Ga., rounding out the roll of 
officers as communications director. 
The individuals e1ccted to leadership positions are beginning the 
second year of their two-year terms on the Board. 
Candidates from 12 states vied for six positions on the Board. 
After submitting applications, giving oral presentations and 
completing round-table interviews. delegates representing 32 states 
cast ballots for their top six candidates. The six NJAA members 
elected to servc as Directors for the nex1 two )'ears follow: 
Julie Dameron. l.exinb'lon, m., is the daughter of Gary and 
Sharon Dameron. She will he a junior this fall at the University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Ch,ulll'aign, where shl' studies agricultural 
communicatio",. She currently serves ,IS president uf the 1IIinois 
Junior Angus Association and has shown on the I,'cal, state and 
mltionallevcis. 
John Melton, Bridgewater, \'a., started his carl'cr of Angus 
leadership by serving as both treasurer and president of the Virginia 
Junior Angus Association. Melton is CUITl'I1t1y enrolled in the Terry 
College oiBusincs.' at the l'niversit\· ofGmrgia. His parents are 
Cartcr and Connie :o.!eiton. 
Melissa Pickrell. Paris, Ky" is the daughter of Ed and Kay 
Pickrdl. Thi, ';111 she will begin hcr iourth w,tr at \\'estern Kentud:y 
liniwrsit)'. where she is working toward a degree in agriculture with 
an emphasis in animal science. She is Jctive on her (ollegc campus,. as 
wcll as in the Kentllcb· Junior Angus AS"l(i.llion. where she has 
served liS ~l'(fctary and Kentu(ky Angus Queen. 
Garrcll Pohlman, ~orfolk, ,,"eb., is working toward it degree in 
animal science at the University "fNebraska·l.incoln. His parents are 
Charles and Linda PlIhlman. Through his .iunior Angus carl",r, 
C;arrett has been very involved in 4·H, FrA and other leadership 
activities in addition to the Nebraska Junior Angus Association, in 
which he served as the 1996-97 p,,·sident. 
Julie Scarlett, Snow Camp, N.C., i., currently a student at North 
Carolina State University stud),ing biology with a nutrition 
concentration. Julie has served several leadership roles in the North 
Carolina lunior Angus Association and has shown cattlc in local. 
stilte and national shows. She is the daughter of Jim and Elaine 
Scarlett. 
Lindsey Trosper. Hamilton .. \10 .. will begin hl'r junior year at 
Stephens College this (all where she is working toward a degrel' in 
marketing, I'ublic rdations and advertising. The daughter ofSte"c 
and Sand\' Trospcr. sh~ served a, 1<l971\!iss American Angus. 
Lindsl'~· is all activc mCTnbcr of the l\1is~ollrj Junior Angus 
:\~so(i;ltinJ1, ft'(cntly ..;(.'r\'ing a~ president. §.'1j 
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